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A B S T R A C T
Signal propagation in complex networks drives epidemics, is responsible for information going viral, promotes trust and facilitates moral behavior in social groups, enables the development of misinformation detection algorithms, and it is the main pillar supporting the fascinating cognitive abilities of the brain, to name just some examples. The geometry of signal propagation is determined as much by the network topology as it is by the diverse forms of nonlinear interactions that may take place between the nodes. Advances are therefore often system dependent and have limited translational potential across domains. Given over two decades worth of research on the subject, the time is thus certainly ripe, indeed the need is urgent, for a comprehensive review of signal propagation in complex networks. We here first survey different models that determine the nature of interactions between the nodes, including epidemic models, Kuramoto models, diffusion models, cascading failure models, and models describing neuronal dynamics. Secondly, we cover different types of complex networks and their topologies, including temporal networks, multilayer networks, and neural networks. Next, we cover
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network time series analysis techniques that make use of signal propagation, including network correlation analysis, information transfer and nonlinear correlation tools, network reconstruction, source localization and link prediction, as well as approaches based on artificial intelligence. Lastly, we review applications in epidemiology, social dynamics, neuroscience, engineering, and robotics. Taken together, we thus provide the reader with an up-to-date review of the complexities associated with the network’s role in propagating signals in the hope of better harnessing this to devise innovative applications across engineering, the social and natural sciences as well as to inspire future research.
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1. Introduction and motivation

Collective behavior is the hallmark of complex systems, and as such, it has attracted much attention during the past two decades [1–9]. It is an emergent phenomenon that is due to the interactions between many units that make up complex systems, be it neurons in the brain or ants in an anthill, as well as due to external disturbances that often act upon them. Most importantly, collective behavior is often universal in nature, such that models describing very different complex systems share qualitatively identical spatiotemporal dynamics and phase transitions leading up to it [10–13]. Consequently, as physicists, we can reach a deeper understanding and appreciation of complex systems through the lens of collective behavior.

For the study of collective behavior, signal propagation is a commonly used metric to discern the processes that are involved and their impact across time and space. In fact, the propagation of signals is the very lifeline of collective behavior, since it enables the proper functioning of complex systems in nature, social systems, and engineering. With the advent of complex systems science, or complexity science, we have witnessed significant advances in this field, both from an experimental and a theoretical point of view. For example, the propagation of neuronal activity in a healthy brain across multiple spatio-temporal scales empowers fascinating cognitive abilities, while failures or changes in this propagation can be utilized to diagnose disease [10,13]. Similarly, in social systems, modeling opinion dynamics across social networks entails a cognitive process that determines how a group of agents shapes their opinion, and in man-made systems, the cascading failures in power grids can lead to rolling or even total large-scale monster blackouts [14–16]. Even in swarm robotics, which relies strongly on collective behavior, errors or attacks could easily give rise to damage or disrupt formation control and cooperative manipulation [17]. Finally, also in the brain system of the zebrafish, bottom-up and top-down signal propagation, starting from presynaptic neurons to downstream postsynaptic neurons, might be the key for the emergence of elementary functions at behavioral and cognitive level [18].

From a theoretical point of view, there are two different approaches we can use to study signal propagation complex networks. One is modeling-driven, based on the interplay between structure and dynamics, to generate various patterns of propagation. The other is data-driven, as an inverse problem to reveal hidden patterns from empirical data.

(i) Let us firstly consider modeling-driven methods. Fundamentally, the effective and often highly efficient realization of signal propagation is achieved by means of a complex interplay between the structure and dynamics of the underlying system [12]. Various dynamical models determine the nature of interactions between nodes. For example, the dynamics of hosts or pathogens characterizes how a disease spreads over contact networks, and agent-based models address the stochastic properties of the spreading process [19]. The Kuramoto model with positive and negative coupling allows for the emergence of traveling waves, pattern formation, and even Chimera states [20,21]. Load-capacity models reveal the mechanism behind cascading failures, where a failure of one part could trigger further failures of other parts and finally endanger the whole system [14,16]. Neuronal modeling is aimed at describing macroscopic activity patterns that arise from the interactions between excitatory and inhibitory neurons. For example, synaptic and external excitatory inputs interact and helps us understand the neuronal pathway from single-neuron physiology to behavior in Larval zebrafish [22].

The topological connections between nodes provide the underlying platform for signal propagation, and various types of networks have been studied frequently and in much detail. Temporal networks, for example, could speed-up or slowdown the spreading process depending on the nature of the waiting time distribution, and they could also allow the system to become controllable, even if the corresponding static network is uncontrollable [23–25]. The interplay between the internal dynamics and the network degrees jointly determines the response time of spatiotemporal propagation, and the self-consistent linear response theory can determine the separate contribution of topology and the dynamics towards the observed spatiotemporal propagation patterns [10,13]. Namely, both the topological and the dynamical properties are crucial for inducing distinctive patterns of propagation, such as traveling waves, spiral waves, chaos, sources, and sinks.

(ii) Besides modeling-driven methods, the quantification of propagating features from empirical data, as an inverse problem, can reveal typically or at least often hidden underlying topological-dynamical relations [26]. A fundamental question in the data-driven analysis of complex systems is to address, to what extent, two components are related given observational data. Various theoretical and computational methods have been developed to serve as tools to infer
### Nomenclature

#### List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>Agent-based model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABR</td>
<td>Rate of actual human biting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADN</td>
<td>Activity-driven network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>Advanced Encryption Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTGCN</td>
<td>Attention-based spatiotemporal graph convolutional network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSG</td>
<td>Balanced sequence generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Cross-correlograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID</td>
<td>Coronavirus disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Contact rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRLI</td>
<td>Cluster representation learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Continuous time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>Dorsal medial area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMD</td>
<td>Dynamic mode decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM</td>
<td>Distributed robust maximization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>Discrete time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOE</td>
<td>End of the epidemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Erdos–Renyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWS</td>
<td>Early-warning signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAEs</td>
<td>Graph auto-encoders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>Generative adversarial network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN</td>
<td>Graph convolutional network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>Graph embedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLeaM</td>
<td>Global epidemic and mobility model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRNs</td>
<td>Gene regulatory networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HETS</td>
<td>Hybrid event-triggered strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMF</td>
<td>Heterogeneous mean-field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATA</td>
<td>International Air Transport Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Inferior temporal cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM</td>
<td>Kumamoto model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBS</td>
<td>Location-based services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Leaky-integrate and fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>Long short-term memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>Multi-agent simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFPT</td>
<td>Mean first passage time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMCA</td>
<td>Microscopic Markov chain approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Multimedia messaging system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>Mobile phone-call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Medial temporal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-BEATS</td>
<td>Neural basis expansion analysis for interpretable time series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Neighbor exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIMFA</td>
<td>N-intertwined mean-field analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPI</td>
<td>Non-pharmaceutical interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAG</td>
<td>Official Aviation Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Robust nucleus of the arcopallium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Reaction-diffusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of Symbols

- **a**: Activity
- **A**: Adjacency matrix
- **BS**: Basin stability
- **c(·)**: Concentration
- **C**: Capacity
- **E**: Number of exposed agents
- **E(·)**: Energy function
- **G_0(·)**: Generating function
- **GC**: Granger causality
- **H**: Entropy
- **I**: Number of infected agents
- **I(·, ·)**: Mutual Information
- **L**: Laplacian matrix/Load
- **K**: Coupling strength
- **M**: Inertia coefficient
- **N**: Network size
- **P(·)**: Probability
- **S**: Number of susceptible agents
- **t**: Time
- **T**: Length of time
- **TE**: Transfer Entropy
- **X**: Indicator function
- **Y**: Reduced admittance
- **α**: Tolerance parameter
the causality between components, ranging from basic linear correlation measures to more sophisticated information-theoretical quantities, thereby forming the cornerstone of extracting the structural backbone of complex networked dynamics [27]. Inferring the topology of connectivity and extracting important variables at different scales has a great potential for exploring biophysically plausible circuit arrangements for neuronal signal propagation [28]. In addition to inferring methods, link prediction and source localization methods have also been developed and applied frequently, for example to find the source of wireless sensor networks, or the source of disease or information dissemination based on incomplete information and network structure [29–31].

In the light of the wealth of modeling-driven and data-driven methods, and even though remarkable surveys and perspective works have been published on related subjects, a comprehensive contemporary review of signal propagation in complex networks has ample potential to guide as well as to motivate future research in this very vibrant field.

This review is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the multiscale modeling of disease spreading, the Kuramoto model, random walks, reaction–diffusion and percolation processes, and models for cascading failures, in Section 2. All these models, at least to some extent, allow for the emergence of signal propagation. In Section 3, we review the topological factors that significantly influence signal propagation, including temporal and multilayer networks. There, we also present a general theoretical framework for the interplay between dynamics and topology, and the recent research dedicated to the control of various types of networks. In Section 4, we review recent techniques that reveal signal propagation from measured data, including information transfer and artificial intelligence techniques. In Section 5, we summarize relevant applications concerning epidemics, social dynamics, neuroscience, power grids, and robotics. Finally, we conclude with a summary and a discussion of promising directions for future research.

2. Basic model systems

2.1. Epidemic models

The dynamics of hosts or pathogens on top of contact networks can characterize how a disease spreads. However, the network’s high-dimensionality feature makes the analytical calculation more challenging. There are various approaches to modeling disease spread in intricate networks. Modeling through a metapopulation network is one of them which can capture the mobility of the populations from one patch to another. Thus a metapopulation is typically defined as a collection of subpopulations that are related because the agents or hosts are mobile. In ecological systems where recolonization, maintaining variety, and extinction equilibrium of specific species are explored, metapopulation models are well-studied [32–38]. Due to the rapid development of transportation systems, it is necessary to study how an epidemic spreads by taking into account human movement (diffusion) at different scales [39–45], where hosts or people interact, spread the disease, and then either recover from it or get rid of it. On the other hand, agent-based models (ABM) or individual-based stochastic models are developed based on “bottom-up” setup similar to Cellular Automata [44–52]. These models represent how individuals (or agents) interact with one another and with their surroundings, while being trained to act in certain ways. These methods address the stochastic character of the epidemic process, which may help them
getting beyond the limits of the traditional deterministic method. Here the agents observe their environment and adapt their behavior accordingly. Such agent-based, disaggregate models have been researched for the past 20 years to examine the disease spread across social networks [48,53,54].

2.1.1. Metapopulation models

For recent epidemics such as the SARS outbreak in 2003 [55], H1N1 disease in 2009 [56], and COVID-19 [57,58], where the normal time scale to disseminate the disease from one country to another is within few months, mobility or dispersal becomes a crucial component. It is possible to ignore the movement of the diseased people from one patch to another in a well-mixed, homogeneous population, but this is not always the case. One is motivated to take into account the reaction–diffusion dynamics [59], in which the particles/hosts/humans interact (“react”) within a community and “diffuse” (mobility) within shorter time scales. Thus, a metapopulation model is captured by the numbers of patches (N), links representing the movement of the agents/humans, and the interaction mechanism in a patch governed by disease dynamics.

Reaction–diffusion models: mean-field approach. Analogous to the chemical rate equations, one can express disease dynamics as follows [59] B → A, and B + A → 2B. Here B acts as an infected agent and converts the susceptibles agent A into B with the infection rate β and the infected agents become susceptible (A) with a recovery probability μ. The networks are considered heterogeneous, in which each node contains the agents A and B. The diffusion from one node to another depends on the inverse degree of the source node. Two types of reactions can be considered: either (I) In the same nodes, agent A will react with the rate β to all the B agents, or (II) Each agent will have a finite number of contacts, i.e. the reactions rate is rescaled concerning the population size. In the heterogeneous mean-field approach (HMF) the nodes with the same degree are considered statistically equivalent. In this backdrop, if ρi is the number of A agents confined in a node having degree d and yi is the number of B agents confined in a node having degree d, one can write ρA,d = 1/Nd i xi, and ρB,d = 1/Nd i yi, where the sum runs over all nodes having degree d which is Nd. Thus, ρA = ρA,d + ρB,d. In this setup, the HMF for the degree class d can be written as (say for agents B)

\[
\frac{\partial t}{\partial B,d} = -\rho_{A,d} + d \sum_{d'} P(d'|d) \frac{1}{d} (1 - \mu) \rho_{B,d' + \beta_\gamma} I_d,
\]

where the first term represents the diffusion process, and the second term is coming due to the contribution of the neighbors. Here P(d'|d) is the probability that vertices d and d' are connected. Here I_d is the reaction term for generating new agents. Similarly, one can design the dynamical rate equations for particles A in any given degree class. The non-zero infection exists if the total density of particles crosses the value \( \frac{\langle d^2 \rangle}{\langle d^2 \rangle} \mu/d^2 \). Thus, firm heterogeneity of networks suppresses the phase transition in the thermodynamic limit as \( \rho_c \rightarrow 0 \). For the type (I) process, the transmissibility is independent of the population size, whereas it is inversely proportional for the type (II) process. On the other hand, the invasion threshold has been studied in the presence of a heterogeneous coupling pattern [60]. Here the basic reaction–diffusion model is derived, in presence of traffic-dependent as well as population-dependent mobility. It is also shown that temporal infection in the same degree block (statistically equivalent degree nodes) is independent of the arrangement of the initial infection. On the other hand, in a deterministic setup, multipatch SIR dynamics (Susceptible–Exposed–Infective–Removed) can be captured by [44,61] S_i = μ(1 - S_i) - S_i \sum_{j=1}^N β_{ij} I_j, E_i = S_i \sum_{j=1}^N β_{ij} I_j - (μ + α) E_i, I_i = α I_i - (μ + γ) I_i, and R_i = 1 - S_i - E_i - I_i. Note that, here the diffusive flux is not considered assuming the movement from one patch to another is short lasting. Here β_{ij} is the per capita infection rate when an individual of the i th patch is infected by the individual of the j th patch. The eigenvalue of the matrix encoding the interaction pattern determines the synchrony homogeneous solution. A more mechanism approach, based on individual movement patterns has also been established in which the dynamics of an individual who stays in a patch is currently in the same patch or migrating to another one is considered [32,33]. For two patch systems, the equivalence of the parameters of standard phenomenological models of coupling, and mechanistic models are analytically studied in these works.

To capture the propagation pattern, particularly, the arrival time t_i of infection, a more realistic metapopulation network is developed in which the SIS dynamics is applied on top of the network [62,63]. If the cause of the first infection and the connectivity pattern is known a priori, it is possible to statistically determine when epidemics will strike a city. Assume a disease propagates from city A (population N_A) to city B (population N_B) and at time t = 0, city A has I_0 = 1 infection. If the passenger flux is w, then the probability of the arrival time (t_1) of epidemics in the city B is P_0(t_1) = 1 - (1 - p)^{(w t_1)} \prod_{i=1}^{n-1} (1 - p)^{w (t_1 - \Delta t)}, where t_1 = n \Delta t, p = \frac{w}{N_A} \Delta t is the jump probability, and \Delta t is the discrete step [62]. Assuming the initial infection is small, and the infection at A is large enough (at t = t_1) one can reach a Gumbel distribution P(t)dt = \frac{w}{N_A} \exp \left( \beta t - \frac{w}{N_A} \beta e^{\gamma} \right) \theta(t)dt, where \theta(t) is the Heaviside function and \beta is the spreading rate. The average arrival time can be calculated as \( t_1 = \frac{1}{\beta} \ln \left( \frac{N_A \beta}{w} \right) - \gamma \), where \gamma is the Euler constant. For a one-dimensional (1-D) chain, where the flux (w_i) is drawn from a random distribution, the average arrival time can be written as \( \chi(n) = \ln \left( \prod_{i=0}^{n-1} \frac{N_i \beta e^{-\gamma}}{w_i} \right) \), where N_i is the size of the population of the i th city. For a general transportation
Fig. 1. The average arrival time of infection is plotted as a function of $\chi$ (analytically calculated average infection time). Each red circle corresponds to a city. Crosses are an average over cities with the same $\chi$. The name of the city which is initially infected is also written in each of the graphs [62,63]. The ansatz successfully determines the propagation of infection.

Source: Adapted from [62].

network, the arrival time for a target city $t$ from the source $s$ can be captured by

$$\chi(s, t) = \min_{P_{st}} \sum_{(a,b) \in P_{st}} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{N_a B}{w_{ab}} \right) - \gamma \right].$$

Here $P_{st}$ is the set of all possible shortest paths between $s$ and $t$, and $(a, b)$ is one of the links on the path $s - t$. The $w_{ab}$ along the shortest path provides the most accurate result. This approach has been successfully tested in air traffic networks across the globe (Fig. 1). It differentiates between two cities in the arrival time if both are at the same topological distance from the source of infection.

Structured metapopulation stochastic dynamics can also be developed on a multiscale network to predict the propagation of influenza pandemics or vector-borne diseases. The multiscale network is designed by incorporating short-range as well as long-range connections to describe the propagation. This is called a global epidemic and mobility model (GLEaM).

Global mobility is a very complex multiscale network that varies by several orders of magnitude from short-range commuting networks on a local scale to long-range air-traffic networks [40,56]. This type of model successfully predicts the propagation of influenza-like epidemics. The multiscale networks are incorporated into the GLEaM model which encodes the characteristics of structured metapopulation stochastic dynamics. The community network for local short-range connections follows a gravity law:

$$w_{ij} \propto \frac{N_i^{\alpha} N_j^{\gamma}}{f(d_{ij})},$$

where $f(d_{ij})$ is a distance-dependent function and $\alpha, \gamma$ are calculated from the census data. Considering the intra- and inter-specific (mobility) transmission dynamics on local and non-local scales, it has been shown that the global epidemic behavior is determined by the air traffic network connectivity pattern, whereas the local level of the commuting network determines the flow from hubs to the other subpopulations.

Effective Distance in metapopulation networks. Another method of predicting the propagation of contagious phenomena in a metapopulation network is to employ a probabilistically motivated shortest path, for example, if the epidemic spreads over a network of air traffic, as proposed by Brockmann et al. [64]. The underlying structure of the network is constructed through the air-traffic data. The impact of local-scale mobility is discarded here. The usage of "effective distance" translates the spatiotemporal complex patterns of epidemic propagation into regular patterns. Here the connectivity pattern is encoded in the normalized matrix $p$. The element of this matrix such as $p_{ij}$ quantifies the passenger flux from $i$ to $j$. The effective distance is calculated from the structure of the passenger flux matrix as $d_{ij} = (1 - \log p_{ij}) \geq 1$. The logarithm comes because the effective distance is considered additive, whereas the probabilities of transition for a distance greater than 1 are multiplicative. Finally one can calculate the directed path length $\lambda(\Gamma)$ for all possible shortest paths as $D_{ji} = \min_{\Gamma} \lambda(\Gamma)$ where $\Gamma$ is the set of all possible effective lengths along all possible shortest paths between $i$ and $j$. Thus by calculating $D_{ji}$ one can easily determine the time required to spread the disease from the location $i$ to the location $j$. The average arrival time of infection is plotted as a function of $\chi$ (analytically calculated average infection time). Each red circle corresponds to a city. Crosses are an average over cities with the same $\chi$. The name of the city which is initially infected is also written in each of the graphs [62,63]. The ansatz successfully determines the propagation of infection.

Source: Adapted from [62].
long-distance location \( j \). A random walk-based computationally efficient approach (hitting time for a Markov chain) is recently developed to calculate the effective distance [65]. The previously developed logarithmic-based shortest path [64] is included as a particular case of this method. This method can easily be extended to a directed weighted graph.

Another version of a metapopulation network is proposed recently. Earlier, the commuters are considered as random walkers [62,63], which is not always true. Particularly, human mobility follows a recurrent pattern [66,67] i.e., movements of individuals are not random. Instead, they frequently move between a few places, say from home to working-class and workplace. A mean-field assumption is made i.e. there is a homogeneous mixing between individuals at the same location. The decision of the population to move in the morning is controlled by the parameter \( p \). The interaction part encodes the reaction phase in school, as well as in workplace. A mean-field assumption is made i.e. there is a homogeneous mixing between individuals at the same locations. The final step is to incorporate the recurrent model where individuals return to their residential patches. For SIR dynamics one can write

\[
\rho_i(t) + 1 = (1 - \mu) \rho_i(t) + [1 - \rho_i(t) - r_i(t)] \Pi_i(t),
\]

\[
r_i(t) + 1 = r_i(t) + \mu \rho_i(t),
\]

where \( \rho_i(t) \) is the fraction of infected individuals at the patch \( i \) at time \( t \) and \( r_i \) is the fraction of recovered individuals at the patch \( i \). The probability that a susceptible node is infected living in the patch \( i \) is captured by \( \Pi_i(t) = (1 - p) \xi_i(t) + p \sum_{j=1}^{N} R_{ij} \xi_j(t) \). Here \( \xi_i(t) \) is the probability to be infected by a healthy individual irrespective of his/her residential patch, and \( R_{ij} \) is the element of the OD matrix. The critical invasion threshold is captured by \( \lambda_c = \frac{\mu}{\lambda_{\text{max}(R)}} \), where the elements of \( R \) depend on \( p \), \( R \) and the effective infected and total population after the movement stage at time \( t \) (Fig. 4).

Recently, a deterministic metapopulation network is designed to study the spatiotemporal propagation of the spreading and recovery process in a square lattice [72]. If the disease starts from the core, the migration supports a faster spread, whereas if the initial infection is randomly spread in the lattice, the spreading can be stopped with a slower migration rate.
Fig. 3. Front velocity \( c(\omega) \) as a function of the travel rate \( \omega \) in comparison to ordinary reaction–diffusion dynamics (blue symbols). Mean velocities are indicated by red (bidirectional mobility) and blue (reaction–diffusion) symbols. For large \( \omega \), the front velocity saturates due to the restriction of high-frequency travel events. The dashed and dash-dotted lines, are the theoretical lines [68].

Source: Adapted from [68].

Fig. 4. (a) The metapopulation network of the city of Cali (Colombia). Here the city is subdivided into 22 parts (districts). The gray links signify the movement of the people. (b) The strength of infection as a function of infection probability. A repeated MC simulation is performed for different probabilities of moving: \( p_d \). (c) Two-dimensional phase diagram of incidence as a function of infection probability and movement probability. The color bar in (a) represents the population strength. Solid and dashed lines are theoretical lines [69–71].

Source: Adapted from [71].
2.1.2. Agent-based models

The agent-based modeling (ABM) tracks every detail (micro rules, i.e. endogenous representation of individuals) of how infection transmits from one to another as well as its movement pattern from one place (say home) to the other place (school or office) [73–76]. Even physical networks like roads, geographic environments, or social network-based interactions can also be considered in this approach.

The likelihood of transmission when an agent comes into touch with an infected agent, contaminated food, water, or an affected species is estimated using a probability distribution. A few factors that could affect the transmission [77] are transmission dynamics, public interaction networks, the environment, and public behaviors. Earlier, a square-shaped cell of size $L$ is used to study the infection spread for SIS dynamics [78] for moving agents. Here the interaction between agents is constructed from the Lennard–Jones potential. The agents’ movement and infection states are updated based on molecular dynamics simulation. The epidemic threshold is calculated when the infection times are drawn from a power-law distribution. In a more general setup, Hufton et al. used the daily data on domestic and international air travel [41] as a transition matrix to describe stochastic transport in a worldwide network. At the local scale, probabilistic infection dynamics are applied. By incorporating local and global data, such stochastic models can accurately depict the trend of severe acute respiratory syndrome outbreaks in certain regions. The network’s significant heterogeneity compromises high predictability. An excitable mobile agent system is also developed in which the physical contact between susceptible and infectious agents is maintained for a finite time [79]. The dynamics of each agent is captured by

\[
\dot{x}_i = \frac{\vec{F}_i}{\xi} + \frac{1}{\xi} \sum_{i \neq j} \nabla U(x_i(t)|x_j(t)),
\]

where $\vec{F}_i$ is the active velocity and $\xi$ is the friction coefficient. The active direction of motion is drawn from Poisson process. For the agent–agent interaction, a “soft-core two body” potential is used to make it a slow process, and it is captured by $U(x, x') = \gamma |x - x'|^{\alpha} - (2r)^{\alpha}$. The potential will be active when $|x - x'| < 2r$. Here $\lambda$ is constant, $\gamma$ depends on the constant active speed, and $r$ is the radius of the agents. If the characteristic time for infection to recovery and conversion time from recovery to susceptible ($\tau_r$, $\tau_g$ respectively) all are modeled by Poisson processes;

the basic reproduction number can be captured by $R_0 = (1 - e^{-\tau_r} \rho \sigma_0 \rho \tau_g) = \beta(k)$, where $\sigma_0$ is the scattering cross section, $w$ is the mean duration of collision event (exposition time), $\rho$ is the population density, $\beta$, and (k) denote the per person infection rate and the average contact rate (CR) respectively. The authors have also calculated minimum speed $v_m$ from the transcendentaul equation: $e^{w/v_m(\rho \tau_g)} - 1 = 1/(v_m \sigma_0 \rho \tau_g)$. It has been analytically shown that the exposition time and contact rates are crucial for understanding the disease spreading in systems of mobile agents. Epidemic spreading in communities with different densities of mobile agents is also studied. Depending on the jumping efficiency, a community whose contagion rate is less than the critical value may sustain the disease [80]. Eubank et al. considered dynamic bipartite graphs to simulate the patterns of physical interaction brought about by people moving between different sites [48]. Here an agent-based simulation (EpiSims) tool is developed based on land use and census data. The mobility pattern is extracted from the Transportation Analysis and Simulation System (TRANSIMS) developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. As a case study, they considered data from Portland, Oregon, USA (1.6 million vertices) and identified the structure of the networks. It has been shown that the degree distribution of people vertices is different from the locations graph. It was observed as scale-free, whereas the contact network among people follows a small-world-like structure. The authors have put up several smallpox spread mitigation ideas using large-scale simulation. The disease can be controlled with a well-tailored immunization plan and early detection. A scalable parallel algorithm called EpiSimdemics is also designed for large contact networks (~100 million individuals) [53]. Here the probability of infection (at a given location) is captured by

\[
p_i = 1 - \exp(\tau \sum_{k=1}^{N} \ln(1 - s_i \beta)).
\]

$N$ is the number of infected individuals with infectivity strength $r$, $\tau$ is the exposure time, $\beta$ is the transmissibility, and $s_i$ is the susceptibility of $i$. To study the pandemic event in any country, a similar type of stochastic spatially-structured individual-based approach can also be considered, where the agents are human individuals and the model acquires the spatial data explicitly [74,75,81]. Municipalities are assumed to be the primary spatial structures considered in the model. A gravity model which captures the commuting probability from municipality to municipality is derived as follows: $w_{ij} \propto \frac{N_i N_j}{f(d_{ij})}$, where $f(d_{ij})$ is a distance-dependent function and $\alpha, \gamma$ are calculated from census data and travel data to work or school. This distance dependence functional form which can be chosen as exponential or power-law, encodes all the hierarchical levels ranging from the transmission on a national level to the local scale such as municipality or district. Any susceptible individual $i$ becomes infected at time $t$ with a probability $p_i = 1 - e^{-\lambda_i \Delta t}$. Here $\lambda_i$ is the instantaneous risk of infection and $\Delta t$ is the simulation time step. These risk factors are the combined effect of the contacts within households, contacts within the workplace/schools, and random contacts in the general population. Note that the GLEaM model and ABM both can predict disease propagation with a high level of accuracy. The pattern of such propagation is simulated for Italy for 127 days, 148 days, and 176 days after the first importation of infected individuals in Italy (Fig. 5).

ABM can also be used for modeling the transmission of Tuberculosis (TB) [82] for homogeneous as well as for heterogeneous mixing. Also, the age-dependent transmissibility of TB is encoded in the model. For homogeneous mixing, the risk of infection is captured by $\lambda_i = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \beta_k \frac{l_k s_k}{N}$, where $N$ is the total population at a given time, $l_k = 1$ if the individual $k$ is already infected, $\beta_k$ is the transmission rate per year, and $s_k$ is the relative infectiousness of individual $k$. For preferential transmission, contacts from different levels are included. Contacts within a household, attending the same
Fig. 5. Global Epidemic and Mobility mode (GLEaM) vs Agent-based model. In GLEaM (upper panel), the world surface is subdivided grid-wise, integrating the detailed population database. The demographic layer comprises two mobility layers: the short-range commuting layer and the long-range air travel layer. The agent-based model (lower panel) is stochastic, where agents represent individuals. Spatio-temporal epidemic propagation in Italy is compared for both models. The simulation is performed by fixing the reproduction number at $R_0 = 1.9$. The propagation looks similar for both models [40,56].

Source: Adapted from [40].

School or workplace, or random contacts in the populations are all sources of infections encoded in the risk of infection parameter. The re-infection from the exposed compartments is also considered a typical TB scenario. ABM is also held accountable for accurately forecasting the spread of malaria. The basic notion for the modeling of malaria spread follows a hypothetical "decision tree", where the agents (mosquitos) will assess their situations at each time step $t$ and choose their next action(s) $i$ with a chance of success $p_i$ [83,84].

### 2.2. Kuramoto model

The Kuramoto model (KM) was initially proposed from chemical and biological systems by Yoshiki Kuramoto [85,86], and has been applied to various typical systems, including but not limited to brain dynamics, power grids, epidemic spreading and so on [87–89]. It has become a classical model for the study of the emergence of collective behaviors among coupled oscillators. The KM contains $N$ oscillators with the following governing equations:

$$\frac{d\theta_i}{dt} = \omega_i + \frac{K_i}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sin(\theta_j - \theta_i), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N,$$

with the coupling strength $K_i$, $\theta_i \in [0, 2\pi)$ and $\omega_i$ are the phase and natural frequency of the $i$th oscillator, respectively. Each oscillator $i$ rotates at certain natural frequency $\omega_i$ and couples with its adjacent neighbors through the phase difference.

The signal propagates among oscillators through the adjacent coupling, and the propagation could be local or global, depending on the interplay between the system dynamics, the underlying networks and the nature of the signal. Here, we consider two processes of signal propagation: (1) Traveling wave (TW) state [20] in the KM with both positive and negative
couplings. Distinct from normal states such as incoherent state or partially-synchronized state in the KM, the phase distribution of the TW state spontaneously travels at a constant speed along the phase axis and signals transmit steadily within each oscillator group. (2) External perturbations spreading across the system through connections between units. The system could transmit from one state to another with even relatively small perturbation or fall into desynchronization if the perturbation is strong enough. The key point of this process lies in how to uncover the topological roles for the system dynamics, from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives.

2.2.1. Traveling wave state

In the simplest case of the KM (6), the coupling strength is usually assumed to be uniform with equal connections to adjacent oscillators, and is assumed to be positive with an attractive interaction. While, in the models of spin glasses [90] and neural networks with excitatory and inhibitory couplings [91], the interactions need to be asymmetric and could be positive or negative. For such cases, adjusted model turns out to be necessary [20], where the coupling strength is $K_i$, outside of the sum of the phase difference of Eq. (6). Such adjustment splits oscillators into two categories: those with $K_i > 0$ are ‘conformists’, who are attracted by the emerged giant population and tend to synchronize with it; whereas those with $K_i < 0$ are ‘contrarians’, who are repelled from the giant population and prefer opposed phases. For simplicity, binary values of coupling strength are considered, i.e., $K_i = K_1 > 0$ for conformist and $K_i = K_2 < 0$ for contrarian [20]. Considering that a random oscillator is a conformist by the probability $p$, the distribution of coupling strength $K_i$ can be written in the form of a double-$\delta$ distribution: $f'(K) = p\delta(K - K_1) + (1 - p)\delta(K - K_2)$. The TW state does not occur in the original KM ($p = 1$) or in the model with purely repulsive interactions ($p = 0$), an extreme case studied in [92]. It emerges only from the asymmetry in couplings, indicating that both types of oscillators contribute to the special phenomenon [20]. In this emergent state, the conformist oscillators converge to an instantaneous partially synchronized state and travel at a constant speed $\Omega = \sum \dot{\theta}_i/N \neq 0$, as do the contrarian oscillators. Moreover, the peaks of distributions are always separated by an angle smaller than $\pi$, as shown in Fig. 6(a).

For the quantification of the overall synchrony of the population, reflecting the characteristic of the TW state, the order parameter $Z$ is generally applied [85–87], as follows,

$$Z = \text{Re} e^{i\Phi(t)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} e^{i\phi_j(t)}.$$  \hfill (7)

$Z$ represents the centroid of points $\{e^{i\phi_j(t)}\}_{j=1}^{N}$ on the unit circle in the complex plane. When the phases are evenly distributed in $[0, 2\pi]$, the synchrony is entirely absent and $R \approx 0$; when all the phases gather around the same value $\Phi$, complete synchrony is achieved and $R \approx 1$. For the case of TW state, one may find that the trajectory of the order parameter $\text{Re} e^{i\Phi(t)}$ in the complex plane traces a circle, corresponding to the constant traveling speed of phase distribution, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

The discovery of the novel TW state has attracted great attention but its mechanisms need further exploration from the aspects of the distribution of natural frequencies, the underlying networks and others [93,94]. From the aspect of natural-frequencies distribution, there are various considerations, including homogeneous natural frequencies with coupling strengths in more complicated forms and heterogeneous natural frequencies with the correlation to coupling strengths.

**Homogeneous Natural Frequencies**: Even with the homogeneous natural frequencies, $\omega_i \equiv \omega$, TW state can emerge in the KM [95]. This motivates researchers further for the investigation of its emergence conditions, especially of the parameter space. Additional to the term $K_i$ determining the in-coupling strength of the $i$th oscillator from the others, the
out-coupling term \( G_i \) was also introduced, indicating the contribution from \( i \) to others [21,96]. The governing equations without noise [21,96] become then

\[
\frac{d\theta_i}{dt} = \omega + \frac{K}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} G_j \sin(\theta_j - \theta_i), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N. \tag{8}
\]

Constant value of the out-coupling term \( G_i \equiv 1 \) leads to the original model [95]. Additionally, consider the parameters for couplings \( K_{1,2} = K_0 \pm \frac{\Delta G}{2} \) of two groups, \( G_{1,2} = G_0 \pm \frac{\Delta G}{2} \), where \( K_0 (G_0) \) is the average in-coupling (out-coupling) strength and \( \Delta K > 0 (\Delta G > 0) \) is the mismatch. When \(|K_0| < |\Delta K|/2\) or \(|G_0| < |\Delta G|/2\), both positive and negative couplings co-exist. TW state appears if one and only one of these two conditions is satisfied. More specifically, there are at least two types of TW states, indicated by the local order parameter of groups of oscillators: one for \( R_1 = 1 \) and \( R_2 < 1 \) (denoted by TW1) and the other for \( R_1 < 1 \) and \( R_2 = 1 \) (denoted by TW2), where \( R_k (k = 1, 2) \) is the magnitude of the order parameter of group \( k \). By using the dimensional reduction method of the Ott–Antonsen theory [97,98], the existence of traveling wave and \( \pi \)-states was also identified. Fig. 7 shows the bifurcation diagram of the system with respect to different values of average couplings.

With the inclusion of Gaussian white noise and with nonuniform and mixed attractive–repulsive interactions in Eq. (8), the two groups can partially oscillate in-phase or with a constant phase difference to each other. In this case, the bifurcation diagrams can be achieved on the basis of the Gaussian approximation, and TW state emerges where the whole population oscillates with a frequency different to that of the individual units [96]. Although these investigations provide a nice theoretical analysis of the existence and stability of TW state, each oscillator is coupled to all others. The interplay between the topology and the transient network dynamics is a central question but remains open. By considering the arbitrary adjacent connections, three major synchronization phenomena, consisting of phase synchronization, chimera states and traveling waves, have been revealed analytically. The analytical approach suggests that these three phenomena correspond to the contribution of different eigenmodes of networks, e.g., synchronized state and traveling waves as localizations in higher eigenmodes [94].

**Heterogeneous Natural Frequencies:** In spite of the ideal setting of the homogeneous natural frequencies, in most applications each oscillator oscillates differently and this arises from its intrinsic frequency. Considering a Lorentzian distribution of the natural frequencies and the relative strengths and proportions of the positive and negative interactions, the \( \pi \) state and the TW state do not appear [99]. This is in contrast to the previous finding [20]. Additionally, these results are based on the independence of the natural frequency of each oscillator and its coupling strength. Further investigation show that, if both terms are correlated, asymmetrical correlations can trigger the emergence of coherent traveling waves with the complex order parameter rotating with a constant frequency different from the mean natural frequency [93].

A general theoretical framework for the analysis of the KM with an arbitrary joint-probability density \( g(\omega, K) \) of natural frequency and in-coupling for TW state is feasible in the continuum limit, \( N \rightarrow \infty \) [100]. In this case, the probability density function (PDF) \( f(\theta, \omega, K, t) \) denotes the probability of oscillators with phase \( \theta \), natural frequency \( \omega \), in-coupling strength \( K \) at time \( t \). By using the Ott–Antonsen ansatz, the PDF could be expressed as \( f(\theta, \omega, K, t) = \frac{g(\omega, K)}{2\pi} \left( 1 + 2K \cos(\theta - \alpha) \right) \), with \( \alpha = \alpha(\omega, K, t) \) satisfying \( \frac{d\alpha}{dt} + i\omega + \frac{K}{2}(\alpha^2 e^{i\phi} - e^{-i\phi}) = 0 \). The TW state is in a stationary with a nonzero frame frequency \( \Omega \neq 0 \) and a time-independent PDF: \( \partial f/\partial t = 0 \). The latter condition is equivalent to
\[ \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = 0, \]
leading to
\[ \alpha_i(\omega, K) = \begin{cases} e^{-i\phi} \frac{K}{\sqrt{K^2 - \omega^2 - i\omega}}, & \text{for } |\omega| \leq |KR|, \\ -i \left[ \omega - \text{sgn}(\omega) \sqrt{\omega^2 - K^2 R^2} \right], & \text{for } |\omega| > |KR|, \end{cases} \]
which could further induce the parameters of possible TW states and approximate stability [100]. Actually, for symmetric and unimodal \( g(\omega, K) \), TW state exists only if \( K \) takes both signs and is in pairs, while for asymmetric distributions, the broken symmetry implies individual TW state. The asymmetric setting is more natural than symmetric, and the influence of distribution asymmetry on traveling waves has also been analyzed numerically and analytically [101].

Additionally, considering the dependence between each oscillator’s natural frequency and the corresponding coupling, a series of exact solutions has been extracted to describe the critical points for emerging stationary collective phenomena, including chimera, \( \pi \) and TW states, and has been analyzed by means of a linear stability analysis and mean–field theory [102]. Thanks to the dependence, a non-stationary state, named the Bellerophon state, has been identified different from other phenomena. Some particular forms of distribution motivated by practical significance are capable of inducing multi-types of TW states [102–104]. The abrupt transition from the incoherent state to the TW state experiences a long-lasting metastable state with large fluctuations, a signature of a hybrid phase transition [105]. The transition is dominated by varying the density of the interactions [105]. Besides, TW state has also been found in various versions of the KM, e.g., with phase lag [106] (also known as Sakaguchi–Kuramoto model [107]), with bi-harmonic interaction term [108], with a pinning force [109] and with inertia [104].

### 2.2.2. Perturbation propagation

For the emergence of signal propagation, the interplay between dynamics and network structure is a crucial but hard question. Different aspects of the propagation process have been intensively investigated, including nodal perturbation and the important role of topology factors, along with multi-target and global perturbation.

The nodal-harmonic perturbation targeting to oscillator \( i \) takes the form \( F_i(t) = \epsilon \delta_{ik} e^{i\phi t} \) with the strength \( \epsilon \) and the perturbation frequency \( \phi \) [110]. The function \( F_i(t) \) is the time-varying perturbation and \( \delta_{ik} \) is the Kronecker symbol. On regularly and sparsely connected networks, the pattern of response to such perturbation depends on the perturbation frequency \( \phi \) and the distance [111]. At low frequency, the entire system dynamically responds homogeneously, i.e., all oscillators respond essentially and identically, and this resonant effect reaches its maximum when \( \phi \) coincides with the natural frequency of the oscillators; On the other hand, at high frequency, the influence of perturbation becomes localized. Despite a constant propagation speed, the amplitude of the perturbation decreases exponentially with the distance [111].

The nodal harmonic perturbation can also be applied on the networked second-order KM, with a theoretical framework to uncover the underlying mechanisms of systematic response to the nodal harmonic perturbation [11]. Oscillators in the second-order KM are governed by
\[ M_i \frac{d^2 \theta_i}{dt^2} + D_i \frac{d \theta_i}{dt} = \omega_i + K \sum_{j=1}^{N} A_{ij} \sin(\theta_j - \theta_i), \]
where the inertial parameter \( M_i \) and the damping term \( D_i \) represent, respectively, the relative influence of change rates of phase velocities and phase angles [112]. By applying the perturbation \( F_i(t) = \epsilon \delta_{ik} e^{i\phi t} + \epsilon \) and considering homogeneous parameters \( M_i \equiv M \) and \( D_i \equiv D \), the relative response strength \( \delta_{ik}^{(k)} \) for oscillator \( i \) approaches ND as \( \phi \rightarrow 0 \) and \( \delta_{ik}^{(k)} \sim \phi^{-d-1} \) as \( \phi \rightarrow \infty \) where \( d = d(i, k) \) is the topological distance between the driving oscillator \( k \) and responding one \( i \). This indicates that, at low driving frequency, the responses of all oscillators share the same amplitude of an intrinsic parameter of the model and without any information of network topology, resulting in a homogeneous response of the whole system; at high driving frequency, the strength decays exponentially with the distance and the influence is then localized around the driving oscillator. These analytical results exhibit the universality with the independence of specific network structures, and the theoretical framework could also be applied on arbitrary topology for the generalization of previous works [110,111]. Fig. 8 shows the response patterns on a theoretical random tree and on the topology of an artificial British power grid–maybe coarsened.

Considering the arrival time, multiple approaches have been proposed to reveal universal features through the topological and dynamics effects of signal propagation on networks [12]. By defining the arrival time as the time that the response phase of a target exceeds a given threshold \( \epsilon_{\text{th}} \), the estimation is given by
\[ \tau_{i,\text{est}}^{(k)} = \left( \mathcal{L}^{d} \right)^{1/(2d+2)} (|L_{ij}|)^{-1/(2d+2)}, \]
where \( \mathcal{L} \) is the weighted Laplacian matrix with \( L_{ij} = -k A_{ij} \cos(\theta_i^* - \theta_j^*) \) for \( j \neq i \) and \( L_{ii} = -\sum_{j \neq i} L_{ij} \), and \( \theta_i^* \) is the stable state of oscillator \( i \) without an external perturbation [12]. The estimation Eq. (11) isolates the topological factor (first term of the right side of Eq. (11)) clearly, encoding all information of the initial system including network structure, coupling strength and steady state of phases. On the other hand, the term \( 1/(|\mathcal{L}_{ii}| \cos(\phi)) \) in the second part of the right side of Eq. (11) quantifies the relative level of response. Therefore, the arrival-time estimation helps to understand the
hidden impact of network topology on the diffusive dynamics of a nodal harmonic perturbation. Although the prediction of the perturbation arrival time deviates from the actual arrival times with the increase of the topological distance $d$, due to the neglect of higher-order terms in the estimation, one can improve the prediction through the combination of a master function and an ensemble of network topologies [12].

Compared to nodal perturbations, the diffusive dynamics with multi targets and global perturbation becomes much more complicated. For example, perturbation in the form of non-Gaussian noise motivated by real systems controls the desynchronization rates around bifurcation points, either speeding up or slowing down the process depending on the network topology [113]. For the difficulty of tracing specific propagation routes, much efforts has been addressed to enhancing the system stability against perturbation through various ways. By suppressing targeted fluctuations at specific and desirable fixed points, network isolators allow us to control multistability not only for the linear flow dynamics but also for the nonlinear coupled KM [114]. When the natural frequency is tangent to the dominant eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix, the alignment function, as a combination of the Laplacian matrix and the natural frequency, has been found to approach optimization, by using the Gershgorin disk theorem [115].

### 2.3. Diffusion models

It is common practice to simulate a diffusion process by keeping track of nodes (people, blogs, users, etc.) as they gather, use or transfer information, particularly when they become infected, or when they buy anything [116–123]. Understanding the diffusion process in contact and social networks may be a useful tool for research into how information (such as blogs, memes, an epidemics, and the transmission of illness) travels among users and how frequently it must pass from source(s) to targets. This is because while contagious people can be identified, we are not always aware of how our neighbors or the next-door neighbors can infect us. Similarly, it is not always easy to pinpoint the source nodes that are pressuring a client to make a purchase or sign up for a service (directly or indirectly). In physical system, the diffusion process is exemplified by the Brownian motion, in which particle mixing is a process that results from random collisions between particles or with other particles [124]. Here we explore the diffusion dynamics in social, biological, and technological systems, where the agents are used to transfer or spread the piece of information i.e disease, or any ideas, memes, etc. To study the diffusion dynamics in networks, we explore a stochastic random walk-based approach and classical reaction–diffusion dynamics.

#### 2.3.1. Random walks

Random walks process examine how information, such as diseases, ideas, or memes is transferred or propagated in social, biological, and technological systems via various agents. Agents may actively adopt a particular behavior or idea
and then spread it out of motivation [120], or they may be passive but still experience the diffusion process because of close contact (such as disease spreading and diffusion through biological pathways). We investigate the diffusion process as random walks in a media, particularly in complex networks.

**Discrete-time and continuous time random walks.** Random walks (RW) are related to a stochastic process used to study the neuronal firing of the brain, or functional brain networks [125–128], movement and food hunt strategy of animals or humans [129–136], and technological systems such as a swarm of robots [137–141]. Depending on the structure of waiting time for hopping from one point to another, RW can be categorized as discrete-time (DT) RW or continuous time (CT) RW. In DTRW (on one dimension infinite line), if the probability density \( p(x; n) \) defines that a random walker is at the position \( x \) after \( n \) steps, one can write \( p(x; n) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x-x')p(x'; n-1)dx' \). Here if the particle is at \( x \) and it moves to \( [x+r, x+r+\Delta r] \) in one step, then the probability of moving on that interval is captured by \( f(r)\Delta r \). It can be shown that the solution of \( p(x; n) \) converges to a Gaussian profile [118]. For the CTRW process, there will be a waiting time \( (\gamma) \) between two moves. This \( \gamma \) will be extracted from some probability density function. If the waiting times are drawn from an exponential distribution, the probability density \( p(n, t) \), which is the walker covering \( n \) steps at physical time \( t \) will obey a Poisson distribution. Here we target to explore RWs in complex networks and their signal propagation properties. In a general setup, a diffusion of biased random walkers can be captured by the master equations as follows: let \( P_i(t) \) denote the probability that the walker visits node \( v \) at time \( t \). Then the master equation is given by \( P_i(t+1) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} W_{ij} P_j(t) \), where the matrix \( A \) is the adjacency matrix having \( N \) nodes and \( L \) links. Here \( W_{ij} \) is the probability for a walker on node \( u \) to move to node \( v \) in a single time step. It can be written as \( W_{uv} = \frac{A_{uv}(d_v)^{\gamma_v}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_{ui}(d_i)^{\gamma_i}} \), where \( d_v \) is the degree of node \( v \), and \( \alpha \) is the bias parameter [60,142–148]. The simple RW corresponds to \( \alpha = 0 \). Note that, for preferential navigation, one can write the transition probability more generally: \( W_{uv} = \frac{A_{uv}(q_i)^{\gamma_v}}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_{ui}(q_i)^{\gamma_i}} \). Here \( q_i \) is a degree, the clustering coefficient, or the betweenness centrality [149]. If \( q_i \) is the eigenvector centrality, it is termed as maximal entropy random walks, in which the stationary distribution of random walks in a particular node is scaled with the corresponding eigenvector element [150], and it can maximize the entropy rate production [150,151].

**Signals Propagation.** For an unbiased network of size \( N \), the mean first passage time (average reaching time to the target from the source for the first time (MFPT): \( \langle T_{uv} \rangle \)) is written with the expression [145] \( \langle T_{uv} \rangle = \frac{N}{d_{uv}} \) for \( u = v \), and \( \langle T_{uv} \rangle = \frac{N}{d_{uv}} \left[ R_{0v}^{(0)} - R_{0u}^{(0)} \right] \) for \( u \neq v \). Here the \( n \) th moment \( R_{0v}^{(0)} = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} t^n [P_{uv}(t) - P_v^\infty] \). Further, it has been shown that for general heterogeneous networks where, due to the presence of directionality, the MFPT between two nodes may differ, i.e.: \( \langle T_{uv} \rangle - \langle T_{vu} \rangle = C_u^{-1} - C_v^{-1} \), where \( C_u \) is the random walk centrality (RWC), the ratio between the coordination number and the relaxation time of the node \( u \). The strength of RWC determines the ability of a node to receive a signal faster (slower) compared to its counter-node. Thus, in heterogeneous networks, the information diffusion does not occur uniformly, rather the nodes with higher values of \( C \) have advantages in gaining information compared to the others. For a biased random walk, the MFPT can be captured by \( \langle T_{uv} \rangle \sim \frac{N(d^{\alpha+1})}{d_{uv}^{\alpha+1}} + \frac{N(d)^2}{d_{uv}^2} - 2 \), [142] i.e. the MFPT depends on the degree \( d \) of the target node. For \( \alpha = -1 \), the degree has no strong role in MFPT; rather it is highly affected by the size of the graph. Note that it has been numerically tested (for unbiased random networks) that a self-avoiding random walk can be an efficient way of exploring the network [152]. Recently, a local biased random walk model (\( \alpha \) values are non-identical) is proposed, in which a simulated annealing algorithm is used to obtain the optimal exploration time of the entire graph [153]. For a review of random walks on local and non-local (un) biased random walks, one may check the recent review article [148].

A traffic model in a communication network is proposed where local topological structure (in a biased random walk) determines how the packets are routed in the network [147]. It has been shown that the average number of packets at node \( i \) follows a power law: \( n(d) \sim d^{\alpha+1} \), which signifies that the systems’ capacity (navigation efficiency) is highly enhanced at \( \alpha = -1 \) when each node can forward a constant number of data packets. The rate of change of the number of packets in the network follows a universal rule and does not depend on the bias parameter \( \alpha \). Based on the knowledge of the nodes’ queue lengths, a global dynamic routing technique for network systems [154] is established. For a review of traffic dynamics on complex networks, one may check [155].

The coverage time, defined as the average fraction of nodes visited at least once by the random walker within or equal to the time \( t \), is analytically derived for interdependent networks [156]. For a multiplex network having \( \alpha \) number of layers, \( \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\alpha,\beta} \) denotes the probability of staying in the same vertex \( i \) and the same layer \( \alpha \). In the same way, one can construct different transition rules (within the same layer or between different layers): \( \mathcal{P}_{ii}^{\alpha,\beta} \), \( \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\alpha,\alpha} \), and \( \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\alpha,\beta} \). In this backdrop, the master equation for the probability of finding one walker in vertex \( j \), and layer \( \beta \) at time \( t + \Delta t \) is captured by

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{j,\beta}(t + \Delta t) &= \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\beta} p_{j,\beta}(t) + \sum_{\alpha=1,\alpha \neq \beta}^{L} \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\alpha,\beta} p_{i,\alpha}(t) + \sum_{i=1, i \neq j}^{N} \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\beta} p_{i,\beta}(t) + \sum_{\alpha=1, \alpha \neq \beta}^{L} \sum_{i=1, i \neq j}^{N} \mathcal{P}_{ij}^{\alpha,\beta} p_{i,\alpha}(t).
\end{align*}
\]
Fig. 9. Navigability of random walker in interconnected networks. The dotted red line is the path of the random walker to trace the way to jump between disconnected components. Here the navigability is calculated from the master equation of the random walkers by using the supra-Laplacian matrix, and the transition matrix of movement from layer to layer or within the layer [156].

Source: Adapted from [156].

where \( N \) is the number of nodes in each layer. In a compact form, it can be written as \( \dot{P}(t) = -P(t)L \), where \( L \) is the supra-Laplacian matrix. Solving the master equation, one can obtain the coverage time as

\[
\rho(t) = 1 - \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{N} \delta_{i,j}(0) \exp[P_j(0)\chi E_i^\dagger],
\]

where \( E_i^\dagger \) is the supracanonical vector, \( \chi \) is the matrix encoded by the probability to reach other vertices of any pathlengths (Fig. 9). This analytical approach is successfully tested for the public transport of London to detect the navigability resilience under random failures, i.e., the work provides a path for the “dynamical reachability” of vertices.

**Epidemic propagation and time course.** Random walks in graphs are a commonly used process to understand the epidemic spreading [157]. The hosts hop from one node to another by following an independent random walk. The infection can only spread from an infected person to a susceptible person if they appear in the same nodes [158]. If \( \lambda \) is the infection rate, \( 1 - \exp(-\lambda \tau) \) is the probability of the virus being active for the time interval of length \( \tau \). In [158], they consider a single infected and a single healthy individual and attempt to determine the likelihood that the susceptible individual will become infected by time \( t \). For an Erdős–Rényi model, the coincidence time is inversely proportional to the network size, and for a heterogeneous network, it has been proved that the coincidence time depends on the average, the maximum degree, and the exponent of the underlying power law \( p(d) \sim d^{-\gamma} \). For \( \gamma < 3 \), the walkers spend more time at high-degree nodes, and the epidemics propagate faster compared to regular or homogeneous graphs [159]. For multiple agents, the upper bound for all the particles to be infected is also derived [158,160], as well as the Laplace transform of the meeting time is derived in a closed form [161]. Recently, a study examined [162] the time required for the end of the epidemic (EOE) for two mobile agents in SIS setup, in which it has been shown that the Laplace transforms of EoE is a function of the meeting time which depends on the network structure only. The analysis unveils that depending on the network structure, the duration of a pandemic can be very short or very long.

Recently, a point process model (with motion) has been designed. Here the waiting time before the next jump in the plain is drawn from an exponential distribution. The fraction of infected individuals is calculated from a polynomial derived from the conservation equations of moment measures [164]. The upper bound of reproduction numbers \( (R_0) \) is derived for discrete-time random walker hopping from one node to another in a finite ergodic graph [165]. The spreading pattern of disease (in which one agent is infected initially) in a 2-D network is examined, and it depends on the infection probability, mean particle velocity, characteristics time of infectivity, and the duration of immunity. Hallatschek [163] investigated evolutionary spreading dynamics, which include long-distance jumps of walkers (mutants) that result in the seeding of new clusters of mutants. If jump-distributions follow the power law tail \( J(r) \sim \frac{1}{r^{d+\mu}} \), where \( d \) is the dimension of the space and \( \mu > 0 \). The spatiotemporal propagation pattern changes concerning the parameters \( \mu \) and \( d \): the zone of the mutant population may grow at a constant speed, revealing a circular wave, or the propagation growth becomes
a superlinear power law of time if \( 0 < \mu - d < 1 \). For the condition \(-d < \mu - d < 0\), the spreading dynamics exhibits stretched exponential growth (Fig. 10).

Note that the dynamical network model of random agents (robots) for long-range connections is also used to control the robots [166] and further used to study the infection pattern of the agents [167]. If the agents are chaotic, and the agents’ motion in a shorter time scale compared to its dynamical evaluation, it can be shown that the synchronization behavior depends on the agent density, and global behavior can be captured by the all-to-all Laplacian matrix [168]. The opposite effect, close to the continuum percolation transition point, reflects that more time is required for synchronization [169]. Note that, under repulsive interaction of mobile dynamical agents, even extreme events may appear [170,171] and the authors have also investigated the evolutionary game dynamics in interdependent networks [172]. A heterogeneous interaction radius is considered for studying epidemic spreading in random walkers. The variance of the radius distribution determines the epidemic threshold [173]. Recently, a random walk simulation in 2-D space has been used to investigate the spread of infection based on proximity [174]. The parameter \( r \) is defined as the average separation between individuals, and the step length \( l \) of a random walker is assumed to be a multiple of \( \langle r \rangle \). For smaller step sizes \( (l \leq \langle r \rangle /2) \), the epidemic growth is quadratic, and for \( l = \langle r \rangle \), the growth follows a power law, similar to China’s initial infection trend [175]. This simulation is further extended for predicting secondary and tertiary waves of infections with reasonable accuracy. The infection parameter in the 2-D Monte Carlo simulation is chosen as time-dependent [176]. Recently, another approach has been considered where an infected random walker can take \( \tau \) steps and in each step, it can infect the visited site with some probability \( p \). The spatiotemporal outbreak propagation is studied as a function and \( p \) and \( \tau \) [177].

The application of random walks in complex networks has diverse directions. Community detection [178,178,179] is one of them. Rosval et al. partitioned the network into modules by compressing a description of the probability flow of random walkers, which is used as a stand-in for information flows in the actual system [179]. Based on these tools for detecting communities in networks, recently neuroscientists are trying to make a bridge between the structural and functional network of the brains [180,181].

The career trajectories of individual artists concerning a network of galleries and institutions using an extensive record of exhibition and auction data [182] are studied in detail. If \( p[i_{t+1}|i_t] \) reflects the probability of an artist’s exhibition at the Institute \( i_t \), then \( i_{t+1} \) will be their next exhibition. The model shows that the artist’s next exhibition venue will be determined by the artist’s previous exhibition history. Thus the probability of transition from \( i_t \) to \( i_{t+1} \), can be written as \( p[i_{t+1}|i_t, \ldots, i_1] = K \times \frac{p[\pi_{t+1}|m_t]}{p[\pi_{t+1}]} \times p[i_{t+1}|i_t] \), where \( \pi_{t+1} \) is the prestige at time \( t+1 \), \( m_t \) is the average reputation of the artist calculated from the past exhibition history, and \( K \) is the normalization factor. Early enrollment in elite universities has been proven to benefit students over the long run, whereas a substantial percentage of people who begin their careers in non-elite institutions drop out in the future. A second-order Markov dynamics (higher-order memory) has been developed for community detection and to understand the information spreading. Mainly it has been used to capture the actual travel pattern in air traffic networks [183]. For a review and latest updates on higher-order RWSs, one may check [184–191]. Another application of the RWSs-based approach is used to identify the Bluetooth (BT) contagion and a multimedia messaging system (MMS) virus by simultaneously tracking the location, mobility, and communication networks of mobile phone users [192]. A short-range nonlocal diffusion of virus spreading occurs for BT connections, whereas long-range non-local connections are allowed for MMS-based virus spread. In contrast to this non-local interaction, a classical two-dimensional diffusion process is considered as a null model where the virus can only diffuse to its nearest virus neighbor towers service areas. Due to slow progress, the virus diffusion for BT cannot act on
2.3.2. Reaction–diffusion process

Microorganisms, cells, chemicals, and animals frequently move at random, causing a scattered and irregular motion of the entire population. However, a complex spatiotemporal pattern may be generated due to the formation of cell clusters under chemical signaling or mechanical forces [193–198]. The pattern formation is the central theme of embryology [199] and these models are called morphogenetic models. There are two approaches developed for pattern generation. One of them was developed by Alan Turing in his seminal paper “The chemical basis of morphogenesis” [200] in which, the two simple chemical ingredients can generate an instability in a homogeneous medium causing a complex pattern. The chemical compounds i.e. the morphogens locally react and transform into each other and disperse (diffuse) across the surface in space through tissue. The spatial heterogeneous pattern emerges under certain conditions (particularly if the diffusion coefficients are not identical): called the reaction–diffusion theory of morphogenesis and the patterns are called Turing patterns [194,200]. Here, pattern formation comes first and morphogenesis takes place later. On the other hand, a mechanochemical approach developed by G.F. Oster and J.D. Murray and their colleagues [199,201,202] in which pattern formation and morphogenesis are viewed as occurring simultaneously and models are described by quantifiable parameters like cell densities, deformation of tissues, etc.

In an ecological context, If \( c(x, t) \) is assumed to be the concentration of the species i.e density of the species, \( J \) be the flux of the species, and \( f \) represents the birth–death process, one can write the conservation equation [194]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \int_V c(x, t) dv = - \int_S J ds + \int_V f dv, \tag{14}
\]

where \( S \) is an arbitrary surface enclosing volume \( V \). Using the divergence theorem of surface integral, one can write (assuming that \( c(x, t) \) is continuous) \( \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot J = f(c, x, t) \). For classical diffusion, \( J = -D \nabla c \) leading to the conservation equation \( \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = f + \nabla \cdot (D \nabla c) \). If \( f = r(1 - \frac{c}{K}) \), where \( K \) is the carrying capacity and \( r \) be the birth rate. Note that \( D \) is the diffusion constant, and may also depend on the spatial variables. Finally, one can obtain the generalized Fisher–Kolmogorov equation [203] for several interacting species \( \{u_i(x, t)\} \) as \( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} = ru_i(1 - \frac{u_i}{K}) + \nabla \cdot (D \nabla u_i) \) for constant \( r \) and \( K \). Here \( D \) is a matrix encoding the strength of diffusivities. The classic simplest case in 1-D space can be captured by

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = ku(1 - u) + D \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2}, \quad u = 0 \text{ will be the stable solution if it is spatially homogeneous. To obtain the traveling wave solution, one may consider a solution } u(x, t) = U(z) = U(x - ct), \text{ where } c \text{ is the speed of the wave. After rescaling the equation with } t' = kt, x' = x(k/D)^{1/2}, \text{ one can write } U'' + cu' + U(1 - U) = 0 \text{ where the system has two fixed points } (0, 0) \text{ and } (1, 0). \text{ The origin becomes a stable spiral if } c^2 < 4, \text{ and a stable node if } c^2 > 4. \text{ It can be shown that the range of wave speed satisfies } c \geq 2(kD)^{1/2}. \text{ If } u_{1,2} \text{ are the two fixed points of the logistic growth function, and } f'(u_1) > 0, f'(u_2) < 0, \text{ using the singular perturbation technique, one gets the asymptotic solutions and show that, for a suitable initial condition, the wavefront moves from } u_1 \text{ to } u_2 \text{ with wave speeds } c \geq c_{\min} = 2[f'(u_1)]^{1/2} \text{ [194]. One can construct a two-component system i.e. for two interacting chemicals. In that case, patterns are generated due to the diffusion-dependent symmetry-breaking instability in a homogeneous medium [200]. The reaction–diffusion systems of two chemicals can be captured by}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} &= f(u, v) + D_u \nabla^2 u, \tag{15} \\
\frac{\partial v}{\partial t} &= g(u, v) + D_v \nabla^2 v, \tag{16}
\end{align*}
\]

where the functions \( f \) and \( g \) describe the reaction between two chemicals, and \( D_u, D_v \) are the respective diffusion rates. To generate Turing instability (TI) one has to maintain the following conditions [193,200,204]: \( f_0 + g_0 < 0, f_0 g_0 - f_0 g_0 > 0, \text{ and } D_u g_v + D_v f_u > 2 \sqrt{D_u D_v f_u g_v - f_u g_v} > 0 \), where the subscripts of \( f \) and \( g \) represent the partial derivative. Gierer and Meinhardt developed phenomenological models [205] to determine the pattern formation of the tissue based on auto-and cross-catalysis, particularly considering short-range activation, and long-range inhibition, where the concentrations of activators and inhibitors change rapidly and the source density changes in a slow time scale. Here, the autocatalytic activation and self-inhibition are captured by \( f(u, v) = a_1 + b_1 \frac{u}{v} - \mu u, \text{ and } g(u, v) = c_2 \frac{v}{u} - \nu v \) respectively. All the parameters \( (a_1, b_1, \mu, \nu) \) are the deterministic reaction rates) are taken as constants and a pattern exists if the condition \( 0 < r \frac{r - 1}{s} < \frac{p}{\chi + 1} \) holds. Diverse patterns appear for identical or non-identical choices of \( s \), and \( \chi \). For a detailed review and mathematical description of models ranging from chemical kinetics to neuronal dynamics, one may look into the following articles [193,196,204,206–209]. These types of the framework can be used to mimic the pigmentation...
patterning in fish, the patterning in Hydra etc. [204,206]. Note that, in evolutionary ecology, spatial patterns like entangled spirals may emerge due to the mobility i.e. diffusion in cyclic Lotka–Volterra model i.e. in the rock–paper–scissors game (particularly in a periodic lattice) [210–214].

**TI in complex networks.** Turing instability may also occur at large random networks [215,216]. The network-organized activator–inhibitor model is described by:

\[
\frac{du_i(t)}{dt} = f(u_i, v_i) + \epsilon \sum_{j=1}^{N} L_{ij} u_j,
\]

and

\[
\frac{dv_i(t)}{dt} = g(u_i, v_i) + \sigma \epsilon \sum_{j=1}^{N} L_{ij} v_j.
\]

Here \( \epsilon \) is the diffusion strength and \( \sigma \) represents the ratio between the diffusion strength of the activator and inhibitor species. The Laplacian matrix of the network is written as

\[
L_{ij} = A_{ij} - d_i \delta_{ij},
\]

in which \( d_i \) is the degree. To calculate the emergence of TI, a small perturbation around the uniform state is applied, and the perturbations are expanded over a set of eigenvectors \( (\phi^\alpha) \). The TI occurs when one of the modes grows i.e. the real part of the eigenvalue of the characteristic equation is positive. The ultimate stable patterns in a large random graph, which were analytically confirmed, vary from their critical mode, and TI occurs in some localized nodes (Fig. 11) with near degrees and depends on diffusional mobility (\( \epsilon \)). This work is further extended for directed graphs [217]. Analytical results have demonstrated that “topology-driven” TI is also feasible in asymmetric networks, even when the system under study is unable to demonstrate TI in a regular lattice.

A multiplex setup has been designed in which species diffuse through intra-layer connections and react from layer to layer [218]. In the presence of identical mobility, the multiplex system can generate the TI in the activator–inhibitor system. Different strategies are developed to control the TI pattern in directed networks [219,220]. Delay-induced TI in complex networks has also been investigated in Leslie–Gower Holling-type III predator–prey model [221]. Recently, the TI condition is derived for the cross-diffusive SI epidemic model. For specific initial infections, the arrival times of the first peak and final outbreak size are derived [222]. This formalism is further used in a SIR model [223], SIRS with delay [224], and to control the TI pattern in infectious disease [225]. Recent developments of TI in networked and regular lattices are...
with a jump of the order parameter \([235, 236]\). The size of the bicomponents, of which real-world networks appear to be robust \([237]\); the discontinuous one for \(k\)-core percolation, whose critical phenomena belong to the same type of biconnecting percolation \([234]\). This corresponds to the degenerative case by the network size \(f\) with probability \(\mu\) of \(d\), where \(\mu\) is the time scale of the intrinsic dynamics and \(L\) is the Laplacian of the network. After a suitable transformation of the variables, this diffusion dynamics can represent the synchronization transition of identical systems or it can capture the consensus problems of multiagent systems \([229]\).

2.3.3. Percolation process

Percolation initially refers to the diffusive process of fluids filtering through porous materials in the field of physics, chemistry, and material science. The thriving development of network science breathes new vitality into the percolation theory, leading to a broader scope of applications including epidemiology, biology, sociology, engineering, and so on \([230]\).

The key issue of percolation on networks lies in revealing the formation of the giant cluster, as one of the most fundamental topological features, after removing a fraction of nodes. Understanding the percolation is fundamental to a series of problems, such as prediction of diffusion scale, system robustness against attack and identification of critical components. In this subsection, we focus on two processes related to the topic of signal propagation on networks, i.e., \(k\)-core and bootstrap percolation.

As the generalization of classical percolation on lattices, \(k\)-core percolation is one of the most basic and typical models on networks \([231–233]\). The \(k\)-core percolation can be obtained through a recursive pruning process, where nodes with degree less than \(k\) are removed at each time step, after a fraction \(1 - p\) of nodes initially removed, and the iterative process continues until no more nodes in the remaining network satisfy the condition. As the result, one gets a giant cluster in which nodes have at least degree \(k\), the so-called \(k\)-core. This pruning process may remove all nodes even if there are no initially attacked nodes, implying the intrinsic absence of \(k\)-core in certain network structures. This process may correspond to a continuous or discontinuous phase transition for the emergence of a giant cluster \([234–236]\).

The phase transition of \(k\)-core percolation occurs at the critical point \(p = p_c\), above which a \(k\)-core with finite size \(S_k\) scaled by the network size \(N\) emerges. There are two novel transitions, which complement classic percolation (equivalent to the degenerative case \(k = 1\)), emerging in \(k\)-core percolation depending on the value of \(k\): the continuous transition in \(2\)-core percolation, whose critical phenomena belong to the same type of biconnecting percolation \([234]\). This corresponds to bicomponents, of which real-world networks appear to be robust \([237]\); the discontinuous one for \(k \geq 3\), termed as hybrid transition, with a jump of the order parameter \([235, 236]\). The size of the \(k\)-core for a local tree structure is given by

\[
S_k = p \sum_{d=k}^{\infty} p_d \sum_{n=k}^{d} \left(\frac{d}{n}\right)^{R_{k} - n}(1 - R_{k})^{n},
\]

with \(R_{k}\) satisfying the self-consistent equation \(R_{k} = 1 - p + p \sum_{n=0}^{k-2} \sum_{d=n+1}^{\infty} \left(\frac{d}{n}\right)^{R_{k} - n}(1 - R_{k})^{n}\), where \(p_d\) is the probability of chosen nodes with degree \(d\) \([235, 236]\). For general structures, there is an approximate relationship between \(S_k\) and the critical point through the exponent \(\beta\), which was initially discovered in a Bethe lattice \([238]\) and was later confirmed in other networks. For example, in ER networks, the parameter takes the value of 1/2 for \(k \geq 3\) \([239]\).

In scale-free networks, the ratio \(\beta_{k=2}/\beta_{k=1}\) is solely determined by the exponent of the degree distribution \([240]\). For BA networks, the construction rules have a larger impact than the degree distribution on determining the component size of biconnected components \([241]\). This is associated with the susceptibility of the structure under intentional attacks \([242]\).

For multiplex networks, the transition of \(k\)-core percolation shows rich comprehensive characteristics \([243–246]\). For instance, multiplex networks exhibit a discontinuous phase transition, different to single networks \([245]\). On modular networks with network communities, the \(2\)-core percolation undergoes a continuous phase transition with changes of the network density, while the \(3\)-core displays a first order transition \([247]\). The nature of phase transition has also been analyzed in high-order dependent networks \([248]\).

Different thresholds for different nodes in \(k\)-core percolation lead to the so-called heterogeneous \(k\)-core percolation \([249]\). Generally, under \(k = (k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_M)\), a randomly chosen node of the network has a pruning threshold \(k_m\) with probability \(f_m\) satisfying \(\sum_{m=1}^{M} f_m = 1\). The binary mixture of thresholds \(k = (k_1, k_2)\) has been extensively studied for its simplicity and representativeness. However, even for this simple case, the transition nature of heterogeneous \(k\)-core percolation varies given different values of \(\{k_m\}\) as well as the corresponding probabilities. One typical example is the difference of phase transition between \((1, 3)\) and \((2, 3)\)-core percolation, despite the similarity shared by \(1\) and \(2\)-core percolation. For \((2,3)\)-core percolation, the discontinuous and hybrid phase transition is linked, i.e., for fixed \(p_c\) and \(f\), only one type of phase transition exists \([250]\). While, for \((1,3)\)-core percolation, there is a parameter region where both percolation transitions co-exist, with the first appearance of a continuous transition followed by that of a hybrid transition \([249]\).

It was later pointed out that the tricritical point connecting two types of phase transition is quite rare in heterogeneous \(k\)-core percolation \([251]\). In fact, these phenomena could never emerge for \((1, k)\)-percolation and only occur for \((2, k)\)-percolation when \(k = 3\). Glass-transition singularities are characterized by the coalescence of two critical points
in heterogeneous k-core percolation with ternary mixture \[252\]. For the generalized heterogeneous k-core percolation, the nature of transition is captured by the series of continuous and hybrid transitions of different order-parameter exponents \(\beta\), as well as three kinds of multiple transitions \[253\].

Bootstrap percolation can be taken as an inverse process of k-core percolation and it describes the state switch of each node depending on the states of its adjacent neighbors \[254\]. The general rule of the bootstrap percolation with a fixed threshold \(k \geq 2\) is as follows: Initially, a fraction \(1 - p\) of nodes are randomly chosen to be inactive, while the rest are active. Each inactive node switches its state to become active if it has at least \(k\) active neighbors. It will keep active once it adopts the state. The process continues until the system reaches the stable configuration without nodes having \(k\) more active neighbors. Like other percolation process, one of the key questions in bootstrap percolation is the existence of a giant active cluster of size \(O(N)\) with various critical phenomena.

Bootstrap percolation model shares many similarities including, e.g., mechanism and application with the threshold model \[255\], many aspects of which have been conducted intensively. The model was initially studied on lattices, such as finite size behavior \[256–258\] and existence of sharp metastability threshold \[259–262\], followed by behavior exhibited in infinite trees \[263\] and regular networks \[264,265\]. The process on random networks suggests an important role of the underlying structure for the switching dynamics. For power-law random networks with the scaling exponent between 2 and 3, a certain critical sublinear number of initially activated nodes is, in most cases, capable of inducing the giant cluster of finite size \[266\]. This observation is in contrast to that on ER random networks \[267,268\]. Theoretical investigations for the active component size of bootstrap percolation have also been investigated intensively \[267,269,270\]. Theoretical results can match well with simulation models and can also predict well e.g., the hysteresis loop \[270\].

Between k-core and bootstrap percolation, much efforts have also been devoted to establishing a theoretical relationship. A precise statement of the relationship was obtained for random regular networks \[271\]. For more generalized structures, by mapping bootstrap percolation with threshold \(k\) and the heterogeneous \((1, k)\)-core percolation with nodes of threshold 1 and \(k\) corresponding to activated and inactivated state respectively, the transition observed in \((1, k)\)-core percolation is similar to that in the bootstrap one \[249\]. However, such simple mapping has intrinsic defects, since all activated nodes at the end of bootstrap percolation are the subordinate branches of source nodes. While for heterogeneous \((1, k)\)-core percolation, nodes survive from the pruning process just because they are part of the \(k\)-core, independent of their neighbors’ states. An alternative idea is to take the Watts threshold model as the intermediary \[255,272\]. By interpreting the \(k\)-core and bootstrap percolation as special cases of the Watts threshold model, a complementary relation between heterogeneous \(k\)-core percolation and heterogeneous bootstrap percolation with different thresholds for activation process has been revealed, with degree \(d\) satisfying

\[
k^b + k^c = d + 1,
\]

where \(k^b\) and \(k^c\) are the thresholds of bootstrap and \(k\)-core percolation, respectively \[272\]. This relation indicates that, in non-regular structure, the homogeneous bootstrap percolation complements heterogeneous \(k\)-core percolation and homogeneous \(k\)-core percolation does likewise. Fig. 12 shows an example of this complementary relationship based on the same network structure. This relation was further generalized to the situation of arbitrary degree and threshold distributions \[269\] satisfying:

\[
P(k^b \leq d - j|d) + P(k^c \leq j|d) = 1,
\]

where \(P(k^b \leq j|d) (P(k^c \leq j|d))\) is the probability that a node with degree \(d\) has a threshold \(k^b (k^c)\) lower than or equal to \(j\) in bootstrap \((k\)-core\) percolation.

### 2.4. Cascading failures

Cascading failures refer to the process where a failure of one part could trigger further failures of other parts and finally endangers the whole system, resulting in system dysfunction or even catastrophic collapse. Such process could occur in both artificial and natural systems, such as power grids, transportation, internet, organisms and ecosystems. Taking South Australian blackout in September of 2016 as an example, the cascading failures triggered by the damage of 23 pylons on electric transmission lines due to a severe storm cut off the supply of the entire state, affecting 850,000 customers \[273\]. To this extent, one may interpret the successive failures as one typical kind of signal propagation on networks.

Concerning cascading failures, a great deal of attention has been devoted to preventing the negative influence of the process, including enhancement of system robustness, identification of critical parts for possible catastrophe, and recovery strategies driving system back to normal function. Here, focusing on signal propagation, we review two physical models to decode the underlying mechanism of cascading failures: one is the load-capacity model interpreting the failure as the result of overload \[274\] and (2) the other one is the fraction threshold model where the failure of one unit is caused by failures of its neighbors \[255\]. Despite their simplicity, these two models are capable of capturing key features of cascading failures.
Evolution of bootstrap and k-core percolation on the same network structure. The threshold of a node with degree $d$ is $k^b = \lfloor d \rfloor + 1$ in bootstrap percolation and $k^k = d - \lfloor d \rfloor$ in k-core percolation. Since the condition Eq. (18) is satisfied, the two processes are thus complementary. All activated (inactive) non-seed nodes in bootstrap percolation are the same as those pruned (surviving) in k-core percolation. 

Source: Adapted from [272].

2.4.1. Load-capacity model

The load-capacity model is inspired by the real systems with flows of physical quantities. Examples include power station dealing with a load of energy in power grids and routers transmitting large amounts of information in the internet. A salient feature of such systems lies in the phenomena of overload, i.e., the current load exceeds the maximum amount that a unit could afford, giving rise to unit malfunction. After load redistribution, this process will repeat until a new stationary state is achieved. Here, we introduce firstly the original load-capacity model proposed in [274] and focus on the analysis of cascade size as well as mitigation and control strategies.

In the load-capacity model, each node has two attributes, i.e., a time-varying load representing the relevant quantity of the specific system and a fixed capacity indicating the maximum load which the node could handle. The load $L_i(t)$ of node $i$ is defined as the number of shortest paths that pass through it, depending on the current network structure, and the capacity $C_i$ is assumed to be proportional to its initial load,

$$C_i = (1 + \alpha)L_i(0),$$

where $\alpha \geq 0$ is the global tolerance parameter ensuring that there is no overload at the beginning. The failure occurs to a node only if its current load exceeds the capacity, modeled as the removal of itself and its adjacent links. Although an extremely high tolerance parameter makes the failure impossible, the investment cost in reality severely limits the practical capacity. After the initial attack (removal of a set of nodes or links), the load redistributes across the system, leading to the further failure of a batch of nodes. This results further load redistribution and induces subsequent failures. The step-by-step process will continue until no more nodes fail due to overload. One could also construct the cascading-failures rule for edges, by defining the load and capacity of edges, since there are some arguments that the failure of edges is more realistic than that of nodes.

The cascade size, the number of survived nodes after the stop of cascading failures, is of great concern. Numerical simulations indicate that the breakdown of even a single node is sufficient to cause large-scale cascading failures if the distribution of networks is heterogeneous enough [274]. Since the distribution of loads is in line with the distribution of links, this result points out the fragility of heterogeneous networks, like scale-free networks, when facing cascading failures [275]. A similar result was also found in a variant model in which each edge is assigned a weight representing communication efficiency, underlining the destructive effect of removing a single node [276]. When the failure is modeled as the removal of a fraction $(1 - p)$ of nodes rather than a single one, the fraction of surviving nodes exhibits a first-order phase-transition at the critical point $p_c$, which is associated with the tolerance parameter $\alpha$. Most nodes survive and the giant component remains ensuring the relative integrity of the network when $p > p_c$, while the giant component disappears for $p < p_c$ [277]. Compared to random networks, real-world networks exhibit special characteristics,
e.g., spatial–temporal features, and this requires a concrete analysis. For example, cascading failures on spatially embedded networks propagate in a radial way with the center of initial failure, quantified as the average Euclidean distance of the failures from the center, the increase at a constant speed and finally reach its maximum proportional to the network size [278]. A statistical framework based on the concept of cosusceptibility allows the prediction of cascade size possible for arbitrary network structures. A cosusceptible group refers to a set of nodes tending to fail together, the partition of which corresponds to the cascade size distribution [279].

According to mitigation strategies, several methods have been proposed to enhance the system’s robustness against cascading failures:

From the aspect of network design, the nonlocal effect could be strongly suppressed in networks with high clustering and short characteristic path length, as in small-world networks [5,280]. Apart from these two characteristics, the role of modularity, serving as isolators of failure, was also emphasized [281]. Setting edge weights with respect to topological properties of adjacent nodes reduces the risk of the occurrences of catastrophic dynamics, such as the product of degree under a generalized load-redistribution rule according to the number of weighted shortest paths, and the product of betweenness centrality or harmonic closeness under a local flow redistribution rule [282–285]. Adaptive weights dependent on the current load turn a heterogeneous load distribution into a relatively homogeneous one, and this induces the increase of network robustness, which is quite crucial for critical infrastructures like communication and transportation networks [286].

From the aspect of dynamics parameters, adjusting factors including tolerance parameter and capacity, is an alternative method. Heterogeneous tolerance parameter, dependent on the initial load or the one following Weibull distribution, allows more nodes to survive under an attack than the homogeneous one [287,288]. By freeing the capacity from the constraints of linear relationship with the initial load, the redistribution of extra capacity maximizes the robustness and minimizes the cost at the same time [289,290]. Hence, one can adjust mitigation strategies to enhance the load redistribution rule of overload nodes [291]. Additionally, to avoid large-scale destruction, it is necessary to perform an action in time during the propagation of cascading failures. Early research suggested that intentional removal of nodes with small load and edges with large excess of load right after the initial failure could effectively suppress the propagation of successive failures and dramatically reduce the cascade size [292]. Controllability for system under different attacking types and based on different network structure has also been discussed in [293].

2.4.2. Fraction threshold model

The fraction threshold model is motivated by the phenomenon that decision makers tend to take the action in line with the majority when they have to decide between two alternative ones, known as binary decisions [294]. The phenomenon is quite common in social and economic systems, and the decision-making process exhibits a strong threshold nature, i.e., the individual will not change his/her decision unless his/her personal fraction threshold of neighbors holding a contrary opinion is reached. In this subsection, we introduce the fraction threshold model [255] and review theoretical analysis of the model as well as several factors which may influence the propagation process of cascading failures.

In the fraction threshold model, each node is either in a functional state (denoted by 0) or in a failed state (denoted by 1) at any step . at the beginning, all nodes function normally and adopt state 0. The transition from state 0 to state 1 of a node occurs only if a threshold fraction of its degree neighbors are in state 1, while the reverse transition is forbidden. To model the dynamics of cascading failures, the initial attack turns the state of a small set of nodes (called seeds) from 0 to 1 and the system evolves according to the transition rule until no transition takes place anymore. To mimic the complexity of cascading failures, both degree and individual threshold can be taken as heterogeneous. Specifically, denotes the probability of nodes with degree , , and is chosen from a distribution with cumulative distribution function denoting the probability that a node has a threshold less than . The influence of such heterogeneity on the cascading propagation could be taken from two aspects: increase in threshold heterogeneity promotes the process, while increase in network heterogeneity prevents it, which is contrary to the fragility of heterogeneous networks in load-capacity model.

The key question of the model is then when the global cascade occurs. Considering an attack in a sparse network, it is reasonable to assume that no nodes are connected to more than one seed. This assumption indicates that the failure could further propagate only if at least one neighbor of the seed has the degree . Nodes satisfying this condition are called vulnerable ones, and the probability of vulnerable nodes with degree is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_d &= \begin{cases} 
    1, & d = 0, \\
    F\left(\frac{1}{d}\right), & d > 0. 
\end{cases} 
\end{align*}
\]

(21)

The global cascade is possible if the vulnerable nodes percolate through the whole system. By constructing the generating function of vulnerable nodes’ degree , the global cascade condition, according to the percolation theory, could be expressed as , where is the average degree. For , vulnerable clusters are too small to reach each other, making the cascades localized, while, for , the percolating vulnerable cluster with infinite average size is capable of facilitating the appearance of global cascade. Moreover, the monotonically increment of the term and the monotonically decrease of with imply two phase transitions with different critical points. In fact, below the smaller critical point, the propagation is limited by segregated clusters due to the sparse connection, while above the larger critical point, the dense connection leads to local stability, which is
strong enough to prevent further propagation. The global cascade is thus only expected when the network density lies between these two critical points.

With the generalization of the assumption of scarce seeds in [255], the influence of the seed size has also been studied further [295] and the cascade condition turns to

$$\sum_d (d-1) p_d \left[ F \left( \frac{1}{d} \right) - F(0) \right] = \frac{(d)}{1 - \rho_0},$$

where $\rho_0$ is the scaled-seed size. In this case, the previous cascade condition [255] is a special case of $\rho_0 \to 0$ with $F(1/d) = u_d$ and $F(0) = 0$. Moreover, explicit expression of scaled-seed size $\rho$ linked to $\rho_0$ is given by $\rho = \rho_0 + (1 - \rho_0) \sum_{d=1}^{\infty} p_d \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} \left( \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} q_i^m (1 - q_i^m)^m F \left( \frac{m}{d} \right) \right),$ where $\lim_{\rho\to0}$ is the fixed point of the recursion relation $q_{n+1} = \rho_0 + (1 - \rho_0) \sum_{d=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=0}^{\infty} (1 - q_i^m)^m F \left( \frac{m}{d} \right).$ For cascades triggered by scarce seeds, the phase transition is considered to be continuous at the smaller critical point and discontinuous at the larger critical point [255], while numerical simulations suggest that the transition at small critical points can also be discontinuous in certain parameter regimes [295]. When cascades are associated with a local dependence on random networks without interdependent links, there is a crossover between these two types of transitions, indicating the complexity of transition dynamics of cascading failures in the fraction threshold model [296].

Network characteristics are crucial for the propagation of cascading failures. From a local perspective, modularity tends to limit the process within each module, where nodes exhibit similar characteristics and close connections, preventing the failure propagating from one to another [297–299]. Considering the degree–degree correlation, the cascade size decreases for positive correlation values in assortative networks, while it increases for negative values in disassortative networks [299], with detailed derivation for the fractional size of the giant vulnerable cluster as the function of degree–degree distribution [300]. Clustering [301] reduces the cascade size for small or large average degree, while increases it when the network has a medium value of an average degree [302].

As for different types of network structure, it turns out that random links could either promote the propagation of cascading failures in small-world networks compared to regular lattices, or inhibit the process if thresholds approach critical values [303]. In multiplex networks, the interaction between layers facilitates the system vulnerability to cascading failures, compared to networks of each single layer [304]. Without sufficient knowledge about the multi-layer structure of the system, this induces the difficulty of the prediction of cascading failures, but also provides a practicable way for controlling the propagation process through introduction or removal of layers. For the model applied on temporal networks, the bursty activity patterns could either facilitate or slow down the cascading-failures propagation, depending on the setup of state transition rules [305–307].

2.5. Neuroscience dynamics

2.5.1. Neural networks as dynamical systems

Biologically, spiking neurons are the elementary processing units in the central nervous system, and information propagates within neurons as electrical signals but between them mainly as chemical signals. At the molecular and cellular level, biological research has accumulated an enormous amount of detailed knowledge about the structure and function of neurons and synapses, as well as the properties of action potentials. At the network level, however, signal propagations among the intricately-connected neurons still need to be characterized [308,309]. A coherent understanding of the brain from local to global is necessary for understanding the signal propagation in nervous systems [18,310–312].

Due to the highly variable nature of neural responses and inherent nonlinearities in the dynamics of neurons, it is essential to apply complex network analysis tools to assess the interaction patterns and functional organization of the brain [309,313,314]. The differential equations of neural dynamics can create qualitative models of responses [315–317] and contribute to inferring the topology of connectivity and extracting the important variables and internal drive at different scales [318–320].

Larval zebrafish is a genetically accessible vertebrate model animal with a transparent brain, which allows a large-scale neural dynamic analysis [321]. With the development of genetics and optical imaging techniques, larval zebrafish becomes the only vertebrate animal whose whole-brain dynamics can be captured at the single-cell resolution [322–324]. Thus, this system offers an outstanding potential for exploring biophysically plausible circuit arrangements for neural signal propagation.

A whole-brain scaled model can be built from existing tools at the single-neuron level. For example, the leaky-integrate and fire (LIF) model [309,325,326] and the stochastic binary neuron model [327] are used for understanding how different components (excitatory and inhibitory neurons, synapses, and external excitatory inputs) and their interactions determine the global in-coming activity pattern. The LIF model is a classic model describing the membrane potential of neurons and well captures their nonlinearity (23). The LIF model depicts analog signals in single neurons, as

$$\frac{d v_i(t)}{d t} = a_i - v_i(t) + I_{syn}^{\infty}(t),$$

where $v_i(t)$ denotes the membrane potential of neuron $i$, $a_i$ denotes the external input current, and $I_{syn}^{\infty}(t)$ denotes the synaptic current due to the incoming adjacent connections. In contrast, the stochastic binary neuron model captures digital
signals by depicting the spike series of single neurons. In the stochastic binary neuron mode, the neuronal activation levels are history- and external-information dependent and spontaneous.

Approaching from the network level also characterized propagation properties of the nervous system; non-random structure properties, such as power-law degree distribution [325] and a modular and hierarchical organization [327], were found in the zebrafish brain. Applied to brain-wide observation, tools of nonlinear dynamics have successfully reconstructed the organization and evolution of neural signals, and also improved the understanding of the influence of single-neuron physiology on behavior.

Assemblies of neurons are influenced by a series of components, including external input, intrinsic excitability, and connectivity strength. To process information effectively, patterns of these components are well-structured, i.e., groups of neurons tending to fire together in spontaneous activation as a Bayesian prior over possible stimuli [327], and the delicate balance between excitatory and inhibitory neurons near a phase transition for shaping near-critical dynamics [326]. With the methodology of neural dynamics, theoretical frameworks can incorporate different-scaled data and identify the functional modules and pathways. Integrating concepts from statistical physics, such as emergence [327], avalanches, and Hebbian plasticity rule, the neural dynamics is very appropriate to depict the highly structured patterns of neural activity. To test if the concepts from statistical physics are just idealized inferences, these theories have been applied to in vivo brain-wide observations from zebrafish to explain the neural activities and animal behaviors [326,327].

When dealing with the large scales of whole-brain observation, conceptual models provide tractability in modeling complex neural circuits. Studies use neural mass models [328], based on the simplification of synaptic connectivity and neural responses to describe a local population of interacting neurons (Fig. 13). Both stereotyped and variable signals exist during propagation, so the brain transits between different states and maintains stable firing patterns within each state, comparable to the concepts like criticality and attractor in dynamical systems. Phase analysis is naturally suitable for sensory-biased behaviors and has been applied to persistent activity [329] and orientation-selection [317,330]. These methods offer a straightforward evaluation of the robustness and susceptibility of a given dynamic system to both extraperturbations [329,330] and spontaneous changes [18,317]. State-dependent computation is also widely used when the neural dynamics can determine the temporal structure of internal states [331]. The resulting behavior is the interaction of a hierarchically organized background with input from any designated stimulus [332], thereby revealing critical hidden variables that shape the temporal structure of motivation and decision-making.

2.5.2. Synergies between neural dynamics and data analysis

The neural-dynamics-based tools have promoted investigating the mechanisms of neural computation. But their applications to study the functional interaction patterns of real biological systems are limited, primarily due to the lack of suitable calibration methods to confirm and test the models.
The brain is a dynamic system that simultaneously possesses neuronal activities, spontaneous regulatory networks, and networks of stimulation reactions. Its products, the motor outputs and behaviors, provide excellent measurements for evaluating models. Simple behavioral functions, such as orientation-selection and evidence-accumulation, are ideal and the increased availability of qualitative measures for behaviors supports the integration of model simulation and experimental data. Overall correlation score [317] and motion probability [330] are reported to estimate quantitative agreement between stimulation and behavioral observations. Furthermore, as quantified by the slow decay of turning, the orientational persistence mechanism reveals the robustness of a two-module model from a circuit called anterior rhombencephalic turning region [333] in zebrafish for orientation-selection in the absence of stimuli.

In more complex dynamical systems, e.g., a plethora of models distinguished by the relative strength of different components all have the same ‘line attractor’ but behave quite differently around it. Perturbation experiment attributes pose new constraints on the circuit connectivity of the system and provide new insights into the underlying mechanisms [317,329].

In 2013, the light-sheet microscopy imaging method was applied in zebrafish and obtained whole-brain functional dynamics at cellular resolution [322]. Later, advanced imaging analysis tools [323] and behavioral measurements were developed [334], so the dynamics of all neurons in the central nervous system can be extracted with single-cell resolution, in accompany with the sensory inputs and motor outputs, over long periods, as shown in Fig. 14(a). While improvements in microscopy allow us to probe whole-brain signal propagation in great detail, they require algorithmic techniques that can scale up to entire neural populations.

An optimization-theoretical approach can be applied to the model-fitting procedure by reducing the distance between the experimental and simulated features [309,326]. In single-neuron models, features, such as the cumulative sum of spike train, are usually functions of time, and it is reasonable to perform heuristic algorithms, such as the Nelder–Mead downhill simplex algorithm. Therefore within reasonable limits, the result is qualitatively independent of its value. To fit the functional circuit connectivity encompassing the constraints on anatomical patterns, tuning curve, and firing rate drift patterns, an algorithm with constraints is usually taken, like a constrained linear regression procedure and grid search across an explicit range. In practical terms, the cost function should be set as a regularized mean squared error term to ensure that each neuron can fit separately from the others.

Despite establishing the algorithm principal, the fitting procedure should be determined by how the network can be quantified, which relates to the imaging or recording processing complexity and the final visualization form of dynamical models. Some commonly used features and insights into neural signal propagation are: (i) edge density, the density of effective connections between neurons, representing the network topology; (ii) the distribution of edge weights between neurons, representing the network geometry, parallel to in-degree distributions in graph theory; (iii) intrinsic excitability, which stands for the excitability of individual neurons and can be depicted by the response curve. More generally, by counting the spike distribution of the whole neuron group in time windows, the spike train is calculated as a function of time or the distribution of firing rates. The synaptic connections and neuronal linearity are difficult-to-measure microscopic variables. Still, their distribution probabilistically estimates macroscale properties of the brain, which is an appealing approach from statistical physics. A popular method to study the excitatory–inhibitory balance in the term of criticality is governed by scale-invariant avalanches, which are contiguous clusters of activity that propagate in space and time [326], as shown in Fig. 15.

In the calibration procedure, a recurrent network of excitatory leaky-integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons generates models that well-fit three stages for the emergence of pathological state transitions. On the other hand, to compare each parameter’s importance, models are tested when keeping a subset of parameters free for fitting, while constraining the others. The results indicate that different neuron dynamical stages have different emergence conditions, including network topology, network geometry, and intrinsic excitability.

For example, an increase in edge density of reorganization of network topology best explains the loss of criticality that emerges with the onset of generalized seizures [326]. These properties generally reflect an efficient design that ensures near-critical dynamics in spontaneous activity and information processing, as shown in Fig. 14(b). Moreover, the large-scale oscillations reflect in the distribution of currents indicating remarkable small-worldness, which is recovered by an inverse reconstruction scheme aimed at inferring the distributions of both firing rates and network connectivity from global activity fields [325]. The anatomical districts considered in the analysis can be divided into two groups according to the reconstructed probability distributions of both their excitatory connections and excitability. And the group results are associated with the functions of each brain region and the perturbations on the zebrafish.

Noteworthy, approaches combining multicellular Ca2+ imaging and graph-theoretical have also been conducted in the study of whisking behaviors [335] and seizure [336]. In all these studies, computational models are all united with data, based on a series of mathematical estimation schemes, thereby offering a framework for statistical inference, which would not be possible with conventional methodological tools.

### 3. Complex networks

#### 3.1. Temporal networks

Temporal networks, compared to static ones, allow signal propagation along links only when they exist in time, and this leads to considerable influences on the propagation efficiency [337,338]. Traditional compartment model and
static-networks based model assume in general that contact between individuals takes place uniformly in time and an appropriate reproduction number is capable of the transformation of the majority of individuals into infective state for epidemics [339,340]. But, in reality, this is not always the case. Based on the data-driven dynamic contact patterns between
individuals, the temporal-pattern of contacts typically can reduce the possibility of infection and slow down the disease spread [341]. Based on the human activity patterns on information diffusion, similar phenomena of slow diffusion on temporal networks were also found in information propagation and could be induced by the large heterogeneity in the response time [337,338]. While, depending on specific network construction and diffusion dynamics, temporal networks allow the acceleration of the propagation process. In this subsection, we review the impact of temporal network structure on the diffusion velocity, including empirical data of burst activity, activity driven network and the memory network.

3.1.1. Diffusion speed

The slowness effect of spreading processes on temporal networks originates from the large heterogeneity of the bursty feature of human communication dynamics [337,338]. Empirical data-driven analysis on contact sequences suggests that, rather than having a uniform or Poissonian statistics, the inter-event times are heavy-tailed and can be described by power-law distributions [342,343]. This feature is sufficient to induce a large deviation from expectations of the spreading dynamics, as previously studied [344]. By considering the email activity patterns from university and commercial data sets, based on the susceptible–infected (SI) model, it was found that the key difference between Poissonian and power-law distribution of inter-event times lies in the generation times, i.e., the length of time between individual receiving information and transmitting it to his/her neighbors. Longer average times to the next event for the long-tailed inter-event times distribution make the exponential decay of the number of new infections at later stage significantly slower, and this prediction is in line with the empirical data on real computer worms [344]. Furthermore, the power-law distribution of inter-event time induces a power-law decay in the number of new infections in the long-time limit, whose exponent is determined by the distribution of generation times [345]. The extension of the data-driven framework and the analysis of the emergence of heterogeneous ties in social networks show that strong ties may have a negative role in networked information spreading [346]. The comparison between the original model of a call network and null models, in which event sequences are shuffled, reveals the role of structural and temporal correlations slowing down the spreading [347].

However, temporal networks do not always slow down the diffusion process. For example, temporal order and correlations were found to speed up epidemic spreading based on the dataset of sexual contacts of internet-mediated prostitution, especially in the early phase of a superlinear growth [348,349]. In spite of slow-down effects in the asymptotic-time limit or global scale, heterogeneous activity patterns are capable of inducing faster diffusion in the short-time or local scale. The heterogeneous contacts of epidemics based on SI models spread faster in the early stage with a higher reproduction number $R_0$ than that for homogeneous patterns, and later these results were analytically supported [350,351]. In call networks based on SIR models, there are abundant short relay times, which refer to times between individual $i$ participating a call with individual $j$ and he/she participating a call with any other individual [352]. This phenomenon was taken as the signature of group conversation, i.e., calls could trigger further calls, making activity patterns of adjacent links correlated. Under realistic transmissibility, the group conversations lead to a more efficient local-information propagation [352]. Moreover, in the deterministic threshold model with the exposure of infected neighbors in the past, which is usually neglected in standard epidemics models like SI, SIR and SIER ones, the burst activity patterns accelerate contagion spreading [305].

The twofold impacts of temporal features have also been confirmed in RWs, the simplest diffusion model. There, a random walker arrives at a node, becomes isolated at the successive time step, and remains trapped until a new link connecting the node emerges, thus slowing down the diffusion process. For example, based on the dataset of time resolved patterns of a face-to-face co-presence of individuals, numerical simulations on temporal networks exhibit longer mean first-passage time and smaller coverage, compared to that of theoretical predictions on aggregated networks [353]. The mean first-passage time (MFPT) is defined as the average time taken by the random walker to arrive at a particular node for the first time from a random starting position, while coverage refers to the number of different nodes that have been visited by the walker at a given time point, quantifying the search efficiency. These two quantities imply slow diffusion in temporal networks.

Additional to empirical data-driven analysis of burst activity, the theoretical framework of RWs on an activity driven model has also been investigated intensively [354,355]. By considering a power-law form of the activity distribution $F(a) = \frac{1}{1+a^{-\gamma}}$, where the activity $a_i \in [\epsilon, 1]$ representing the probability that node $i$ becomes active and $\gamma$ is the exponent, the probability $P(a, t)$, of which random walkers are at a node of activity $a$ at time $t$, satisfies

$$\frac{dP(a, t)}{dt} = -aP(a, t) + F(a) \sum_{a'} a' P(a', t).$$

(24)

The steady state solution $P_{\infty}(a) = \lim_{t \to \infty} P(a, t)$ is given by $P_{\infty}(a) = \frac{F(a)}{\lambda} \sum_{a'} a' P_{\infty}(a') = \frac{1}{(a-\epsilon)} \frac{F(a)}{\lambda}$. The occupation probability $P(a, t_{\infty})$ of nodes with activity $a$ evolving for a time $t_{\infty}$, which reflects the time evolution of the process, was observed to exhibit a quite slow relaxation from a short-term state $P(a, t_{\infty} \to 0) \sim F(a)$ towards the steady state $P_{\infty}(a) \sim F(a)/\lambda$. The speed of this relaxation is actually inversely proportional to $\epsilon$, the smallest activity of nodes.

Considering other factors influencing the diffusion velocity, further research has pointed out that, even if the activity pattern is bursty, the question of whether temporal features slow down or speed up the propagation is comprehensive. The mixing time $t_{\text{mix}}$, characterizing the worst-case relaxation time from any initial state to stationary, was jointly determined by the network structure and waiting-time distribution [24,356]. Specifically, the topology is captured by the second-largest eigenvalue $\lambda_1$ of the associated Laplacian matrix, satisfying $\lambda_0 = 0 \geq \lambda_1 \geq \lambda_2 \geq \cdots \geq \lambda_{N-1}$, while the waiting-time
Fig. 16. Speed of diffusion on temporal networks. (a) A RW process illustrated by information propagation among four nodes through electronic or physical mails. The temporal patterns of waiting time between departure and arrival of mails could be homogeneous and heterogeneous. (b) Relaxation time describes the time that the random walker takes to reach the stationary state or equilibrium from any initial state. (c) The competition between structural factor and temporal patterns to determine the diffusion speed.

Source: Adapted from [24].

distribution is described by its exponential tail $\tau_{\text{tail}}$ and burstiness $\beta = (\sigma^2 - \mu^2)/(2\mu^2)$, where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the average and standard deviation of the distribution. In this case, the mixing time is approximated as

$$\tau_{\text{mix}} \approx \max \left\{ -\frac{\mu}{\lambda_1}, \mu \beta, \tau_{\text{tail}} \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

When the waiting times are distributed around the mean value with negative burstiness $\beta < 0$ such as Dirac and Erlang distributions, the structural factor dominates the diffusive dynamics and slightly accelerates mixing. On the other hand, high temporal heterogeneity significantly slows down the process [24]. Fig. 16 shows such competition between structure and time for determining the diffusion speed. Besides, the additional tendency or repulsion for random walkers to return to previously visited nodes may either slow down or accelerate the diffusion, depending on the number of steps leading to mixing [357].

Based on memory temporal networks with realistic non-Markovian characteristics taken into account, memory is confirmed to constitute an additional factor for the diffusion investigation. For RWs, the connectivity of causal topology either slows down or accelerates diffusion, which could be predicted through the spectrum of the transition matrices and had been validated on various empirical datasets [23,358]. For epidemic models, although lots of research showed that the memory slows down the contagion spreading [183,359,360], opposite result could also occur [361], where memory effects accelerate the dynamics while topological correlations induced by the community structure slow it down. The diffusion speed depends on the competition between memory and topological structures in a non-trivial way. Furthermore, the optimal memory length for the maximization of the spreading time depends on the combination of the strength of the memory and the density of links [362].

3.1.2. Epidemic spreading

Structural changes in a network may alter the spreading phenomena there [146,363–366]. Time ordering of link removal or reconstruction can determine the fate of the disease propagation. This feature cannot be visible on a static network. In temporal networks, the activation time of edges depends on a certain probability distribution [363]. The information flow via e-mail exchanges [367,368], rumor propagation in social media [365], epidemic spreading in contact networks [341,369,370], or patterns of functional networks generated from spiking or irregular activities of brain data [371–374], all are interesting examples where a time-varying structure of the underlying connectivity plays a determining role for propagation of complex signals. As we have discussed, a large class of literature is already been devoted to the understanding of the epidemic spreading in heterogeneous and static networks [340,375,376], particularly the critical epidemic threshold $\beta_c$ has been determined as a function of the degree moments of the networks. Note that, a coarse-graining projection of temporal networks into a static one will not always capture the true notion of reality. Recently due to the increasing accessibility of a large number of contact and mobility data [363,377,378], the accurate
prediction of infection spreading becomes possible. However, it is more challenging for analytical calculations due to the presence of two-time scales: one from dynamics and the other comes from networks [24,379,380]. In contrast to static cases, for long-lasting outbreaks, as human mobility and contacts are time-varying, the disease spreads or locally confines due to transitory contacts i.e individual’s contact changes with time [363,364,379,381,382].

Neighbor exchange (NE) model. It has been demonstrated that the neighbor exchange (NE) model [381] can describe time-varying complex human interaction patterns and their function in disease transmission. Here, the number of contacts per person is fixed, but the connections are transient, meaning that neighbors’ identities are modified stochastically and time-varying complex human interaction patterns and their function in disease transmission. Here, the number of contacts \( R_p \) from an individual who is infected early in an epidemic’’) for arbitrary graphs as follows

\[
R^* = \frac{\tau \rho + \tau \mu + \rho}{\mu} \times g'(1) \quad \text{and for power law graphs (}\ p(k) \sim k^{-\gamma} ),
\]

\[
R^* = \frac{\rho \tau}{\mu} + \left( \sum_{k} k^{2-\gamma} - k^{1-\gamma} \right) \lambda(\mu + \rho) \mu . \quad \text{On the other hand, the critical mixing rate can be captured by}
\]

\[
\rho^* = \frac{\mu(\beta + \mu)g(1) - \beta \mu g''(1)}{\beta g''(1) + g'(1)(\beta - \mu)} .
\]

This critical condition suggests fast mixing does not always lead to epidemic spreading and low to medium mixing can be mimicked with static network approximation. In [381], they have successfully tested the NE model of the 1996 outbreak of syphilis among Atlanta adolescents and estimated the relevant parameters.

Activity driven networks. In the activity-driven network (ADN) model, the link structure of each node changes each time (Fig. 17). In particular, an “activity potential” parameter determines how it will be connected to other nodes [354]. Links are formed according to the following rules in a memoryless process: (i) At each step \( t \) the graph starts with \( N \) nodes with no links. (ii) Each vertex is allowed to be “active” with \( a, \delta t \) probability and generates \( m \) links to connect \( m \) “active” or “non-active” nodes. (iii) In the next step, all the edges are removed, and new \( m \) nodes are chosen randomly. Here, the activity rate \( a \) is the probability of interactions with other nodes and chosen (randomly or from empirical data) from a probability distribution and it is rescaled with a constant propensity factor \( \eta \). The creation of hubs depends on the high strength of activity rate. Analytically, it can be shown that the spreading of the disease i.e. the critical threshold for the onset of the disease (in a discrete-time setup) depends on the activity rate as follows:

\[
\frac{B}{\mu} > \frac{2(a)}{(a) + \sqrt{(a^2)}} .
\]

Here the critical threshold does not depend on the structural factor appearing from the time-aggregated networks, rather it depends on the moments of the considered “active” potential. Currently, this approach is further analytically derived in a continuous time domain [385], and the validity is checked from simple susceptible–infected–susceptible dynamics to more complex contagious phenomena. In realistic situations, the choices of active nodes are not purely random, rather choices of links are determined by some memory effect or non-Markovian process [386,387].

Other approaches. Recently, to calculate the epidemic threshold in an arbitrary time-varying network, a multilayer-based approach is provided in a discrete as well as in a continuous time epidemic spreading framework [396–400]. In this approach the spectral radius of a multilayered matrix that encodes the information of a time-varying structure network and disease dynamics provides the critical onset of disease. On the other hand, the dynamic message-based edge-centric approach [401,402] may capture the outbreak trend in Markovian susceptible–infected–recovered temporal networks [380]. The tools of temporal networks are used to predict disease propagation in livestock movement (sheep and cattle) in Scotland. The outbreak of a multi-species dynamic network significantly differs from its static and single
Fig. 17. Three collaboration networks from the PRL dataset are constructed for three different time windows: one year, 10 years, and a window of 30 years. The upper panel reflects the zoomed version of each of the particular networks. The density of the network increases when the time window is taken as broader (left to right in the central panel). In each visualization, the size and color of the nodes are proportional to their degree. A time-invariant activity potential function can be constructed that can encode the intrinsic temporal nature of the network dynamics.

Source: Adapted from [354].

species network [403]. Based on the contact chain measure of temporal networks, they can identify the key farms responsible for spreading. In sexually transmitted diseases particularly for the early growth of an epidemic, the concept of concurrency encodes the information of time-overlapping partnerships among individuals [404] might be useful. Note that, the timing between two successive occurrences may deviate from the Poissonian process rather than it may follow a heavy tail or a power law statistics, indicating that activity patterns are excessively diverse. For instance, the inter-event distribution for high-resolution email data follows a power law with an exponential cut-off rather than an exponential distribution [344]. This kind of heterogeneous inter-event time distribution, as opposed to an exponential distribution, may delay the transmission of viruses in computer networks [344, 345, 347].

3.2. Spatiotemporal signal propagation

A common way to understand the propagation pattern in spatial and temporal scales is to study the effect of local or non-local perturbation of the dynamical process. Barzel et al. have developed a self-consistent linear response theory and investigated a broad class of nonlinear perturbed systems. This approach systematically splits the contribution of topology and the considered dynamical process to predict the spatiotemporal pattern of the perturbed signals [10, 405–407]. The nonlinear deterministic dynamical equation is captured by

$$\frac{dx_i}{dt} = M_0(x_i(t)) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} A_{ij} G(x_i, x_j).$$

(27)

This type of nonlinear model can encode epidemic processes, biochemical dynamics, or birth–death processes. Here the left side represents the temporal activity of the $i$ the node. This activity depends on the inherent activity ($M_0(x_i)$) of the
i the node, and the interaction \((G(x_i, x_j) = M_1(x_i(t))M_2(x_j(t)))\) is pairwise multiplicative nonlinear function. If a constant, permanent perturbation is applied as \(x_i(t) = x_i + dx_i\) on the activity of node \(i\), and if the subsequent changes of the \(qth\) node are described by \(dx_q\), then one can write a correlation matrix (in the asymptotic limit) as \(F_{qi} = \frac{dx_q}{x_q} \frac{dx_i}{x_i}\). Barzel et al. have proved that the probability of \(F\) can be written as \(P(F) \sim F^{-\gamma}\) [405]. The distant dependent correlation function \((\Gamma(l) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{q \in K_q(l)} F_{qi})\), and \(K_q(l)\) is the set of all nodes having the path length \(l\) from \(i\) and is also designed to track the propagation strength of the perturbation. For biochemical dynamics and birth–death processes, the decay rate of \(\Gamma(l)\) is zero reflecting conservative propagation. For epidemic dynamics, this decay rate becomes non-zero, signifying that the penetration strength of the perturbation is reduced for long-distance nodes. Based on linear response theory, one can write (at steady state, using Laurent expansions), \(M_1^{-1}(x) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} a_n x^n\), and \(M_2 \left( M_1^{-1}(x) \right) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} b_m x^n\). Here \(M_1^{-1}(x)\) is the inverse function of \(M_1(x)\). Using these, for nearest neighbor nodes (say \(q\)) of \(i\), each element of the correlation matrix can be written as \(F_{qi} = \frac{x_i M_1(x_q)}{d_q x_q} \left( \frac{dM_2}{dx_i} \right) \left( \frac{dM_1}{dx_q} \right)^{-1}\), where \(x_q \sim M_1^{-1}(1/d_q)\). For a large degree \((d_q \gg 1)\) node, the non-vanishing terms determine the decay rate of the distant dependent correlation function. The exponents are further calculated for experimental micro-array data collected for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where the authors measure the impact of 55 perturbed genes on 6000 genes. Here it has been shown that the penetration of the perturbation is conservative.

Recently, Hens et al. have investigated [10] the spatiotemporal propagation pattern of perturbed signals, i.e., how many times a neighbor node of \(i\) will take to respond if \(i\) is permanently perturbed? Based on the same theory described above, it has been shown that joint contributions of the interaction structure and local dynamics can be disentangled from three specific classes (called as degree driven, distance driven and composite) characterized by the interplay between network paths, degree distribution, and the interaction dynamics [10,408,409]. The individual response time \(\tau_q\), capture the transient response of the node \(q\) to direct incoming perturbations from its interacting neighbors. Particularly, it has been proved that the response time depends on the internal dynamics and the network degrees: \(\tau_q \sim d_q^\theta\) with a scaling exponent \(\theta\) that depends on the associated dynamics (it depends on \(M_0, M_1\), see Fig. 18 for a propagation pattern between two communities. Here, the propagation time \(T_i\) from the source of perturbation \(i\) to an arbitrary node, \(j\) can be captured by analyzing the cumulative strength of the minimum of the shortest paths. Here the strength of the path depends on the intrinsic response time \(\tau\) of the intermediate nodes. Altogether, one can write a metric for predicting the response of any arbitrary node in the network as follows: \(\mathcal{C}(i \rightarrow j) = \min_{\Pi(i \rightarrow j)} \left( \sum_{p \in \Pi(i \rightarrow j), p \neq i} d_p^\theta \right)^{\frac{1}{\theta}}\). Several key features in the response of local perturbation in complex networks such as who will be affected earlier, and how many nodes will be affected at a particular time are explained in [10]. This formalism is also applied to two real systems, capturing the spread of SIR dynamics through air-traffic networks, and applied to the propagation of a power cascade. Recently a modification is suggested by Ji et al. in which the inclusion of a suitable prefactor is necessary to maintain the expression for deriving the exponents [410]. However, the scaling exponents remain the same for both analyses [409–411]. An alternate framework is also created by observing the system’s response as a probability distribution over time. The effective expectation values are used to describe the state trajectories under perturbation in order to roughly extract the peak times and amplitudes [409,412,413]. Most recently, another theoretical framework is developed based on the extension of [10] which is based on a network decomposition into independent edges and edges as part of motifs [13].

The developed framework of response dynamics conceptually links the small and large-scale topology of a network with the spatiotemporal spreading induced by a small constant perturbation. In particular, they identified and predicted the interplay of propagation paths, degree and motif distributions, and interaction dynamics on the response dynamics.

### 3.3. Multilayer networks

In the multilayered perspective of networks, the same node/individual can participate in different layers [3,4,414]. For instance, one individual who forms a physical network with his/her family, or friends in one layer can construct another layer of the network (online ties) with the new and existing nodes using some, even the links structure may vary from one layer to another one. This interconnected competition structure may lead to rich complex dynamical processes.

#### 3.3.1. Epidemic spreading

Notably, in the perspective of the epidemic process, one layer which represents the physical contact relates to disease spreading, whereas, at the same time, the virtual network may work as a positive effect for the awareness to maintain distance rule [415,416] or for the strong vaccination program. Such intertwined layers can diminish the severity of the disease. Several approaches are provided to study epidemic processes in multiplex or multilayered networks.

**Microscopic Markov Chain Approach (MMCA)**, A MMCA [417,418] is designed to spreading in multiplex structure [415]. The virtual contact layer consists of the population of aware (A) and unaware of the existence of the epidemics. Here aware
A modular network is constructed with two SF communities $C_1$ and $C_2$. Three dynamical models ranging from gene regulation to SIS dynamics (E) are used here. A perturbation is introduced at one single node (blue/red/green node at bottom left) for each model. (a–b) Distance-driven propagation. Here $C_1$ starts to respond earlier and then $C_2$ starts to respond. The fraction of response nodes ($f$) increases stepwise. This is because the considered regulatory dynamics ($R_1$) follows the distance-driven propagation. The central panel (c–d) relates to degree-driven propagation. As the intermediate node is a hub, the response time of the nodes of $C_2$ is much higher than $C_1$. (e–f) For this case, both communities responded almost at the same time [10].

**Source:** Adapted from [10].
from two layers: virtual and individual, and the third one comes from the individual’s response. The heterogeneity of the information layer affects the critical threshold of awareness and has two-stage effects on the epidemic threshold [425].

Already a decade ago, two-layered SIS dynamics between two competitive viruses were studied, and expressions for the extinction and coexistence of the viruses have been derived [426]. The interaction of two concurrent diseases is also studied in a two-layered setup [427]. A non-vanishing threshold for spreading on scale-free networks is analytically derived here. An explosive transition may also occur in the presence of interaction between the contagion-consensus process [428]. For a comprehensive review, one can check the currently published review [429] and a previous one [398].

Currently, a theoretical formalism is developed to analyze spreading processes in multiplex metapopulations, e.g., recurrent mobility networks [70]. The epidemic threshold is calculated as 

\[ \lambda_c = \frac{\mu}{\lambda_{\text{max}}(M)} \]

where \( \mu \) is the recovery rate and the elements of the supramatrix \( M \) signify the contact probability of two agents associated with two different patches and with two different types. The approach is tested for a location in Colombia. The mobility patterns are categorized depending on the socioeconomic hierarchy of the agents.

**Heterogeneous Mean-field analysis.** A heterogeneous mean-field analysis is performed in two-layer inter-connected networks for the calculation of epidemic threshold [430]. Here the epidemics may not prevail in the isolated networks, however spreads globally in the presence of interconnection with some critical conditions. Further, the effect of the underlying structure is investigated rigorously to understand the SIS epidemic threshold in interconnected networks [431]. Using N-intertwined mean-field analysis (NIMFA), the critical threshold is captured by 

\[ \beta_c = \frac{1}{\Lambda_1(A + \alpha B)} \]

The denominator is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix \( (A + \alpha B) \). \( A \) denotes the intraconnections within each layer and \( B \) reflects the interconnection between layers. The parameter \( \alpha \) tunes the infection rates along with the interconnections. The denominator gets higher if the interconnecting nodes have a higher eigenvector component product. The diversity of multilayer networks, particularly evenness, i.e., connectivity pattern among layers, and difference: how layers are shared with overlaid edges have a vital role in the spreading process of collaborating viral agents [432]. A mean-field analysis is also provided to infer the epidemic threshold by analyzing the mean matrix of the considered branching processes. The critical thresholds are investigated in a two-layers disease set up, and it is observed that the percentage of vulnerable nodes and overlapping links have contrasting effects on the disease propagation [433]. Another approach is to use bond percolation to predict the epidemic threshold [434]. A tensorial representation is introduced to extract the upper and lower bounds for the disease incidence and the critical points for SIS and SIR dynamics [435]. An isolation parameter capturing the quarantined effect is also introduced for the multilayered social and physical networks, and the link percolation approach predicts that isolation increases the critical threshold [436].

**Spatiotemporal Propagation in multilayer networks.** From the perspective of multiplex networks, less work has been focused on studying epidemic spreading in a micro-scale. For instance, if the disease starts locally in a single layer, how does it spread to the other layers? Which nodes will get infected earlier? It has been demonstrated that for a two-layer combination (ER-SF) if the initial infection begins (in a SIR scenario) at the homogeneous network (ER), it stays contained on that network and later spreads to a SF network due to the localization impact of an ER network [70]. Here the final outbreak size for each node in an ER network is almost the same. However, it follows through the heterogeneous distribution in the SF layers (Fig. 19). The propagation pattern is checked in the realistic metapopulation network of the city of Medellin in Columbia. The strength of contagious dynamics becomes higher inside the same economic classes. This is obvious as less movement occurs between two layers if they have substantial economic disparity. In the multilayer perspective, the role of bridge nodes connecting the layers is investigated for disease propagation [437]. At the proximity of a critical number of bridge nodes, the arrival times follow a power law. An illustrative mesoscopic design reflects the impact of bridge nodes. However, spatiotemporal propagation in node levels is not explored here.

**Application: Multilayer network.** Recently, an adaptive multilayer network including different contact types between individuals (sporadic, social, and household connections) is proposed [438]. Each layer’s probability is taken as different and two of the layers’ contacts vary depending on the public health measure. This model is successfully implemented in Costa Rica to project the impact of COVID-19 variants, and it provides a suitable and efficient vaccination strategy [439]. To reduce the severity of the COVID-19 infection, an optimal segregation scheme in multiplex networks is proposed in which link removals are minimized [440]. If the links of the social layer are dynamic, the outbreak size increases. Recently, Aleta et al. [441] has considered three-layered multilayer networks and investigated the role of social distancing and robust level of testing and contact tracing. Such strict measures are crucial for the containment of the disease.

### 3.3.2. Cascading failures

Intensive research on cascading failures in multilayer networks were motivated by the fragility of interdependent infrastructures [442,443]. The underlying interdependence makes the propagation of failure among various infrastructures possible, triggering a disruptive avalanche of a system of systems. For example, the localized malfunction of power grids may strongly affect the operation of communication as well as transportation networks, and failures in these networks accelerate the collapse of electrical system afterwards [443,444]. The infrastructures interdependence can be represented as multi-layer networks, and the investigation of the propagation of cascading failures in such networks does not only deepen the understanding of the chain reaction in real systems but also promotes resilient infrastructures. In this subsection, we focus on cascading failures in multi-layer networks, in particular on structural factors influencing the process as well as mitigation and recovery strategies.
Fig. 19. Propagation of epidemics in multiplex networks composed of an ER and an SF layer. Here metapopulation network of the SIR model has been used. In (a), infection in each layer is plotted as a function of time. The infection starts at the ER layer. (b–c) The fraction of recovered individuals in each patch of an ER network is plotted as a function of time. (d–e) Spreading pattern in the SF layer. Initially, the disease is contained in the ER layer and then transmits to the other layer (SF). Interestingly, due to the heterogeneity in the SF layer, the final outbreak size of each patch is not identical.

Source: Adapted from [70].

The model of cascading failures in multilayer networks can be taken as the mutual percolation one [443]. Consider two networks having the same number of nodes with one-to-one correspondence between networks but different structures within each one. There are two types of links: (1) intraconnectivity links within the same network, representing the interaction between units of the same type and (2) interdependency links between networks, standing for indispensable relation. The failure of each node could be triggered according to internal (within the same layer) and external (between different layers) rules. Once a node fails, all the corresponding connectivity and dependency links will also be removed. For example, the propagation of cascading failures is triggered by the removal of several nodes in one network. The initial failure introduces that some nodes break away from the giant component and hence fail. These failures propagate to the other network through dependency links and cause further failures, which subsequently propagate back to the initially perturbed network and so on. This process is iterated until a stationary state is reached. Figs. 20(a–b) illustrates cascading-failures propagation on multi-layer networks.

For the quantification of cascading failures, percolation theory provides a deeper insight by approaching the final fraction of nodes in the giant component \( P_\infty \). Considering the initial failure by the removal of a fraction of \( 1 - p \) nodes, there exists a critical threshold \( p = p_c \) through the percolation phase transition: the giant mutually connected component remains when \( p > p_c \), while it disappears when \( p < p_c \) [443]. From the perspective of the value of \( P_\infty \), it jumps to zero as \( p \) approaches \( p_c \) from above in the first-order transition. Further investigation shows that around the critical point \( p_c \), the time evolution of \( P_\infty \) exhibits a second-order percolation transition [445], characterized by a plateau stage where the size of a giant component nearly stays invariant. Moreover, the value of \( p_c \) is significantly larger than that of a single network, theoretically suggesting the fragility of interdependent networks. Nodes with high degree have a high probability to belong to the giant component and serve as anchors, but they may also fail easily for low-degree adjacent nodes of the other network [446]. Mean-field generating functions in the large-system limit are utilized to derive the expressions of giant-components size \( S^A \) and \( S^B \) [447,448]. Let \( H \in \{ A, B \} \) represents one of the two networks. Denoting the probability that a randomly chosen node in network \( H \) has the degree \( d \) by \( p_d^H \) satisfying \( \sum_d p_d^H = 1 \), the generating functions of the degree distribution and the underlying branching process are given by \( G_0^H(x) = \sum_d p_d^H x^d \), \( G_1^H(x) = \frac{1}{d^H} \sum_d p_d^H dx^{d-1} \), where \( \langle d \rangle^H \) is the average degree of network \( H \). Based on these, the probability that a randomly chosen node belongs to the final survival giant component, equivalent to the giant-components size, could be concisely expressed [449].

These results shown above are obtained based on ideally-constructed interdependent networks, while real networks exhibit abundant features, which have rich impacts on the cascading failures propagation and need a concrete analysis for each specific system. For local structure, clustering is capable of region transitions [451–453] while communities tend to disconnect with each other and collapse separately [454,455]. The effects of various topological features have also
been investigated, including degree–degree correlation [456–459], link overlap [460–463] and directed links [464,465], as well as situations of nodes supported by multiple dependencies [466–468] and autonomous ones independent of the other network [469–472], breaking the limitation of one-to-one correspondence. Much efforts have also been devoted to the generalization of global structure of the system, with more than two interdependent layers [473–479]. Additionally, spatial networks, where nodes have physical locations and link length is limited by geometrical distance, exhibit more realistic characteristics compared to random ones [480]. When link length of dependency ones is constrained by a certain distance threshold \( r \) [481–485] or that of connectivity ones drawn from an exponential distribution \( P(\ell) \propto \exp(-\ell/\zeta) \) with characteristic length \( \zeta \), the cascades process exhibits a phase transition determined by the critical points \( r = r_c \) and \( \zeta = \zeta_c \) [486,487]. Combined with a variation of the average degree, the link length parameters of \( r \) and \( \zeta \) are capable of the introduction of three phases, i.e., unstable, stable and meta-stable states, with a surprising similar phase diagram.

To avoid large-scale cascading, various mitigation and recovery strategies have also been proposed. A structural modification is usually taken to enhance the systems’ robustness against targeted attacks, such as priority of low-degree nodes to choose their dependency partners [488] as well as various connectivity and dependency link–addition strategies [489–492]. During the propagation process, the inclusion of links between the nearest neighbors of failed nodes [493,494] and selectively saving finite connected components before they fail [495] can effectively prevent the further spread of failures. As for the recovery process, the question of how to spend minimization of resources to bring the entire system back to the functional state attracts great attention. Examples include the minimum Manhattan distance in the phase diagram [496] and repairing a fraction of failed nodes with recovery probability [497], as well as certain clusters formed by ineffective nodes and links [498]. A systemic spontaneous recovery process was discussed in [499]. Additionally, the mutual percolation model provides a basic framework for the extension of other cascading models on a single network to multilayer ones [443]. This could be achieved by replacing the internal rule with a corresponding one, such as k-core percolation [244–246,467], overload effect [500–502], finite functional components [503,504] and more complicated dynamics [505,506]. Similarly, the external rule is also adjustable. For example, the failure of node in one network may not definitely lead to the failure of its counterpart but with a probability \( q \) [449].

3.4. Control on networks

The ultimate understanding of complex networks, including natural and technological systems, can be reflected in our ability to control them [507]. Consider a network consisting of \( N \) nodes governed by the equation below [508]:

\[
\dot{x}_i(t) = f_i(x_i(t)) - c_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} l_{ij} h_{ij}(x_i(t), x_j(t)), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N,
\]

where \( x_i(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) denotes the state vector of the \( i \)-th node, and \( f_i(x_i(t)) \) is the corresponding vector function describing the evolution without coupling \( c_i = 0 \); \( h_{ij}(x_i(t), x_j(t)) \) represents the generic output function describing the coupling relationship between node \( i \) and node \( j \). In a way, a control of networks is to achieve the desirable behavior by a specific regulation, i.e., reaching the desired target of \( x_i(t), \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \), observed in the form of climate, power grid, social community, etc. Considering the large scale property of complex networks such that it is impractical to control each node, and inspired by the research advances where a part of nodes always can play a leading role in a whole network [509–511], a natural idea to realize control of complex networks is deploying a small number of controlled nodes, which is exactly
consistent with the key idea of pinning control [512]. The pioneering work in [507] proposes an efficient method to select a fraction of driver nodes to guarantee controllability of a complex network, beginning with the canonical linear, time-invariant dynamics:

\[
\dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
\]

(29)

where \( x(t) = (x_1(t), x_2(t), \ldots, x_N(t))^\top \) denotes the state of a network consisting of \( N \) nodes, and \( u(t) = (u_1(t), u_2(t), \ldots, u_m(t))^\top \) represents the \( m \) control inputs. This selection method is mainly based on maximum matching in graph theory and structural controllability in control theory. In [513], it has been claimed that the topology of a network is strongly correlated with certain control properties, i.e., the number of required control inputs and the functional origin of each control input. Furthermore, the fundamental structures of the topology in a network, which provide the explanation for the basis of this correlation, are presented individually, via exploiting the selection method in [507]. It follows that the connectivity of communication graphs can affect the signal propagation of the state evolution providing the explanation for the basis of this correlation, are presented individually, via exploiting theselection method.

### 3.4.1. Static topology

It is a fundamental issue to investigate the static connection case in network science, i.e., permanent interactions between adjacent nodes. The linear control theory is utilized to derive accurate closed-form expressions, which relate the specific connections (those linking driver nodes to non-driver nodes) to the minimum energy \( E(u(t)) \) that is required to control networked systems (29) [514], where \( E(u(t)) \) is defined as

\[
E(u(t)) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \int_{0}^{T} \|u_i(t)\|dt.
\]

To improve the accuracy of depicting the connections in a topology, an effective approach of modeling graph is introduced [515], i.e., a weighted graph where the nonlinear logical redundancy is captured in the context of biochemical network regulation, signaling, and control. This modeling approach is extended from the traditional representation of biochemical networks as binary interaction graphs, such that an important feature of biochemical multivariate systems is accurately presented: the efficiency of propagating control signals can be improved via some specific pathways in the topology of a network.

Submodular optimization approaches provide a novel idea to investigate driver/input node selection in networks [516], so as to identify appropriate nodes to deliver control signals in a network effectively. Submodularity is a property of set functions, analogous to the concavity of continuous functions. Submodular structures enable the development of polynomial-time input/node selection algorithms with provable optimality bounds. In addition, the controllability relationship between linear and nonlinear cases in complex networks is studied via the nodal importance ranked by means of the degree distribution [517]. Specifically, the nonlinear nodal importance is quantified by the ability of individual nodes to make the system resilient from the aftermath of a tipping-point transition, and the linear nodal importance is quantified by the ratio of the times of the node appearing in the configurations of the minimum controller sets to the total number of these configurations.

### 3.4.2. Dynamic topology

It is increasingly recognized that most real networked systems can be captured by dynamic networks, i.e., the connections of a network are changing over time. In Fig. 21, an example is provided to illustrate the property of dynamic topology for a control of networks. An analytical framework for temporal networks is presented in [25] based on the dynamics:

\[
\dot{x}(t) = A_Mx(t) + B_Mu_M(t).
\]

for \( t \in [\tau_{M-1}, \tau_M] \), where \( \tau_M \) denotes the time interval between two snapshots \( M - 1 \) and \( M \). In that case, it is shown that compared to the static counterparts, temporal networks can reach controllability faster, with less control energy \( E_f \) and more compact control trajectories. Note that \( E_f \) is defined as follows,

\[
E_f = \frac{1}{2} d^\top W_{eff}^{-1} d,
\]

where \( d = x_f - e^{A_M \tau_M} \ldots e^{A_1 \tau_1} x_0 \in \mathbb{R}^N \) is the difference vector between the desired final state and the natural final state that the system reaches without control inputs, and \( W_{eff}^{-1} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N} \) encodes the energy structure of the temporal network.

The limit, i.e., the knowledge of the network dynamics while designing control algorithms for networks, has been overcome via developing a data-driven framework to control complex networks optimally [518]. Moreover, the minimum energy control of network ensembles is investigated for networks typically affected by high levels of uncertainty [519], where the common assumption of perfect knowledge of the system in the field of optimal control has been removed. On the other hand, the antagonistic interactions have also been considered, which may be caused by adversarial attacks or corrupted signals, are usually represented by negative edge weights on a communication graph, and would result in
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hampering or even preventing desired collective performances. Specifically, a scheme to identify input nodes is proposed via the submodular optimization method to guarantee the consensus of high-order multiagent systems under switching topologies with antagonistic interactions [520].

In addition to the above-mentioned significant works on control of networks (a related flow is listed in Fig. 22), the interested reader can refer to [28, 521] with respect to the review of network controllability and control of brain network, respectively. The stability of multi-dimensional switching networks in an open environment is well analyzed and its application to multi-agent systems is proposed in [522]. The stability for impulsive stochastic time-varying networks is analyzed in [523] and some sufficient conditions related to the average impulsive interval are also given. In addition, for semi-Markov jump stochastic nonlinear networks, some interesting results on their stability analysis are provided in [524], which are also closely related to the average impulsive interval. Besides, the applications of network control is increasingly growing. For example, it is posited that network control fundamentally relates to mind control (delivered by devices implanted in the subject's brain to regulate neurophysiological processes causing a change of mental state), and this relationship underlines important fields for empirical research in the future and offers opportunities to translate this knowledge into various practical domains [525]. Besides, a combination of computational approaches (graph theory...
and network control theory) is applied to identifying brain regions that are the most influential in some particular transitions [526,527].

3.5. Graph neural networks

Graphs are widespread across physics (e.g., studies in quantum system [528–530] and non-equilibrium dynamics [531–533]), biology (e.g., analyses of brain [534–539], metabolic [540–542], and protein [543–545] networks), social science (e.g., scientific community [546–548] and opinion formation [549–551]), and computer science (e.g., analyses of internet [552–554] and information flow [555,556]), etc. Numerous challenging tasks can be addressed by studying graphs, which implies the rapid progress of graph theories [119]. The obstacles in concrete graph analyses lie in that real graphs can be irregular (i.e., lack clear topology patterns) or incomplete (i.e., there exist missing nodes or edges) and, therefore, put daunting challenges to analytic theories [557]. Consequently, data-driven approaches are becoming increasingly popular, among which, graph neural network may be the most non-negligible one [557,558].

Ever since an early version was proposed in [559], the potential for graph neural networks (GNN) to learn optimal representations of graphs have been demonstrated and promoted by extensive follow-up works. One can see [557,558,560] for comprehensive reviews of the technical and benchmark details of diverse CNN. In general, GNN can be classified into four classes according to their computational designs [557]:

1. Recurrent GNN are earliest versions of GNN. These models are designed to learn node representations under the assumption of homogeneity, i.e., each node persistently interacts with its neighbors (e.g., exchanges information) until the system reaches a stable equilibrium [561–564].
2. Convolutional GNN generalize the idea used in convolutional neural networks into graphs. Specifically, convolutional GNN learn the optimal representation of a node by aggregating the features of this node and the features of its neighbors (e.g., by spectral methods [565,566] or spatial aggregation methods [567,568]), which is similar to the operation of convolution. By stacking multiple convolution layers, convolutional GNN are more efficient in extracting high-level representations of nodes.
3. Graph autoencoders (GAEs) are unsupervised learners that encode nodes or graphs into latent representations and decode nodes or graphs from latent space. These models can learn latent embedding space or generative distributions of graphs through the dual optimization of encoding and decoding [569–571].
4. Spatial–temporal GNN learn the spatial and temporal dependency among nodes simultaneously. They are efficient in dealing with dynamic graphs that evolve across time (e.g., traffic networks) [572–574].

By learning optimal representations of graphs or nodes, GNN can be used for node classification, graph classification, graph compression, graph complement, and dynamic graph modeling [557,558,560]. Combining these elementary applications, physicists are enabled to represent and predict complex systems in data-driven ways. Such an idea has recently seen success in particle physics [575] and condensed matter physics [576].

4. Network time series analysis techniques

A fundamental question in the data-driven analysis of complex systems is to address, to which extent, two components (variables) are related given observational data from that process. (See Fig. 23 for a visual illustration.) For example, questions such as are the population dynamics of two species related in an ecosystem [577], or are two regions of the brain related in their dynamical activities [28], essentially rely upon some accurate and reliable measure of pairwise dependence [578,579]. Based on the type of systems and processes under consideration, various sets of theory and computational methods have been developed to serve as tools for analyzing dependencies between components in a system [26]. These tools range from basic linear correlation measures to more sophisticated information-theoretical quantities (Section 4.1), forming the cornerstone of extracting structural backbone of complex networked dynamics (Section 4.2).

4.1. Information transfer and nonlinear correlation tools

To facilitate a technical discussion with mathematical abstraction, we introduce some standard notation here. Consider two sequences \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_t, \ldots) \) and \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_t, \ldots) \), where \( x_t \in \mathbb{D}(X) \) and \( y_t \in \mathbb{D}(Y) \). For convenience of presentation, unless otherwise noted we assume that \( \mathbb{D}(X) = \mathbb{D}(Y) = \mathbb{R} \) and simply refer to the two sequences as (scalar) time series. This representation is useful in a number of practical applications, for instance in the monitoring and detecting subtle patterns in the earth climate, in financial and economic data analysis and in the signal processing of physical waves. Being able to determine cross-dependencies is crucial for developing approximate models.

**Linear correlations.** The Pearson correlation is a standard statistical measure of the pairwise dependence between two random variables \( X \) and \( Y \), given by

\[
\rho(X; Y) = \text{Corr}(X, Y) = \frac{\text{cov}(X, Y)}{\sigma_X \sigma_Y},
\]  

(30)
where \( \mu_X = \mathbb{E}(X) \) and \( \mu_Y = \mathbb{E}(Y) \) denote the mean of \( X \) and \( Y \) and the respective covariance and standard deviations are represented as \( \text{cov}(X, Y) = \mathbb{E}[(X - \mu_X)(Y - \mu_Y)] \), \( \sigma_X = \sqrt{\mathbb{E}[X^2] - (\mathbb{E}[X])^2} \) and \( \sigma_Y = \sqrt{\mathbb{E}[Y^2] - (\mathbb{E}[Y])^2} \).

If we interpret time series \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_T) \) and \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_T) \) as iid data samples from the respective random variables \( X \) and \( Y \), we can estimate their linear correlation coefficient from the data, for instance using the sample mean and sample (co)variances: \( \hat{\mu}_X = \frac{1}{T} \sum_i x_i, \hat{\mu}_Y = \frac{1}{T} \sum_i y_i, \hat{\sigma}_X = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T-1} \sum_{i=1}^T (x_i - \hat{\mu}_X)^2}, \hat{\sigma}_Y = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T-1} \sum_{i=1}^T (y_i - \hat{\mu}_Y)^2} \).

What does the Pearson correlation \( \text{Corr}(X, Y) \) measure? In fact, if both \( X \) and \( Y \) are Gaussians that are related by a linear model

\[
Y = aX + b, \tag{31}
\]

it follows that \( a = \text{Corr}(X, Y) \), in other words the Pearson correlation coefficient gives the weight parameter of the linear model that relates the underlying variables assuming both are Gaussians. Interestingly, simple as it seems the linear model has a deep root in information theory and statistical physics. In fact, if we assume that the time series jointly forms a Gaussian process — which is not unreasonable if we follow the Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) Principle enforcing the first and second moment constraints, then the correlation coefficient is exactly the parameter in this process. In other words, under the MaxEnt framework, we can explicitly model the behavior of the two time series as Gaussian processes, and the correlation coefficient is an estimation of the model parameter.

**Limitations of standard linear correlation.** The widely used standard linear correlation measure fails to capture much of the rich features common in practical applications. So what might go wrong with a linear correlation analysis? In fact, there are several aspects. (i) First, the standard correlation measure does not capture the history or memory effect of the process. For example, the effect of \( X \) on \( Y \) might be effective after some time delay but such delayed dependence is not accounted for by the standard correlation coefficient. (ii) Secondly, time series can be nonlinearly related while only exhibiting a very weak and even diminishing linear correlation. Without a proper measure of delayed and nonlinear dependence, much of the hidden relationships might go undetected in a complex system. (iii) Thirdly, even though pairwise dependence measures are useful and fundamental, they typically present within a complex network system where other processes can interact with one or both of them. This ultimately causes difficulties in untangling the pairwise correlation from effects imposed by other parts of the system (See Fig. 24).

For the reminder of Section 4.1 we survey works that address the first two challenges, leaving the third point as well as its further complication due to the cause-and-effect relations to Section 4.2.

**Delayed correlation.** Several existing works make it possible to address the issue of delayed dependence and correlation. Under the linear model framework, a commonly used tool is called cross-correlation function which is widely used in signal processing applications. The idea is to measure the linear correlation with one of the two variable time shifted, effectively defining a delayed correlation as

\[
\rho_\tau(X; Y) = \text{Corr}(X(t - \tau), Y(t)) = \frac{\text{cov}(X(t - \tau), Y(t))}{\sigma_X \sigma_Y}. \tag{32}
\]

In signal processing this type of tool often generalizes to continuous functions using convolutional methods and tools [581]. In practice, when the proper time delay is unknown, we can scan over a range of the delays to try to select the best one. For example, take a time delayed linear model \( Y = aX(t - 5) + \xi \) as used in Fig. 24(b), we compute the delayed correlation \( \rho_\tau(X; Y) \) for a range of \( \tau \). As shown in Fig. 25(a), the delayed correlation reaches its maximum at \( \tau = 5 \) which coincides with the delay parameter that generates the data.
Fig. 24. Challenges and limitation of linear correlation measures in detecting pairwise dependencies. (a) In a standard linear model $Y = aX + \xi$, the linear correlation measure adequately captures the dependence between the two variables $X$ and $Y$. (b) When the influence from $X$ to $Y$ is delayed, e.g., $Y(t) = aX(t - \tau) + \xi$, the standard use of the linear correlation coefficient fails to detect the proper pairwise dependence. (c) Under nonlinear effects, e.g., $Y(t) = f(X(t)) + \xi$ - here using $f(x) = x^2$ as an example, the linear correlation might fail. Here we generate $X$ and $\xi$ independently from the uniform distributions in the intervals $(-1, 1)$ and $(-0.1, 0.1)$ respectively. Other model parameters are $a = 0.5$, $\tau = 5$. For the instance as shown in the figure, $T = 500$ points are generated for each variable and the measured linear correlation coefficients are $\rho = \text{Corr}(X,Y) = 0.98$ (a), $\rho = 0.0013$ (b) and $\rho = 0.0040$ (c).

Fig. 25. Delayed correlation $\rho_t(X; Y)$ for time series data generated from the linear delay model $Y = aX(t - 5) + \xi$ as used in Fig. 24(b).

**Nonlinear correlation.** To determine the dependence between two time series beyond linear measures, there are generally two types of approaches, namely model-based approach and model-free approach.

(i) In the model-based approach, one assumes that the nonlinear model form $Y = f(X; \mu)$ is known but the model parameter, here denoted as $\mu$, need to be estimated from data. In this scenario the challenge is to deal with unknown parameters and noise in order to properly quantify the possible dependence. Once the model parameter(s) are determined, one can read off and completely analyze the dependency within the model. For instance, consider a nonlinear model $Y(t) = aX(t)^2 + b\xi$, where the parameters $a$ and $b$ are unknown. If we are supplied with time series data $(X(t); Y(t))$, we can first apply a nonlinear transformation $Z = X^2$ which yields a linear model $Y = aZ + b\xi$, and then by using standard linear correlation measures to estimate $a$ and $b$, thus completely determining the dependencies among the variables and noise.

(ii) In the second, model-free approach, the form of model is unknown a priori, in which case the question of measuring dependency becomes impossible within the parametric statistics context. Instead, one typically needs to resort to tools from information theory and information geometry [582]. In particular, for two random variables, there is a rigorous way of detecting whether or not they are statistically independent by measuring their mutual information — in fact, entropy and mutual information together form a type of metric for representing the interdependences among variables [583]. To
be concrete, note that the mutual information between two random variables is given by

\[ I(X; Y) = H(X) + H(Y) - H(X; Y), \]  

(33)

where the entropy and joint entropy are defined as \( H(Z) = \mathbb{E}[-\log(p(Z))] \). The relation between entropy, joint entropy and mutual information can be conveniently understood through the information Venn diagram as depicted in Fig. 26. Substituting in \( I(X; Y) = \mathbb{E}[-\log(p(X, Y))] \) respectively gives rise to \( H(X) \), \( H(Y) \) and \( H(X; Y) \), referred to as the entropy of \( X \), entropy of \( Y \) and joint entropy of \( (X, Y) \), respectively [584]. It follows that for discrete random variables,

\[ 0 \leq I(X; Y) \leq \max(H(X), H(Y)), \]  

(34)

with \( I(X; Y) = 0 \) if and only if \( p(x, y) = p(x)p(y) \), i.e., \( X \) and \( Y \) are independent. Thus, by measuring the value of \( I(X; Y) \) one can in principle detect the statistical dependence between two random variables — without having to assume that the variables are linearly related.

**Statistical estimation for discrete and continuous-valued variables.** In order to compute entropy and mutual information from data, one needs to resort to statistical estimation techniques, if the variables under consideration are discrete, For continuous-valued processes, which are common in practice, one in fact needs to deal with the issue of building up the “right” discretization. Several lines of work address this [585]. The naive uniform binning is typically inefficient and often replaced by a sort of optimal binning, by imposing uniformity on the measure rather than space. Another interesting piece of work shows that one can in fact define and solve an optimization problem in order to determine the right version of discrete mutual information as an approximation for the true continuous MI [586].

**Transfer entropy and information flow.** A natural question arises as for whether several of the challenges outlined above, namely (1) delayed correlation and (2) nonlinearity can be jointly resolved, in a single quantity. This was made possible by realizing that one can indeed compute a delayed version of mutual information, or so-called transfer entropy (named by Schreiber [587], around the same time proposed as a type of conditional mutual information and synchronization measure by Palus et al. [588]). In transfer entropy, one assumes that data originates from a Markov process (of some finite order), and defines the TE from one process to the other as:

\[ \text{TE}_{X \rightarrow Y} = H(Y_t|Y^-) - H(Y_t|X^-), \]  

(35)

where the processes \( X_t \) and \( Y_t \) are assumed to be stationary, with \( X^- = (X_{t-1}, X_{t-2}, \ldots) \), and the conditional entropy \( H(Y|X) \) is given by \( H(Y|X) = H(X, Y) - H(X) \). Similarly, one can quantify the information transfer from \( Y_t \) to \( X_t \) using the transfer entropy in the reverse direction, as in Fig. 27

\[ \text{TE}_{Y \rightarrow X} = H(X_t|Y^-) - H(X_t|X^-). \]  

(36)

Because of its unique capabilities of detecting nonlinear and delayed dependencies in random processes, transfer entropy after its initial introduction soon became a popular approach used in diverse field of applications including neurophysiology [589–591], quantitative finance [592,593], chemical processes [594], climate dynamics [595] and social science [596].

**Practical considerations.** Note that the (idealized) definition of transfer entropy cannot be applied because it requires estimating entropies from the infinite-dimensional variable \( X^- \) and/or \( Y^- \). In practice one typically needs to truncate the model order. In most works one replaces \( X^- \) with \( X_{t-1} \) and \( Y^- \) with \( Y_{t-1} \), implicitly assuming that \( X \) and \( Y \) jointly form a Markov process (with no memory). Caution needs to be exercised, however, since such an assumption can fail in practice and for processes with long memory truncating into the lowest order can have significant impact on the quality of computations [597].

**Information flow in continuous-time dynamics.** For signal-processing applications where observations come from sampling a continuous-time physical process, an important question is whether the estimated and computed quantities of
Transfer entropy as visualized in the form of an information diagram.

Transfer entropy for discrete-time (a) versus for continuous-time processes (b), the latter type of processes naturally arise in physical systems.

Information transfer are in fact meaningful, which requires defining and quantifying the flow of information in continuous-time processes. See Fig. 28. This question was elegantly addressed by Liang and Kleeman in their seminal work which led to the notion of Liang–Kleeman information flow [598,599]. Using the Liouville operator, they show that an analogous concept of transfer entropy can indeed be rigorously defined for continuous-time dynamics, proving a principled way of analyzing information flow in more general systems.

Detection of abrupt changes in time series. In building up statistical models and measures for time series, one often tactically assumes that data comes from some stationary process under which the relevant statistical quantities are computed by adequate “averaging” (statistical estimation) techniques. In practice, a dynamic process can undergo sudden changes breaking such stationarity assumption. How to detect abrupt changes is thus a very important problem. It essentially is about how to partition a time series into stationary segments. For linear processes, one can formulate a dynamic programming problem to detect those so-called structural breaks (see Fig. 29) [600,601], while for processes that include both linear trends and seasonal cycles more advanced approaches become necessary such as sparse modeling and optimization [602] (see Fig. 30). Generally, for nonlinear processes, a principled method is still lacking — heuristic approaches include those that are devoted into early-warning signals (EWS) [603] and more recent works based on nonlinear predictability [604].

In the important application area of structural health monitoring [605], in addition to addressing the issue of change-point detection in scalar time series, there is the more complex scenario, where we are presented a set of multivariate time series from which we wish to detect possible changes and failures, an important task in transforming traditional human-based system monitoring and risk analysis to a smart automated system in Fig. 31. While the majority of existing methods rely on linear and Gaussian process assumptions, there has already been some preliminary attempt to utilize nonlinear network modeling and applied it to multivariate sensor data observed from a real bridge in Fig. 32 [606].

4.2 Network reconstruction

Following a pairwise correlation analysis, one can further address issues such as how are multiple components in a system dynamically interacting [607]. At the heart of this question is a fundamental and challenging problem faced
in today's data analytics research, the question of determining cause-and-effect relationships. (See Fig. 33 for potential application and challenges in global climate modeling.) Traditionally, this was done by conveniently assuming a model form and converts the problem of causal inference to parameter estimation. However, in the modern era of complexity in the underlying process and massive amount of data often deviate significantly from known models. Developing model-free approaches that are not data-hungry becomes crucial. See Fig. 34.

**Granger causality and transfer entropy.** Among existing approaches, a widely adopted method of determining causality is through the Granger causality (GC) analysis. Consider a pair of time series, the working definition of GC can be summarized as follows [608,609]

\[
\text{GC}_{X \rightarrow Y} = \delta(Y_t; Y_{t-}) - \delta(Y_t; X_{t-}, Y_{t-}),
\]

\[(37)\]
where $\delta(Y; X) = \min_C \| Y - C(X) \|$, with $C$ denoting a linear transformation. In simple words, the first term represents the error by using a linear regression model on $Y_t$, whereas the second term represents the regression error when both $X_t$ and $Y_t$ are used in the linear regression model. The GC is non-negative which measures the error reduction when data from $X_t$ is used to draw predictions of $Y_t$ in addition to using the past of $Y_t$ itself. Transfer entropy can be seen as a generalization of GC, where the linear regression error is replaced by the more general conditional entropy measures (see Fig. 35).

The reason GC requires a linear model is to define a computable quantity. But the linear model assumption clearly limits the applicability of GC. To resolve its limitation, TE is often used in settings where the Gaussian assumption is violated. For a long time, GC and TE are default options when trying to quantify cause-and-effect from observational data. Although the working definition of GC requires a linear model and is valid only for a bivariate processes, it merely represents a particular version of the general concept of causality as envisioned by Granger. In fact, Granger himself gave a much broader definition that does not rely upon a linear model [608,609] as follows: (i) The cause occurs before the effect. (ii) The cause should contain information about the caused that is not available otherwise.

What transfer entropy captures is a kind of temporal coherence in causal channels, which is related to, rather than equivalent to, causality [610]. In the interval of $(-\infty, \infty)$ where time series are distributed, the maximum entropy principle with constraints on the first and second moment implies the equivalence relation between transfer entropy and GC [611]. This property is favorable in statistical analysis but should be treated with cautions, especially when strict causal relations are targeted properties to analyze [610]. The main limitation on transfer entropy and information flow approaches is their essential dependence on the stationary assumption of dynamic processes, i.e., the probability
Fig. 33. Opportunities and challenges of causal network modeling of the global climate. Source: Adapted from [27].

Fig. 34. Causal network inference problems and visualization of the conceptually different types of existing approaches. Source: Adapted from [27].
distribution is time invariant. This limitation arises from the requirements of probability density estimation in these methods. In applications, transfer entropy [612] and the related GC [613] have been generalized to the Fourier domain to approximatively reflect the time–frequency distribution of causality-related properties, where the stationary assumption of dynamic processes can be principally relaxed. However, more theoretical explorations are necessary to resolve such a limitation.

**Causation entropy and causal network inference.** When considering a system with more-than-two variables, neither GC nor TE is guaranteed to identify the right causal models. One of the reasons is that variables other than the pair under consideration can impact the causal computations [27,583,614,615]. The following example, taken from Ref. [614], shows that even when a virtually unlimited amount of data is provided, using TE alone without accounting for confounding factors such as indirect couplings and dominance of neighbors effects can lead to the serious issue of detecting false causation relations (Fig. 36).

To address the problem of inferring the “right” causal network, one typically needs to combine some pairwise causation computation together with iterative algorithms to determine the correct causal topology underlying a multivariate process. In the same work that recognized the limitation of purely pairwise causation measures, the concept of causation entropy was proposed to define a statistical measure that is applicable to time series data from a network stochastic process, enabling to deduct the amount of information brought by indirect variables when assessing the causality between two nodes in a network [614]. Then, in a follow-up publication, a rigorous mathematical framework of optimal causation entropy was developed, giving rise to a precise and quantifiable way of defining causal network from a multivariable stochastic process, namely, the **direct causal neighbors of a node is the minimal set of nodes that maximizes the causation entropy (to the given node).** Source: Adapted from [580], also see Fig. 37.

The optimal causation entropy problem was shown to be solvable in principle following a two-stage algorithm, as described in Ref. [580] (see Fig. 38) which extends the PC algorithm previously used for Bayesian networks but are too inefficient due to their combinatorial nature [616]. The optimal causation entropy algorithm was later compared against other related approaches, showing both its practical effectiveness and fast run-time and limitations in lack of sufficient statistical detection power [615] (Fig. 39).

**Cross-mapping techniques.** An alternative view and modeling framework for time series is by considering time series as outcomes from a dynamical system. From this perspective, several interesting approaches have been proposed to infer and quantify causal relations within. The convergent cross mapping (CCM) approach utilizes intrinsic (sub) manifolds embedded within coupled dynamical systems and was shown to be a promising method when dealing with data that are seemingly chaotic in particular those from ecosystems (Fig. 40) [577]. The initially developed CCM approach was later improved to enable (more) accurate account for indirect couplings, referred to as the partial cross mapping approach [617]. Also, the theories for the CMM approach and its improved variants were established empirically or/and rigorously in a series of efforts [618–620].

**From structural to functional reconstruction.** Beyond learning the structure of network interactions, one can further ask the question of functioning, or effectively what is the form of (coupled) dynamics that characterize the behavior of the network system. This question is challenging due to a combination of the difficulties from network structure learning (as discussed in the above parts) as well as unknown dynamics and coupling function the latter itself can be very hard to address [579].

Using causal network as a stepstone, one can further ask the question of how one can construct a model for the dynamics of a given system? This is crucially important as a way to automate dynamical modeling. Traditionally this problem was usually addressed by using either a linear modeling approach or via some pre-fixed transformation that defines a set of nonlinear basis and combine them linearly. Recently it was shown that utilizing causal network as
Fig. 36. Transfer entropy and causation entropy computations of detecting the causal neighbors of node/variable $x$ in simple, three-node networks. In each row, a structure of the ground-truth network is shown on the left, whose state dynamics follows a coupled network system $x_{i+1}^{(0)} = f(x_i^{(0)}) + \epsilon \sum_{i \neq j} c_{ij} g(x_i^{(0)}, x_j^{(0)})$ with $f(x) = 4x(1-x)$ and $g(x, y) = f(y) - f(x)$ (details in Ref. [614]).
Source: Adapted from [614].

Fig. 37. Mathematical properties of causation entropy and its consequence leading to the optimal causation entropy principle for uniquely defining the causal network underlying a multivariate stochastic process.
Source: Adapted from [580].

an intermediate step can help regularize the solution of the problem especially when large noise is contained within the observational data. In such cases by first detecting the backbone network structure one can significantly reduce
Fig. 38. Mathematical properties of causation entropy and its consequence leading to the optimal causation entropy principle for uniquely defining the causal network underlying a multivariate stochastic process.
Source: Adapted from [580].

Fig. 39. Comparison of several different nonlinear causal network inference approaches. For details see Ref. [615].
Source: Adapted from [615].
the parameter search and optimization space to those network links, effectively reducing the challenge of noise and generalizability [621], see Fig. 41; also see Ref. [622].

**Operator-theoretical techniques — Koopman Operators.** Parallel to cross-mapping techniques, another kind of dynamical-system-based approach, referred to as the Koopman-based model, has become increasingly popular due to its high computational practicality and solid mathematical foundations [623]. In general, Koopman-based models approximate a simple but powerful theorem: any finite-dimensional dynamic system, irrespective of being linear, nonlinear, or even chaotic, corresponds to an infinite-dimensional linear operator that governs the evolution of scalar functions (e.g., the observation of the dynamic system) [623,624] (see Fig. 42 for illustrations). This theorem suggests an intriguing perspective to identify latent mathematical structures of dynamic systems from empirical data by computational approximation of specific linear operators. It provides a valuable opportunity to combine the advantages of mathematics, i.e., analytic analysis, and machine learning, i.e., efficient approximation. Unfortunately, the infinite-dimensional linear operator, referred to as the Koopman operator, is not computable in computers. Therefore, scientists always turn to searching the Koopman invariant subspace, which is a finite-dimensional subspace of the Koopman operator. To achieve this objective, one can consider two families of computational approaches of Koopman Embedding. The first family realizes approximation via matrix computation [625–627], which matures after the well-known dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) is proposed [625,626]. The second family, differing from the first one because of the using of neural networks, tickles the question following similar ideas [628–631]. Their ideas are rather straightforward in the context of autoencoder [628–631]. In practice, intrinsic connections between these two families of computational works and low-rank models are discovered as key guarantees of their efficiency in the data-driven modeling of dynamic systems [623,626,632]. The main limitation of classic Koopman embedding approaches, no matter what kind of computation techniques they depend on, lies in their intrinsic dependence on the autonomous property of dynamic systems (i.e., the evolution mapping that governs the dynamic system is time-invariant and deterministic) [623,626]. In real cases, non-autonomous or stochastic dynamic systems are much more common [623,626]. To meet the application demands in these cases, researchers have explored the generalization of Koopman embedding theorem to non-autonomous and stochastic systems [633–635]. This idea has seen substantial success in developing neural-network-based solvers of partial differential equations to capture the long-term dynamics of equation solutions [636,637].

### 4.3. Source localization and link prediction

In real world, the structure and function of most systems are inherently time-varying. Therefore, complex networks whose node properties and topologies change over time are provided to describe real systems, such as communication...
networks, social networks, or protein interaction networks. As depicted in Fig. 43, a time-varying complex network is a combination of a static network and time information. To abstract the time-varying characteristics of complex systems more accurately, time series analysis techniques are provided as methods for modeling and analysis of complex systems, and the studies of time series analysis techniques in complex networks have presented great theoretical significance and extensive practical value [29–31]. Time series analysis techniques, such as link prediction and source localization depicted in Fig. 44, have been widely applied in many fields, such as computer worms, rumors in social networks and epidemics [29]. For instance, in social networks, link prediction is to forecast whether the link in the social network would occur at future time by analyzing the topological structure of the social network and the attributes of the nodes in the network at current time, which reveals the spread of rumors in social networks. Source localization utilizes network time series information to trace the source of rumors in social networks, and we review these two common time series analysis techniques in time-varying complex networks in this part.

4.3.1. Link prediction

Link prediction is usually provided to forecast the possibility of connecting edges between two unconnected nodes when the present network topology and label information have been determined. Generally, link prediction algorithms are divided into two categories: unsupervised and supervised methods [30,31]. (i) A common unsupervised method is to use the topology information of the network to predict the links between nodes by calculating the similarity of node attributes or network structure at different time, which is called similarity-based algorithm [639]. The core of this algorithm is the design of similarity index. Different scholars put forward corresponding similarity indices considering the characteristics of

Fig. 41. Entropic regression: Integrating causal network techniques with regression approaches offers a principled way of addressing the question of learning the full network dynamics from noisy observational data. 
Source: Adapted from [621].

Fig. 42. General idea of the Koopman operator.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= \sigma(y - x) \\
\dot{y} &= x(\rho - z) - y \\
\dot{z} &= xy - \beta z
\end{align*}
\]
different types of networks. For example, the correlation or strength of the interaction between a pair of nodes is viewed as the similarity index in [30], and an unsupervised mixed strategy is proposed to predicate the link weight in social and biological networks. In multiple social media networks (SMNs), to determine whether given accounts on different SMNs belong to the same user, the traditional embedding-based method is applied to obtain the degree of consistency between the vectors representing the unmatched nodes, and a proposed distance consistency index based on the positions of nodes in each latent space provides additional clues for prediction [639]. As for protein–protein interaction networks, which consist of rich quadrangles, two quadrangle coefficients are proposed in [640] to quantify quadrangle formation in networks, which are further extended to weighted networks to analyze their correlations with node degree. It is worth noting that different networks have different topologies, and a single similarity index according to their characteristics is not universal. Another common unsupervised method is the likelihood algorithm, which assumes that the evolution of a network is determined. A likelihood estimation method for stochastic networks is proposed in [641] to predict missing connections in partly known networks with high accuracy. Normally, implementing such an algorithm requires to choose the appropriate likelihood function, and its applicability robustness to different types of networks is relatively low. Considering the differences of dynamic and topology properties in different time-varying complex networks, unsupervised methods design a similarity index or specific likelihood function to predict the links of a specific network, which is not adaptive.

(ii) Supervised methods use currently available network information as a labeled sample to update and iterate the algorithms, thus revealing the evolution mechanism of different networks. For instance, in [642], the authors investigate internal and external factors that affect the formation of links and propose a three-level hidden Bayesian link prediction model by integrating the user behavior as well as user relationships to link prediction. With the success of deep learning in different fields, a number of scholars have applied this technology to link prediction recently [643–646]. Considering the excellent performance of long short-term memory (LSTM) in processing time series, the LSTM is used for dynamic
network link prediction [643,644]. A novel encoder-LSTM-decoder deep learning model is proposed in [643] to predict dynamic links end to end, which can handle long-term prediction problems and suit the networks of different scales with fine-tuned structure. To capture the spatial–temporal patterns and high nonlinearity of dynamic networks, a graph convolutional network (GCN) is usually applied to automatically learn the spatial features [644,645]. A novel generative framework is proposed in [644] to tackle the challenging temporal link prediction task efficiently, which simultaneously models the spatial and temporal features in the dynamic networks via deep learning techniques such as GCN, the temporal matrix factorization, the LSTM, and the generative adversarial network (GAN). Similarly, combined with recurrent neural network (RNN), GCN is also used for better capturing both rich structural and evolutilional information of complex information networks in [645]. Besides, in the industrial field, a cooperative link prediction model using a stacked denoising autoencoder is proposed in [646] to predict links of the Industrial Internet of Things-based mobile devices at the next moment through historical link information. All the aforementioned methods based on deep learning have a core, i.e., to extract, classify and predict the features of the time-varying complex networks.

4.3.2. Source localization

Source localization is another common application of network time series analysis techniques, which refers to find the source of wireless sensor networks, disease or information dissemination using incomplete available information based on known network structure.

In disease dissemination, rapid and accurate tracking of aggregate population flows may therefore be epidemiologically informative [647]. Human-mediated parasite importations have affected the landscape of malaria and led to spatial and temporal heterogeneity, so mobility estimates derived from mobile phone data and spatial malaria prevalence data are used to identify travel routes and sources of malaria transmission in Madagascar in [646]. Similarly, mobile phone data is also used to accurately predict the relative frequency and geographical distribution of infections with the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), and a spatio-temporal risk source model is proposed in [647], which leverages population flow data not only to forecast the distribution of confirmed cases, but also to identify regions that have a high risk of transmission at an early stage. Besides, due to the dynamic role of source locations, it is critical to explore geographical and time-varying trends of source locations. For example, a modeling framework is proposed in [649] to estimate the time window in which early local outbreaks may have been initiated from China and signal heterogeneities in the extent and the exact source of introduced COVID-19 cases in the African locations, in which the authors firstly estimate the number of airplane passengers from China to global destinations and daily prevalence of COVID-19 in 18 Chinese cities, then predict exported case counts to African countries and contribution of different locations in China to globally imported cases.

In information dissemination of social networks, it is an important problem to identify the geolocation of social media users in a wide range of applications, spanning from emergency detection, local event recommendation, to fake news localization, online marketing planning, and even crime control and prevention [650,651]. For instance, it is desirable for police to identify on-site users of an event, from whom we could gather valuable source information, so a fused feature Gaussian process regression model is proposed in [652] to estimate the distance between a user and a social event, which exploits three influential factors in social networks for on-site user identification: mobility influence, content similarity, and social relationship. Similarly, both social media content and user network information are available for geotagging Twitter messages. Gaussian mixture models are used in [653] to map the raw spatial distribution of the model features to a predicted field, and the model features consist of Twitter content and network information jointly. Moreover, in reality, a very few samples are available and prediction models are not easy to be generalized for users from new regions. A meta-learning-based general framework for identifying user geolocation is proposed in [650] to quickly adapt the prediction toward users from new locations.

In wireless sensor networks, the localization methods can be divided into two kinds: Time of Arrival (TOA) and Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) according to different time series parameters. TOA measurements give the distances between sources and sensors, and TDOA measurements give the differences among these distances. Thus, TOA-based or TDOA-based joint source and sensor localization can be understood as the estimation of source and sensor positions when noisy distances between sources and sensors or the differences among these distances are measured [654]. However, the performance of TOA and TDOA methods for source localization is affected by some conditions, including synchronization between the source and the sensors, stability of measured signal, as well as the ability of sensor networks to receive and process information [655–657]. Once these conditions are not established, the performance of source localization will be degraded. For instance, if the source and the sensors are asynchronous, the TOA measurement model has an unknown start transmission time in addition to the unknown source location. To solve this problem, the authors in [655] propose two different formulations to jointly estimate the start transmission time and the source location. Besides, resource-limited sensor networks with stringent power and communication bandwidth constraints also affect the performance of source localization. A novel channel-aware source localization method based on quantized asynchronous TOA measurements is proposed in [657] to save sensor energy and communication bandwidth in a resource-limited sensor network, where the quantization errors as well as the imperfect communication link between each sensor and the fusion center are considered.
4.4. AI driven timeseries analysis

Analyzing timeseries data and forecasting the future state of complex systems are among the most important research topics that analysts face in many fields, such as, in the financial field, to predict economic trends and plan policies of different institutions [658]; in social public opinion, to monitor the evolution of public opinion; in the climate field, to predict future weather changes and extreme events [659]; in biology, to understand and reveal the law of species interaction [660]; in medicine, to predict the spread of diseases and assess the risk of transmission [661]. As the scale of complex systems in practical applications continues to increase, the scale of collected timeseries data also continues to grow. This trend will make it difficult to guarantee the approximate performance of traditional timeseries data analysis methods [662]. At the same time, due to the continuous development of AI technology, its advantages in processing big data, achieving high precision and dealing with small sample data problem, AI technology has been gradually applied to timeseries analysis and forecasting tasks. Therefore, some research results using AI technology to realize timeseries analysis and forecasting will be summarized in this subsection.

4.4.1. Time series processing

Data-driven modeling of timeseries is a major topic in academic research and industrial applications, and is a key component in various fields such as climate modeling [665], patient monitoring, industrial maintenance, and decision-making-finance [666]. The two main components in timeseries analysis are processing and broadcasting, and these two components are usually performed in this order. Processing involves filling, classification and clustering the raw data, which are mainly overviewed in this subsection and depicted in Fig. 45.

**Time series filling.** The purpose of time series filling is to fill in missing data as accurately as possible, thereby eliminating the problem of unstable data characteristics caused by missing data. According to different prediction criteria, such as the interaction relationship in complex systems [667] and the characteristics of historical data series [668,669], various algorithms based on artificial intelligence (AI) technologies are designed to achieve missing data complementation.

The interaction between nodes in a complex network affects the evolution of each node, so it can be used as a basis for predicting the missing data of nodes. Inspired by the above ideas, a real-time filling method for timeseries based on GAN is proposed in [667]. This method first utilizes the Graph Embedding (GE) method to obtain the structure representation of the complex network, and then uses the interaction structure and historical data of the nodes in the complex network to generate the missing data through the GAN.

For some types of timeseries data, such as the timeseries state data of pipeline networks, the similarity of the same-level properties of the data features can also be used to recover incomplete timeseries data. Therefore, a three-network-based form of generative adversarial network (tnGAN) is proposed in [668] to deal with the incompleteness of pipeline network time-series data. The main component of the method is a bi-discriminative network architecture that can generate missing data by computing the similarity of latent features of samples, while facilitating the integration of existing information.

Most data imputation-based methods have limitations when a continuous amount of timeseries data is missing and training data is insufficient. Therefore, for the problem of lacking a continuous amount of data and insufficient training
data, a new sequence-to-sequence imputation model is proposed in [669], whose main components are the long short-
term memory network and variable-length sliding window generation module. The long short-term memory networks
can alleviate the reliance on large contiguous quantities of time-series data by leveraging past and future information at
a given time. The variable-length sliding window generation algorithm can generate a large number of training samples
to solve the difficulty of insufficient training data.

**Time series forecasting.** Different from traditional classification problems, time series classification needs to process
data with time series characteristics, which means more information and brings stronger classification difficulties. Time
series classification can provide a data basis for feature analysis to realize time series forecasting [670], and has been
widely used in the fields such as medicine, sports, and economics.

For the time series classification problem, a new deep learning method is proposed in [671], which mainly consists
of a convolutional neural network and a self-attention module. The method is applied to the task of satellite image time
series classification, which not only improves in accuracy, but also significantly reduces processing time and memory
requirements.

When the time series data to be classified is high-dimensional, multivariate and cross-domain, most deep learning-
based methods can only effectively learn low-dimensional features in the single domain and lack the utilization of
high-dimensional and cross-domain features. Therefore, a novel multivariate time series classification model incorporating
an attention module is proposed in [672]. The model incorporates a random group permutation method for mul-
layer convolutional networks, and can simultaneously learn low-dimensional and high-dimensional features in multiple
domains from multivariate time series data.

Concerning the time series classification problem, there are few studies considering the existence of adversarial
samples in time series data, and the adversarial samples are likely to damage the security of the model. To address the
adversarial example problem, an adversarial transformation network-based time series classification model is proposed in
[673]. This model utilizes the distillation model as a proxy to simulate the behavior of the classical time series
classification model under attack, and utilizes a simple defense mechanism to reduce the proportion of successful
adversarial examples, thereby improving the model against adversarial examples elasticity.

**Time series clustering.** Different from time series classification, time series clustering does not have predetermined
category information in advance, and it is carried out completely according to the similarity between samples [674]. To
describe the similarity between series, there are some popular measures, including Euclidean distance, short time series
distance and minimum description length, which are usually utilized in AI based methods. Time series clustering is very
important for the mining of time series features and the analysis of the evolution of complex systems.

The increasing scale of collected time series data in complex systems makes it difficult to guarantee the performance of
traditional time series data analysis methods based on standard expert models. To avoid the reliance on standard
expert models and enable cluster analysis of large-scale time series data, a framework based on deep scattering networks,
Gaussian mixture models and unsupervised machine learning is presented in [675].

The above model and some mainstream methods all rely heavily on the assumption of data integrity, which is difficult
to be guaranteed in practical applications. Aiming at the problem of incomplete large-scale time series data, a cluster
representation learning (CRLI) method by jointly optimizing the imputation and clustering process is proposed in [676],
which is different from the traditional time series data completion strategy. CRLI is able to impute more discriminative
values for the clusters, making the learned representations having good clustering properties.

Similar to missing data, the missing labels of time series data can also cause data incompleteness and bring challenges
to time series analysis. To address the problem of missing time series labels, an unsupervised saliency subsequence
learning model (USL) is proposed in [677]. USL combines the advantages of saliency subsequence (shapelet) learning
of time series, shapelet regularization, spectral analysis and pseudo-labeling, and iteratively solves by coordinate descent
algorithm, which can better cluster unlabeled time series.

Different from the above methods, the temporal dynamics of time series, the interaction of feature extraction and
clustering tasks are further considered in [678] to improve data analysis performance. A time series clustering framework
named Self-Supervised Time Series Clustering Network (STCN) is proposed in [678]. In STCN, the RNN is used for one-
step time series prediction, which is reconstructed as input data to capture the temporal dynamics and preserve the local
structure of the time series.

4.4.2. **Time series forecasting.**

Time series forecasting, which is a key research topic in the analysis of critical characteristics for complex systems,
depicts the information dissemination characteristics and internal evolution laws among the components of the complex
system. By mining the statistical characteristics and causal relationships contained in the historical data sampled from
the complex system, time series forecasting can predict the future evolution trend of the complex system [662].

For the time series denoted by \( z_t^{(i)} \), \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, T \), \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, M \), where \( z_t^{(i)} \) represents the value of the ith time series at
at time \( t \). The goal of time series probability forecasting is to generate a set of probability distributions for future time series
based on past time series data,

\[
P = \left( z_t^{(i)} \bigg| z_1^{(i)}, \Phi \right),
\]
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where $\Phi$ represents a set of learnable parameters in the forecasting model, $z^{(l)}_{T_i+1:T_i+\eta}$ defines a future time series, and $\eta$ represents the length of time for the forecasting.

Because the large-scale signal propagation process makes complex systems having various coupling mechanisms and evolution dynamics, and at the same time profoundly affects the critical properties of complex systems, time series forecasting is affected by signal propagation. Since deep learning has obvious advantages at the feature extraction level, it is widely used in time series prediction tasks. In this subsection, we focus on two mainstream approaches, graph convolutional neural networks and meta-learning, corresponding to regular forecasting tasks and few-shot prediction tasks, respectively.

**Graph convolutional network.** The statistical characteristics and evolution characteristics of large-scale complex systems contained in the sampled data are more diverse and complex. Thus traditional statistical analysis based methods cannot effectively process large-scale data to achieve good prediction results [662]. However, by incorporating custom architectural assumptions or inductive biases that reflect the nuances of the underlying dataset, GNN are able to learn complex data representations, so GNN based methods can also be used to predict time series.

For the prediction and early warning of tsunami, a time series prediction model based on convolutional neural network is proposed in [679], which can effectively mine the relationship between time series observation data and the tsunami waveform. Further considering the problem of highly nonlinear and complex dynamic spatiotemporal correlations in some practical applications such as traffic flow prediction, an attention-based spatiotemporal graph convolutional network model (ASTGCN) is proposed in [680]. ASTGCN is mainly composed of three independent modules, which perform feature analysis on three time attributes of time series. Each module consists of a spatiotemporal attention mechanism and a spatiotemporal convolutional layer. Aiming at the heterogeneity of time series data that cannot be solved by the above methods, a time series prediction model, called spatiotemporal synchronous graph convolutional network (STSGCN), is proposed in [681]. STSGCN contains multiple modules for different time intervals, which can effectively capture complex local spatiotemporal correlations and capture heterogeneity in local spatiotemporal graphs. Multivariate time series forecasting is a challenging problem because it needs to consider both intra-series temporal correlations and inter-series correlations. A multivariate time series forecasting model, called Spectral Temporal Graph Neural Network (StemGNN), is proposed in [682]. StemGNN further improves the accuracy of multivariate time series forecasting by jointly capturing inter-series correlations and time-dependent performance.

**Meta learning.** In many practical application scenarios, due to the difficulty of data collection and other reasons, the prediction of time series can only rely on extremely rare sample data. In addition, considering the diversity of tasks in practical complex system applications and the cost of model training, the transferability of prediction methods has also received extensive attention. Owing to the better generalization learning ability, meta-learning depicted in Fig. 46 is an effective method to deal with the above problems.

For the problem of small number of available samples, a meta-learning-based time series forecasting framework (N-BEATS) is proposed in [684]. The structure of N-BEATS is proved to conform to the basic training framework of meta-learning, which can realize time series forecasting for zero-sample univariate, and also shows the feasibility of deep learning in zero-sample time series forecasting.

In order to further mine the time series feature information in small sample data, a new meta-learning framework composed of convolutional neural network (CNN) and LSTM is proposed in [685], where LSTM is used for extracting the time series feature information in the small sample data. The method is currently applied to the problem of classification and prediction of brain states under anesthesia. Considering the influence of the spatiotemporal features of complex systems on the time series prediction problem, a spatiotemporal meta-learning prediction model is proposed in [686] to
5. Applications

As reported in previous sections, signal propagation has become a commonly used metric to discern the spatio-temporal process of collective behavior in complex networks. There are two different approaches to study signal propagation, one is modeling-driven (see Sections 2 and 3) and the other is data-driven (see Section 4). In this section, we review some applications in different fields, such as epidemic, social dynamics, neuroscience, power grids and robot swarms.

5.1. Epidemic

5.1.1. Agent-based models

Two decades ago, a stochastic influenza simulation model (agent-based/ABM) was used for rural Southeast Asia [50] to study the efficacy of targeted antiviral prophylaxis and pre-vaccination strategy to contain the influenza strain (Highly pathogenic avian influenza A (subtype H5N1)) at the source. The Thai census data of 2000 were used to measure the population’s age structure and household size distribution. A mixing of groups is constructed based on a network study of the Nang Rong District in rural Thailand [690]. Marta Luisa et al. studied the Influenza pandemic in Italy [74]. Here SEIR dynamics on a global scale are coupled with the individual-based modeling (ABM) on a local (municipality level) scale. Under different R0 values, the impact of pre-pandemic and pandemic vaccines, social distancing, air-travel restrictions, and age effects among cohorts have been studied. The socio-demographic structure of the Italian population is used to characterize the contact networks among individuals [81]. Viral endemic diseases like hepatitis A are studied in affected areas of Italy through an ABM approach incorporating individuals’ death, birth, and careers of individuals [76]. Using the contact networks of Italy [81] the epidemic transmission model is developed. Direct and indirect transmission (due to the ingestion of contaminated seafood) and mobility to high endemicity areas are considered to study the propagation of such infections. An age-structured, socio-demographic heterogeneous ABM is used to study the transmission of tuberculosis (TB) infection in low-burden settings [82], in Arkansas covering 1% population of USA. In contrast to the ODE mode, which overestimates the reinfection, the heterogeneous ABM closely predicts the reactivated cases. The maximum impact of household contact tracing for TB in a moderate-burden setting [691] is further investigated. A spatial ABM is developed to study the EBOLA transmission in Liberia [692]. It is estimated that almost 38% of infections emerged from hospitals, and 10% were acquired from funerals. Safe burials and proper distribution of household protection kits are suggestive measures for the containment of EBOLA infections. A ten-week projection from December 21, 2014, is done using ABMS in Liberia and Sierra Leone [693]. In another ABM setup, the spreading of cholera in the Dadaab refugee camp in Kenya is studied [694]. The individual agent represents each refugee as a myopic agent who cannot differentiate between clean and contaminated water and thus becomes exposed to cholera infection. Here ABM shows that cholera grows radially from the source (contaminated water), and environmental effects such as seasonal rain can reemerge the disease. It is further used to develop multi-agent simulation (MAS) for vector-borne disease (malaria) [84] at Camargue in southern France. Here movements of humans as well as mosquito movements, and temporal and spatial fluctuations in the rate of actual human biting (ABR) are also taken into account. Recently, Aleta et al. [695] have collected real-time mobility data from New York and Seattle metropolitan areas from February 2020 to June 2020. Based on the collection of interaction in different layers (schools, workplaces, etc.), a synthetic population is constructed for each area, and agent-based simulation (incorporating the stochastic epidemic model) is performed on the time-dependent contact networks to capture the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Only 18% of individuals are estimated as responsible for most of the infections. They have also examined the probability of the emergence of super spreading events (SSE) by observing the number of infections produced by each person in each place. Recently, to ascertain whether the sequencing can identify the problematic connections among the populations in Australia, an agent-based simulation is compared with real-time genome sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 in a subgroup of infected patients during the first ten weeks of COVID-19 [696].

Intervention strategy using ABMs. To combat sexually transmitted diseases, pairwise-approximation methods on ABMS are developed to study the impact of contact tracing [697]. This is essential for heterogeneous networks containing core groups or super-spreaders to eradicate the disease. Smallpox transmission and control in Great Britain is investigated through individual-based stochastic modeling. Contact tracing with vaccination and isolation can vastly reduce the ongoing epidemics [698]. Several Non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI: quarantine, symptom monitoring, contact tracing etc.) for containing infectious disease outbreaks, including Ebola, SARS, smallpox, and influenza strains with pandemic potential, have been compared by using agent-based branching model [19] through a susceptible–exposed–infectious–recovered disease process. The number of secondary infections is extracted from the negative binomial
distribution with the mean equal to the product of the reproduction number and relative infectiousness, which follows a triangular distribution. Simulation confirms that quarantine is less beneficial than symptom monitoring for Ebola and SARS but works well for smallpox. To replicate the environment and malaria transmission activities in a made-up, remote African hamlet, a spatial individual-based model has been developed, where long-lasting insecticidal nets and outdoor attractive toxic sugar bait were installed for indoor and outdoor intervention strategy [699]. For influenza spreading, the impact of school holidays is studied in Belgium. An agent-based stochastic metapopulation model is developed [700], and it has been observed that holidays may delay the infection peak of seasonal influenza. This ABM approach is further used to control the COVID-19 pandemic by using the isolation scheme and contact tracing [701]. The simulation confirms that if the reproduction number is around 1.5, for different numbers of initial infections, the disease can be controlled if 50% contact tracing is possible. In contrast, for $R_0 \sim 2.5$, the contact tracing percentage should be increased to 70%. The same method is used to investigate the effectiveness of facemasks in combination with a lock-down [702]. The observations suggest that a continuous use of facemasks in public places can flatten the secondary and tertiary waves. For a review of the modeling and effectiveness of facemasks, one can look into [703]. Another agent-based (publicly available) model was developed a decade ago to study the influenza epidemic in the USA. It incorporates mobility and different social contact rates [704]. This simulation is further used to study the SARS-CoV-2 in Singapore [705], where a combined intervention strategy including social distancing, isolation, and school closure is advised to reduce the number of infected individuals. During the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, Aleta et al. have provided a sophisticated agent-based simulator for investigating the role of multiple intervention strategies on transmission in the area of Boston [441]. The intervention strategies include contact tracing, strict social distancing, and large-scale testing. A combined effect of all of them can keep the disease under control. Aleta et al. [695] have further investigated the impact of NPIs encoded in the mobility data to study the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. They have hypothetically shown that a one-week delay in the implementation of the NPI can have doubled the peak of the death tolls in New York and Seattle. The height of the death toll could be reduced by a factor of 3 if the NPI strategies were implemented one week before. Another ABM approach encoding different intervention strategies (air-travel restrictions, isolation, school closures etc.) is also used to understand the transmission and control of the COVID-19 pandemic in Australia (AMTraC-C) [706]. The authors suggest that a combined effect of home isolation, travel restriction and a moderate level of social distancing can reduce the severity of the disease. Regarding school closure, an agent-based simulation suggests that repeated screening of students using antigen tests can reduce the severity of the COVID-19 burden [707]. For further review on the application of ABM, see [708].

### 5.1.2. Metapopulation models

A stochastic spatial metapopulation dynamics on rat dynamics is developed to understand emerging and reemerging bubonic plague [709]. A five-dimensional model describing the dynamics of rats is encoded into a 25 subpopulation of a square lattice, and random movement of fleas and rats is considered. The model predicts that a small rodent population can persist in the disease. The impact of the movement of workers from one ward to another and the permanent movement of cattle from one farm to another is investigated for infection dynamics, and it has been established that the commuters who create the network links may have a significant impact on the infection spreading [710]. This metapopulation formalism was used to infer the spatiotemporal spread of dengue cases reported in Santiago de Cali (Colombia) during 2015–2016 [711]. Also, an age-stratified mobility-based metapopulation (Markov chain based) is developed, and the spatiotemporal pattern of COVID-19 in Spain is successfully verified [57]. The model can capture the time-dependent adequate reproduction number. People’s bidirectional movement that does not require tracking every individual separately or several compartments is encoded in a metapopulation network for the city map of Israel [712] and successfully used to track the infection trend.

**Intervention strategy.** This type of modeling using metapopulation networks can be applied to implementing suitable intervention strategies. Such as it can be used as a prevalence indicator that can rearrange the patches according to their infection risks. Recently this framework has been used to predict SARS-CoV-2 in the United States [713]. Exploiting this MMCA approach, the authors provide an optimal control strategy, where the vulnerable cities are identified and flow entering those cities is advised to be restricted. However, the usual mobility pattern inside the city can be continued. A spatial metapopulation patch model is developed to mitigate the smallpox outbreak [714]. Here the six compartments are provided: susceptible ($S$), latent ($E_L$), prodromal ($P_D$), symptomatic ($I$), recovered ($R$) and dead ($D$). Intervention starts when the $I$ crosses the baseline. In the deterministic multi-dimensional dynamical setup, the transmission term depends on the mobility of susceptible and symptomatic individuals from one district to another. Against this backdrop, the authors suggest that mass vaccines should be targeted in highly infected districts for higher reproduction numbers. A test–kit based intervention strategy was recently developed to study the reduction of final outbreak size in a metapopulation network of a five compartmental model: susceptible ($S$), exposed (E), infected (I), hospitalized (H), and recovered (R) [715]. The investigation confirms that test kits should be applied to nodes with a higher degree or higher node betweenness. A metapopulation setup is used to detect the suitable patches for applying optimal intervention strategy for vector-borne disease (dengue) in Kolkata [716]. Note that an efficient calculation of arrival time is also possible if someone assumes the exportation of the infectious population between two patches follows a homogeneous Poisson process and a small fraction moves when the disease prevalence is still growing. In this setup, Wang et al. [717] develops a framework based on a stochastic process that captures the arrival time for the 2014 Ebola Epidemic and 2009 influenza pandemic.

**GLEaM Model.** Based on a Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood analysis, theGLEaM simulator is successfully used to predict the early phase of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic [40,56]. The peak timing of the pandemic is also estimated and
validated with real data. The integration of a multiscale structure to the epidemic model can be used as a test-bed for influenza-like pandemic diseases, and the spread of the disease (the peak and the peak time) can be well captured if the initial infection strength, onset zone, and the multiscale network structures are provided. The same tools are also used to understand the propagation of mosquito-borne epidemics. In particular, propagation of the Zika virus (ZIKV) is analyzed in the Americas [718]. GLEaM model is further used for an ensemble forecast of the EBOLA virus transmission in West Africa [719]. The structure of Global mobility through air transportation networks also enabled the prediction of the infection spread on a global scale. Each subpopulation follows a SEIR compartmental dynamics, where the chain of binomial or multinomial processes determines the transition from one compartment to the other ones. Recently, the GLEaM has been used to demonstrate a mechanistic understanding of SARS-temporal CoV-2’s pattern, the onset of local transmission in Europe, and the early dissemination of infection in the United States [720]. According to the model, the community transmission of SARS-CoV-2 was evident (by early March) in many parts of Europe and the USA, and only about 4% of the original data. Note that GLEaM ignores the differential transmissibility across age structures and does not encompass the pre-symptomatic transmission, which may affect the future prediction of infection fatality rate [721]. Deep spatiotemporal forecasting uncertainty is now being explored from frequentist, and Bayesian viewpoints [722]. To train the DeepGLEAM model, a residual is calculated between the reported mortality in the USA and the related GLEAM forecasts. As a general rule, Bayesian approaches are more reliable at predicting the mean, while frequentist methods are better at assessing the variability.

**Intervention strategy.** Using the same approach, the role of travel restrictions during the early propagation of COVID-19 in mainland China has been studied [723]. On a local scale, the ground mobility data of 30 countries are extracted from the statistics office (Baidu location-based services (LBS) for China). The Official Aviation Guide (OAG) and International Air Transport Association (IATA) databases (updated in 2019) were used for mobility on a global scale. To reflect the trend of COVID-19 transmission from human to human within each node, compartmental modeling, including the following states: susceptible, latent, infectious, and removed, is considered. The model predicts that the Wuhan travel ban will first decrease the number of cases reported from overseas but that after two to three weeks, the number of infections outside mainland China will increase. The model also demonstrates that stricter travel restrictions (up to 90% of traffic) have minimal effect unless combined with public health initiatives that can slow the spread of diseases, such as early detection, isolation, and public awareness campaigns.

### 5.2. Social dynamics

Although many applications of signal propagation in complex networks to social dynamics are covered well in recent [724] and somewhat less recent reviews [725–727], we here nevertheless review the most recent advances for completeness and comprehensiveness of this review. In what follows, we will touch upon opinion dynamics, human cooperation, and related models of social dynamics.

#### 5.2.1. Opinion formation

Models of opinion dynamics were amongst the very first to form the basis of what is today sociophysics or social physics, and where social dynamics thus comes into play. Already in 1971, Weidlich was the first physicist to design an opinion dynamics model [728]. A good decade later, Galam et al. [729] introduced the Ising model as suitable for studying opinion dynamics, specifically by considering spin–spin coupling to represent pairwise interactions between agents, a magnetic field to represent cultural majority or propaganda, and individual fields to represent personal preferences towards one or the other option [730]. Yet another good decade later, the Sznajd model was developed under the premise that changing the opinion of somebody is easier if two or more people already adopt the new opinion than if just a single person does so [731]. A popular review of these advances is due to Hegselmann and Krause [732].

It is now another good two decades later, and opinion dynamics is still a vibrant and relevant field of research, with many recent publications building upon past seminal advances [724,733]. For example, a model-based opinion dynamics approach has recently been used to tackle vaccine hesitancy. Uncovering the mechanisms underlying the diffusion of vaccine hesitancy is crucial in fighting epidemic spreading [734], and research done by Ancona et al. [735] has shown that treating vaccine hesitancy as an opinion that may diffuse in a social group can provide important new insights. A mathematical model was ultimately proposed that, when calibrated with survey data, was able to predict the modification of the pre-existing willingness of individuals to vaccinate, as well as to estimate the fraction of a population that is expected to adhere to an immunization program.

From a more theoretical perspective, Hickok et al. [736] have upgraded the bounded-confidence model of opinion dynamics to hypergraphs, where a link no longer connects just a pair of nodes but can also connect more individuals at once. This is an important advance in line with recent research trends which are revealing that a paradigm shift in the way we model human interactions in groups is necessary and indeed urgent. Thus the birth of higher-order social networks, where a single link can connect more than two people. Although a simple change in principle, research across the board shows that this has important implications for better understanding collective human behavior, from opinion formation to cooperation to vaccination and climate inaction [15,737]. Research by Hickok et al. [736], for example, and in line with this reasoning, shows that a hypergraph bounded-confidence model converges to consensus for a wide range of initial conditions for the opinions of the nodes, including for nonuniform and asymmetric initial opinion distributions. Moreover,
under suitable conditions, echo chambers can form on hypergraphs with community structure, and the opinions of nodes can sometimes jump from one opinion cluster to another in a single time step – a phenomenon called “opinion jumping” by the authors. Several of these results are not possible in standard dyadic bounded-confidence models, thus underlining the need to consider higher-order interactions separately and in depth when studying opinion dynamics in groups.

Another important, and fairly recent, application of opinion dynamics models is to determine how misinformation and fake news affect our values and decision making [738,739]. To that goal, Guo et al. [740] have proposed a game theoretic approach that can discern the effects of disinformation propagation on opinion dynamics. In particular, an opinion framework was formulated where repeated, incomplete information games model the subjective opinions of online social network users. Research has shown how a subjective logic model – a belief model explicitly handling opinion uncertainty – can be employed to uncover deception strategies, opinion updates, and the influences of misinformation through the network.

As the above short overview of very recent research shows, opinion dynamics continues to pique the interest of the complex network and complexity science communities, and it continues to find innovative applications and theoretical upgrades to remain relevant to a broad range of research fields, ranging from epidemiology to physics.

5.2.2. Human cooperation

Comprehensive cooperation among unrelated individuals is almost unique to humans. Although ants and bees and some species of bird and fish cooperate as well, the depth of our cooperation is unrivaled. Indeed, the argument has often times been made that the very essence of our evolutionary success is due to our unparalleled other-regarding abilities [741]. Since cooperation is deeply rooted in collective behavior across social networks, methods of physics and network science have, in the past two decades, evolved to play an important role in helping us to better understand the evolution of cooperation and its upkeeping in the face of natural selection and selfishness.

Monte Carlo methods and the theory of collective behavior of interacting particles near phase transition points, in particular, have proven to be very valuable for understanding counterintuitive evolutionary outcomes. By studying models of human cooperation as classical spin models, a physicist can draw on familiar settings from statistical physics. However, unlike pairwise interactions among particles that typically govern solid-state physics systems, interactions among humans often involve group interactions, and they also involve a larger number of possible states even for the most simplified description of reality. The complexity of solutions therefore often surpasses that observed in physical systems. This has been reviewed and emphasized already in 2017 by Perc et al. [742], but since then a number of noteworthy developments and progress have been made.

Similarly as by opinion dynamics, for human cooperation too higher-order networks have been considered in [743]. Since we live and cooperate in networks, it was noted that since links in networks only allow for pairwise interactions, the framework is suitable only for dyadic games, but not for games that are played in groups of more than two players. To remedy this, Alvarez-Rodriguez et al. [743] have introduced higher-order interactions to a public goods, first on a uniform hypergraph, showing that it corresponds to the replicator dynamics in the well-mixed limit, and thus providing an exact theoretical foundation to study cooperation in networked groups. The analysis was then extended also to heterogeneous hypergraphs that describe interactions of groups of different sizes, and the evolution of cooperation in such cases was studied as well. This new framework has been applied to study the nature of group dynamics in real systems, showing how to extract the actual dependence of the synergy factor on the size of a group from data on large communities of international collaborations.

Others have also considered higher-order interactions and the evolution of cooperation. In particular, Burgio et al. [744] have studied the evolution of cooperation in the presence of higher-order interactions, showing that, likewise to network reciprocity, group interactions also promote cooperation. More importantly, by means of an invasion analysis in which the conditions for a strategy to survive were studied, they have shown how, in heterogeneously-structured populations, reciprocity among players is expected to grow with the increasing of the order of the interactions. This was noted to be due to the heterogeneity of connections, especially the presence of individuals standing out as hubs in the population.

Another important recent development concerns the broadening of the scope of human cooperation to other forms of moral behavior, which include, for example, altruism, truth-telling, altruistic punishment, and trustworthiness [745]. One-shot anonymous unselfishness in economic games has commonly been explained by social preferences, which assume that people care about the monetary payoffs of others. However, during the last ten years, research has shown that different types of unselfish behavior are in fact better explained by preferences for following one’s own personal norms — internal standards about what is right or wrong in a given situation. Beyond better organizing various forms of unselfish behavior, this moral preference hypothesis has recently also been used to increase charitable donations, simply by means of interventions that make the morality of an action salient. Experimental and theoretical work dedicated to this rapidly growing field of research has been recently reviewed in [745], where also mathematical foundations for moral preferences that can be used in future models to better understand selfless human actions and to adjust policies accordingly have been described. Moreover, it was noted that these foundations could also be used by artificial intelligence to better navigate the complex landscape of human morality.

Taken together, the propagation of cooperation in complex networks continues to play an important role for better understanding this crucial and fascinating aspect of our biology, and especially the interplay of higher-order interactions and models beyond social dilemmas and the public goods game constitutes promising ground for future research based on recent-most advances.
5.2.3. Other models

The scope of social dynamics is increasing continuously since the inception of the field, with new models being proposed and existing models modified at a significant pace. Indeed, an overview of the majority of these models certainly requires a specifically dedicated review that goes beyond signal propagation in complex networks, and indeed such a review has recently been published [724]. Nonetheless, we note notable recent advances that concern social dynamics for the sake of completeness.

An interesting model was recently proposed and studied by Giambiagi Ferrari et al. [746], who have coupled epidemiological models with social dynamics, in particular the susceptible–infectious–susceptible model with a continuous opinion dynamics model. A two dimensional set of ordinary differential equations describing the dynamic of the proportion of the number of infected individuals and the mean value of the effort parameter have been derived based on simple rules to model the propagation of behaviors that affect the dynamics of the disease.

Social dynamics modeling has recently also been used to study overtourism. Antoci et al. [747] have written a paper beautifully titled “Preying on beauty? The complex social dynamics of overtourism”, where a simple mathematical model that analyzes the dynamics of the populations of residents and tourists when there is competition for the access to local services and resources has been introduced. Since the needs of the two mentioned populations are partly mutually incompatible, research has focused to determine under what conditions a stable equilibrium between residents and tourists can exist, and what are the conditions for tourists to take over the city and to expel residents. Akin to many models of social dynamics, Antoci et al. [747] have also found that even small changes in key parameters may bring about very different outcomes, and they have concluded that policymakers should thus be aware that a sound knowledge of the structural properties of the dynamics is important when taking measures to avoid unintended consequence and counterproductive actions.

Determinants of sustainable tourism have also been studied by means of an asymmetric game with mobility by Chica et al. [748], where local stakeholders and tourists can either cooperate or defect in a spatially structured setting, the point being that sustainable tourism is primarily determined by an optimal tradeoff between economic benefits of the stakeholders and their costs related to the application of sustainability policies. In agreement with observations worldwide, research has identified decreasing population densities in tourist areas in terms of both, stakeholders and tourists, to be a key aid to greater cooperation and overall sustainability of tourism.

Another recent application area of social dynamics has been the study of diffusion of neologisms – newly coined words or expressions (see e.g. [749]) – over social networks. Würschinger [750], in his aptly titled paper “Social Networks of Lexical Innovation” has investigated the social dynamics of diffusion of neologisms on Twitter, in particular a longitudinal study of the spread of 99 English neologisms to study their degrees and pathways of diffusion. Since previous work on lexical innovation has almost exclusively relied on usage frequency for investigating the spread of new words, Würschinger has used frequency-based measures to study temporal aspects of diffusion and network analyses for a more detailed and accurate investigation of the sociolinguistic dynamics of diffusion. Research has revealed that frequency counts can serve as an approximate indicator for overall degrees of diffusion, yet they might miss important information about the temporal usage profiles of lexical innovations. In particular, neologisms with similar total frequency can exhibit significantly different degrees of diffusion, and analyzing these differences in their temporal dynamics of use with regard to their age, trends in usage intensity, and volatility contributes to a more accurate account of their diffusion. The inclusion of temporal and social information has thus been deemed of particular importance for the study of lexical innovation since neologisms exhibit high degrees of temporal volatility and social indexicality [750].

From epidemiology of a tourism to sociolinguistic research, the applications of signal propagation in complex networks to topics related to social dynamics are indeed vast, and only time will tell what the future holds. For certain, the prospects for innovative applications only increase, not least with the rapidly expanding application of artificial intelligence and data collection that already now pervade virtually all facets of our social being.

5.3. Neuroscience

Anatomical connectivity stays relatively stable in a matured brain, while the functional dynamic patterns vary significantly to enable adaptive behaviors [751,752]. Generating flexible neural functions from dynamic signal propagation is the key to the emergence of human intelligence. In the past decade, with the rapidly improved large-scale neural recording techniques, neural signal propagation has been described deeply from both spatial and temporal axes [753–755]. Extracting the principles underlying spatial–temporal propagation could pave the path to understanding the brain and developing tools for curing cognitive disorders.

5.3.1. Circuit neuroscience

Spatially, nodes in the neural network are studied at multiple levels, ranging from the microscale level of single neurons to the macroscale level of brain areas that compose massive neurons. Circuit neuroscience becomes critical due to its mesoscale aspect, filling the gap between micro- and macro-dynamics. Circuit neuroscience focuses on characterizing signal propagation between pairs of neurons within or across brain regions; in other words, the aim is to identify edges with local or long-range connections. The direct propagation between local and remote pairs of neurons is considered as building blocks for the mechanistic understanding of the emergence of brain functions [756–758].
Both correlation and causality approaches are used for characterizing neural circuits. High-density electrodes record action potential from groups of neurons in local brain regions and provide the opportunity to infer directional connections between neuron-pairs [759]. Cross-correlograms (CCG) enable us to identify neuronal pairs [760]. Within a short latency, sharp peaks or troughs in the CCG are used to infer monosynaptic excitatory or inhibitory connections between neurons. Statistics are performed on CCG from the original dataset and surrogate datasets to determine the significance of activity correlation between connected neurons from randomly correlated activities. Surrogate datasets can be generated from ‘jittered’ spike trains, meaning the timing of each spike was shifted randomly and independently within a uniform interval [761]. From a large number of cell pairs (62,408), 55% and 24% of pairs were characterized as excitatory (peaks) and inhibitory (troughs) connections. Transmission efficacy has been defined as the increased probability of firing at short latencies between the pre- and post-synaptic neurons [760].

Causal evidence of a monosynaptic connection is vital for characterizing direct signal propagations. Three technical advances complementarily measure the direct connectivity for circuit neuroscience: functional perturbation tools, anatomical tracing techniques, and genetic approach. (i) Functional perturbations control individual edges without disturbing the state of the rest edges from the network. For example, optogenetic activation/inhibition can specifically activate/inhibit synapses between two neurons [762]. Suppose an optogenetic activation on a single neuron triggers a reliable neural signal in another neuron, with minimum power of light and within a short latency. In that case, we consider the propagation is mediated through a direct synaptic connection (monosynaptic) rather than indirectly through multiple layers of relays in the network (polysynaptic). (ii) Anatomical tracing aims to send probes (usually molecules showing fluorescent signals) from one cell to the other across synapses; thus, detecting probes in the second cell indicates an anatomical connection between them [763]. Perturbation and tracing results provide complementary evidence from functional and anatomical aspects and identify edges between nodes. (iii) The genetic approach targets specific nodes – certain types of neurons or synapses – and allows specific expression of tools for the perturbation and tracing in those nodes [764,765].

Three approaches jointly reveal direct information flow from one node to the other. From a reductionist perspective, these direct propagations could be the key to the emergence of elementary functions at the behavioral and cognitive levels. Ideally, these perturbation experiments can answer two critical questions: (1) if a directed or an undirected connection exists between two neurons; (2) how the signal arising from a single node propagates in the entire network and impacts behavioral functions. However, the second aim is still hardly achievable, because the activity of all the nodes cannot be monitored simultaneously, and the framework for large-scale analysis is still lacking. Integrating biological data with large-scale recording and mathematical analysis methods from the complex system will be essential to dissect brain-wide propagation patterns and the underlying mechanisms.

5.3.2. Propagation directions: Bottom-up, top-down

The directional edges connect the nodes and form a functional brain. The edges start from a single or a group of presynaptic neurons and point to the downstream postsynaptic neurons. The neural signal propagates among brain regions through a hierarchical network structure defined by different aspects. For example, sensory- and motor-related brain regions can be considered as early and late stages of information processing, respectively (Fig. 47) [22,766]. At the same time, sensory representation and decision-making areas can be regarded as lower and higher functional centers. An influential framework of directional propagations is based on the categories: bottom-up and top-down, which are proposed and applied in characterizing the information flow and their corresponding brain functions [767–769].

The visual information flow well demonstrates a bottom-up signal propagation among different brain regions [768]. It enters the nervous system through the retina. Within the retina, an up-to-ten-layered neural network starts from photoreceptor cells and reaches retina ganglion cells (RGC). In this local propagation, light information is translated into voltage changes in photoreceptor cells and leaves the retina as electrical pulses in RGC axons, which directly deliver the visual signal to the brain [770]. In mammals, this RGC-conveyed information reaches the relayed structures, LGN, and superior colliculus and then enters the neocortex regions [771]. In the neocortex, visual information propagates in two main streams: the dorsal and ventral pathways, characterized as the ‘where’ and ‘what’ pathways [772,773]. The dorsal stream flows along the neocortex of V1-V2-DM (dorsalmedial area) - MT (medial temporal area) - posterior parietal cortex and sequentially processes visually-guided-action-related information. The ventral stream flows from V1-V2-V4-IT (inferior temporal cortex) and processes object-related information.

This bottom-up visual pathway exemplifies a hierarchical and parallely processing structure for processing information. In the meantime, top-down propagation streams along the same pathway and provides an opposite direction of information flow for the feedback control [769]. The following question is how the bottom-up and top-down propagation coordinate or compete, e.g., whether the flow direction changes when the two information streams collide.

Brain functions, such as memory or decision-making, emerge from broadly distributed brain regions rather than compartmentalized functions from isolated areas and require the co-existing of both directional propagations. Datasets with single-cell resolution and whole-brain coverage will be necessary to characterize this brain function-related signal propagation framework. In the past ten years, large-scale neural recordings have initiated a journey that integrates experimental with analysis approaches and establishes a brain-wide framework to unify the pieces of knowledge of various brain functions. In decision-making, which integrates sensory perception, task recognition, and motor generation functions, both bottom-up and top-down propagations occur during a single decision-making process [768]. From the bottom-up direction, sensory information flows feed-forwardly from MT and V4, two visual cortex regions, to LIP, IT, FEF,
5.3.3. Propagation in time: Sequential activation

Temporally, the propagation generates a sustained and evolving neural signal. Sequential and recurrent activation of chains of neural nodes supported such sustained propagation. Two critical neural functions emerge from the chain-structured propagations — the sequence of movements and the maintenance of information.

Sequential motor acts refer to organized behaviors with structures on time, ranging from continuous limb movements to speech or music. Birdsong is a model system to study how the brain generates temporally structured neural activity and sequential behaviors. A birdsong is composed of a 0.5–1.0-s motif, which contains multiple 100 ms syllables. Each motif’s different syllables are organized in a fixed order and produced sequentially [774]. Hierarchically, signal propagation is proposed to generate both the sequence of syllables and their corresponding sequential neural activities [775]. Electrophysiological recording and calcium imaging show chain-like firings in the premotor region HVC and propagated to motor cortical structure RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium) [776]. Perturbation experiments by cooling the HVC — slower signal propagation in a lower-temperature network — slow down the song, which contains prolonged syllables
and enlarges the intervals between syllables. But cooling in the RA cannot change the timing of the song, indicating that the activity sequence in HVC determines the temporal sequence but not in RA [774].

Another model system is the sequential limb movements which generate locomotion. The rhythmic alternation of right-left and flexor-extensor movements is believed to originate from a push-pull motif [777]. However, a recent study showed that rotational neural dynamics could cause alternating movements. In a rotational neural space, activities cycled through all phases. Based on this observation, a state called balanced sequence generator (BSG) was proposed for modeling the movement output. In the BSG model, a subset of neurons was connected based on their phase in the dominant eigenmode and generated sequential activity for movements. Flexible movements with speed regulation, force control, and multiple functions emerge from BSG [778].

Sequential propagation can preserve information and form memory, and an influential theory of ‘cell assembly sequences’ has been proposed to implement such propagation [751,779,780]. There are three key components: the nodes are the ‘cell assemblies’ composed of strongly interconnected neurons, the edges are the connections between different cell assemblies, and the propagation refers to the activity transition between assemblies with specific probabilities. In this theory, each transition only activates one downstream node, and each node can be activated multiple times in the sequence (recurring transitions). During a memory task, in the hippocampus, assembly sequences are detected to be correlated with the task-related sensory information, and essential for memory [760,781,782]. This sequential propagation can be regulated by two factors facilitating the transmission efficacy, the firing pattern and the coincident firing of pre-synaptic neurons [760].

Modeling studies suggest that neural plasticity could be the neural mechanism to generate and modify the sequential propagation in both the sequential movement and the memory maintenance [780,783]. A popular model proposes that pre-wired feedforward/asymmetric connections support sequential propagation. Novel sequential propagation is gradually developed through training. When conditioning the visual cortex with sequential sensory stimulation – a bright spot continuously and repeated moving along the same trajectory – the neural ensemble responding to the stimulus forms a sequential propagation pattern [784]. After the conditioning, activation at the ‘start’ node of the sequence can sufficiently trigger the propagation towards the ‘end’ node. This conditioning process is hypothesized to be mediated by spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). Training-induced sequential propagation disappears when blocking the NMDA receptor, which is essential for STDP. The STDP rule bi-directionally modifies the strength of the synapses between cells within the ensemble. It generates the feedforward/asymmetric connections: strengthening those edges following and weakening the ones against the conditioning direction. In both experimental and computational studies, this model has been applied in other systems displaying sequential propagation [783,785–787]. Unlike regulating the majority of synapses of the ensemble and changing the feedforward connection, other models propose that altering a small fraction of synapses is enough to generate sequential propagation. For example, cooperation of recurrent synaptic interaction and external input in randomly connected neurons can efficiently generate sequential propagations, showing that input-dependent and non-interfering propagation sequences can emerge from the unstructured network architectures [788].

5.4. Power grids

As one of the most critical infrastructures, power grids are essential for economy and people’s daily life. Requirements for stable power supply increase with the increase of the growing dependency on, e.g., society. However, the stability-analysis complexity lies not only in the internal transmission between power plants, but also in unpredictable external factors like extreme weather and renewable energy sources. Perturbations may cause redistribution of power, system desynchronization, or even blackout. Much research has been devoted to the analysis of stability against perturbations by means of statistical physics, nonlinear dynamics and network science. Here, we focus on recent progress in dynamical and structural perturbations to the power grids with alternating current (AC): (1) dynamical perturbations referring to adjusting the parameters in the system (10) or additional noises as fluctuations, and (2) structural perturbations referring to the alteration of the underlying connectivity network.

In an AC power network, each generator \( i = 1, 2, . . . , N \) has the voltage \( V_i = |V_i|e^{\theta_i} \) with phase \( \theta_i \) and magnitude \( |V_i| \), and the effective input \( \omega_i \). During the transmission between each pair of connected generators \( i \) and \( j \), maximum power \( \lambda_{ij} = |V_i||V_j|Y_{ij} \), where \( Y_{ij} \) is the reduced admittance, represents the coupling strength, while the phase shift \( \varphi_{ij} \) corresponds to the energy loss. For simplification, consider the system in coarse scale with the assumption of homogeneous generator properties (inertial and damping parameter), homogeneous voltage magnitudes and line reactance (global coupling strength), as well as lossless transmission (\( \varphi_{ij} = 0 \)) [789]. Each machine \( i \) rotates at the same frequency \( \Omega = 2\pi \times 50 \text{ Hz} \) or \( \Omega = 2\pi \times 60 \text{ Hz} \) with the phase difference \( \theta_i \). In this case, the dynamics of generator \( i \) can be governed by the second-order Kuramoto model, Eq. (10) [789–793]. Despite the simplicity, the model is sufficient to capture the typical dynamics and exhibits complex phenomena of AC power grids. The model with heterogeneous coupling strength and nonzero phase shift has been discussed deeply in [794].

5.4.1. Dynamical perturbations

Dynamical perturbations can be induced during the transmission of energy from renewable power resources like the wind or solar one as well as outputs to consumers. Here, we focus on two types of dynamical perturbations: phase disturbances and power fluctuations.
Fig. 48. Basin stability. Illustration of the basin stability with the analogy of marble track. Points A, B and C stand for fixed points but only B is stable. Arrows indicate the direction that the marble will roll to from different positions. The green bar below represents the basin attraction of point B, i.e. the marble always returns to point B after it is perturbed from B to a state within the region of Basin attraction.

Phase Disturbances: Disturbances imposed on each node are usually modeled with phase or frequency displacements. The propagation dynamics of such perturbation is rather complex: it may either spread globally throughout the system or just stay localized, depending on the network structure, maximal power capacity and the geographical distribution of power [795].

Basin stability is one of the typical metrics for large phase/frequency disturbances [796]. It quantifies the likelihood that a system will retain a stable state after perturbation, complementing the limitation of traditional linear stability. After perturbation on disturbed node \( k \), it is defined as

\[
BS_k = \int \chi(\theta_k, \nu_k) \rho_p(\theta_k, \nu_k) d\theta_k d\nu_k,
\]

where \( \chi(\theta_k, \nu_k) \) is the indicator function with \( \chi(\theta_k, \nu_k) = 1 \) if \( (\theta_k, \nu_k) \) belongs to the basin attraction of the synchronous state, or \( \chi(\theta_k, \nu_k) = 0 \) otherwise. \( \rho_p(\theta_k, \nu_k) \) denotes the perturbation density function satisfying \( \int \rho_p(\theta_k, \nu_k) d\theta_k d\nu_k = 1 \). The value of \( BS_k \in [0, 1] \) depends on the property of node \( k \) with \( BS_k = 0 \) if \( k \) is totally unstable and \( BS_k = 1 \) when \( k \) is globally stable. Therefore, it measures the system robustness against disturbances imposed on nodes, and it allows the identification of the topological weakness of the system. The illustration of basin attraction is shown in Fig. 48.

Numerically, basin stability could be estimated through the Monte-Carlo method, i.e., the ratio between the number of times that the system returns to the synchronous state after perturbation and the total number of independent simulations with different initial conditions are drawn from the distribution with density function \( \rho_p \) [797]. Generalizations of basin stability, like introduction of time dependency [798] or the one corresponding to multiple nodes [799], provide deeper insights of the disturbances dynamics in power grids.

The investigation of basin stability reveals how a network structure influences the system when dealing with phase disturbances. Nodes, with neighbors with larger average degree, have higher value of stability, especially those with degree larger than 2 [800]. Dead ends, as nodes with only one edge connected to the whole network, are confirmed to be extremely fragile [797]. Moreover, when one node directly or indirectly connecting several dead ends (a local structure called dead tree) is perturbed, the perturbation tends to spread to those dead ends and diminishes the system stability. While, from the design of real power grids, connecting a new power plant to the existing grids through a single transmission line is often the cheapest way. Therefore, this result implies the trade-off between construction costs and system stability. Vulnerability of structure of bottleneck was discussed in [801]. In contrast, nodes, in triangles with low betweenness centrality called detour nodes, have high value of basin stability, indicating the robustness of local three-cycle motifs [802]. Additionally, conditions, which are simplified during the derivation of the swing equation, may also influence the dynamics of phase disturbances. For example, the presence of transmission losses \( \phi_{ij} \) may create a new solitary state tending to destabilize the neighboring nodes and lead to desynchronization [803]. With the increase of losses, the size of desynchronized part of the network induced by perturbation becomes larger. This motivates researchers to reconsider to what extent the simplified equation reflects the realistic behaviors of power grids.

Methods for prior prevention and timely reaction have also been exploited. From the perspective of enhancing the system stability against phase disturbances, tuning the systemic parameters, like damping coefficient according to the
individual properties of each node, facilitates returning to the stable state of synchronization after perturbation [804]. Since the synchronous state is stable if and only if the real part of the Lyapunov exponents determined by the system is negative, there exists an optimization of such adjustment, characterizing the process of resynchronization with the highest speed. To control the spread of disturbances, a time-delayed feedback was introduced [805], given by

$$\frac{d^2 \theta_i}{dt^2} + \alpha \frac{d \theta_i}{dt} = P_i + \sum_j A_{ij} \sin(\theta_j - \theta_i) - \frac{g_i \alpha}{\tau} [\theta_i(t) - \theta_i(t - \tau)].$$

where $g_i$ is the control gain of node $i$ and $\tau$ is the length of delay. In fact, the control term represents the average frequency during the delay window $\frac{1}{\tau} \int_0^\tau \dot{\theta}(t') dt' = \langle \omega_i \rangle_t$, and aims to stabilize the frequency of the disturbed node. Difference among various control strategies lies in the choice of the subset of nodes to apply the control scheme.

**Power Perturbation:** The balance between supply and demand is essential for the operation of power grids. In a system containing $N$ power plants, a steady state exists only if $\sum_i P_i = 0$. In other words, the power generated by plants with $P_i > 0$ is required to meet the consumption of those absorbing machines with $P_i < 0$.

A sudden but transient reset of power generation or consumption breaks the balance as well as the steadystate, which may occur in real systems as a short circuit fault. Such a perturbation on a simple network structure was analyzed in [789]. By considering consumers connected to several generators requiring more power than under normal operation with the magnitude $\Delta P$ for a short while, it turns out that system could either withstand the perturbation under small $\Delta P$ or lose its stability even after the stop of the perturbation under relatively large $\Delta P$. Such transition is then determined by a critical point, representing the robustness of the system against power reset. Further numerical simulations confirm that this critical point raises with the increase of coupling strength and the decrease of dissipation $\alpha$. Besides, the behavior exhibits nonlinearity for perturbations with short duration but linearity for rather long pulse. This result implies that if the system has enough time to reach a new stable state, prolonged perturbation loses its influence in deciding the dynamics. The vulnerability of power grids, when facing perturbations modeled as transiently increased power demand with short-term and large-amplitude, was later confirmed in complex topology of real power grids [790]. Moreover, by replacing large power plants with several small ones, the critical point of perturbation magnitude shrinks, suggesting a negative impact of decentralization on the dynamic stability of power grids.

For sustained time-varying power fluctuations, the system dynamics becomes much more complicated than a temporary power reset. The generalized dynamics of the AC power grids with fluctuation term $\xi_i(t)$ and intensity $\epsilon_i$ is governed by

$$\frac{d^2 \theta_i}{dt^2} + \alpha \frac{d \theta_i}{dt} = P_i + \lambda \sum_j A_{ij} \sin(\theta_j - \theta_i) + \epsilon_i \xi_i(t).$$

Related work has investigated different types of power fluctuations with their unique dynamical influence. Taking the nodal harmonic fluctuation $F_i(t) = \delta_{ik} e^{\text{i} \omega t + \phi}$ as an example, the amplitude of nodes’ response to the fluctuation exhibits strong heterogeneity, according to which one could identify those with a large amplitude of response as vulnerable ones [806].

Fluctuations in the form of Gaussian white noise have also been well studied thanks to its simplicity. Interdependent Gaussian white noise $\{\xi_i(t)\}$ satisfies $\langle \xi_i \rangle = 0$ and $\langle \xi_i(t) \xi_j(s) \rangle = \delta_{ij}(t - s)$. Although noises with high intensity prevent the system from approaching synchronization [807], it was found that noises with appropriate intensity can play constructive role not only in eliminating unstable intermediate states like traveling waves from the synchronization transition profile, but also in decreasing the critical coupling strength for partial synchronization [808,809]. Moreover, the break of stable synchronization induced by fluctuation provides insight into critical parts of the system. Nodal Gaussian white noise causes a systemic deviation from both frequency synchronization and equilibrium, the extent of which could be taken as the criticality of node against fluctuations [810]. Criticality exhibits significant correlation with nodes’ degree. From the perspective of transmission line, the difference between phases of end nodes measures the vulnerability of links, implying the process of escaping the basin of attraction [811].

A recent work established a theoretical framework with the combination of the frequency distribution $p(\nu)$ and the underlying power fluctuations $\xi$ [803]. The framework shows that the losses can fundamentally alter the dynamical behavior of the network coupling system, and it is almost impossible to use theoretical results on the system stability without losses for the design of future power systems. This remarkable result explains how the frequency distribution, observed in real power system, inherits the property of heavy tails and asymmetry, classical non-Gaussian natures, from the power fluctuations caused by solar and wind. To eliminate negative impacts of power fluctuation, various control strategies have also been proposed. Additional communication layer providing control signals for each power plants helps to improve the frequency synchronization under power fluctuations, with the highest efficiency reached when both frequency difference between the connected nodes and sum of neighbors’ frequency are considered in the control scheme [812,813]. Efforts have also been devoted to improving the practicability of traditional proportional–integral control [814] in real power systems, such as distributed averaging-based integral control [815] and decentralized leaky integral control [816].
5.4.2. Structural perturbation

Structural perturbation, i.e., removal or addition of nodes/links, causes the redistribution of power flow and may induce further failures due to overload effect and end in a large-scale blackout. With the failure of even one single transmission element, cascading of power grids could be triggered [817–820]. In practical electrical systems, such initial failure usually represents malfunction due to exogenous events, such as lightning strike and extreme temperature. The successive failures in power grids involve more complicated mechanisms, including not only the underlying network topology and the statistic redistribution of power flow, but also the collective dynamics of the electrical system. On the other hand, addition of extra links could impact the emergence of system synchrony. In this subsection, we will review a popular model for cascading failures in power grids, features of the realistic process and various factors that may influence the process.

The process of cascading failures in power grids is as follows. Initially, the system (10) is in stable state and all lines have power loads lower than their capacity. The stable state is characterized by the fixed points of \( \theta_j \) obeying \( 0 = P_i + \sum_{j=1}^N A_{ij} \sin(\theta_j^* - \theta_i^*) \). After the initial failure modeled as the removal of one or several links, the system evolves until a new stable state is reached. All transmission lines with flow beyond their capacity are removed, and power flow is redistributed to approach another stable state. This process is repeated until at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: no overload effect takes place any longer or the whole network is departed into unconnected subgrids. The consequence of cascades is quantified by the failure size, the number of consumers which cannot be supplied by the available generators. Simulations matched well with empirically observed power-law failure size distributions on high voltage power grids including the German grid [821], the US grid and the Hungarian grid [822].

Studying the influence of network structure as well as the layout of generators and consumers on the system robustness against such structural perturbations is of large practical significance. Although the increase of the capacity of existing transmission lines directly avoids large-scale cascades, designing the grid topology motivated by theoretical results is a sustainable way. The existence of large clusters of generators and consumers makes the system vulnerable [821]. Decentralized generator distributions were found more favorable than the centralized ones, implying the necessity of monitoring time-varying distribution of generation and demand caused by seasonal changes, diurnal variation and user habits [823]. Local redundancy, referring to a lot of short detours, provides sufficient options for rerouting and hence decreases the likelihood of large-scale cascading [824]. Therefore, a well-designed grid topology is characterized by a strong localization for both connectivity and plants layout, ensuring that a single link failure of the majority of transmission lines could only induce local effects.

Identifying critical links, on the other hand, emphasizes the vulnerable exponents in power grids. The combination of network structure and power flow dynamics in propagation of structural perturbation, compared to traditional measures solely relying on topological connectivity or steady state of the system like edge betweenness or heavy load invalid, provides a deeper and more comprehensive insight. A relatively simple algorithm is based on quantification of redundant capacity [825]. Considering the failure of a link \((a, b)\), its flow \(F_{ab}\) has to redistribute to alternative paths. As links along these paths have limited residual capacity \(C_{ij} - F_{ij}\) to take over part of \(F_{ab}\), the redundant capacity \(C_{ab}^{\text{res}}\) of link \((a, b)\) is defined as the maximum flow from nodes \(a\) to \(b\) through all links except \((a, b)\), and it is approximated by

\[
C_{ab}^{\text{res}} = \min_{\text{paths } a \rightarrow b} \sum_{(i,j) \in \text{path}} (C_{ij} - F_{ij}) \tag{41}
\]

which involves both flow distribution and network connectivity. The criticality of the link \((a, b)\) is quantified by the ratio of its flow and redundant capacity \(F_{ab}/C_{ab}^{\text{res}}\) determining whether there is sufficient vacant capacity for rerouting the flow. Other measures include estimation of the flow rerouting based on the linear response theory [825] and the one involving the impact of transient dynamics with the order of seconds [16].

For the situation for addition of links, one may expect that such perturbation is always beneficial for the system operation. However, similar to Braess’s paradox originally found in traffic networks [826], where closing a street may relieve the congestion of whole traffic, adding new links could either promote or destroy system synchrony of power grids [791]. The possible negative influence originates from the new cycles caused by additional links. In fact, phase differences along each cycle require the adjustment of multiples of \(2\pi\) such that all phases are well-defined:

\[
\sum_{(i,j) \in \text{cyclic path}} (\theta_j - \theta_i) = \sum_{(i,j) \in \text{cyclic path}} \arcsin(F_{ji}/K_{ji}) = 0 \pmod{2\pi}, \tag{42}
\]

while the new cycles break the balance and call for new consistency conditions. Besides, additional links could also trigger the cascading failures with similar mechanism mentioned above for removing links [827]. These counter-intuitive phenomena should be taken into consideration when upgrading the power grids to avoid destabilizing the synchronization or inducing large-scale cascades.

5.5. Robot swarms

5.5.1. Collective behaviors in robot swarms

The study of the collective behavior of robotic swarms is largely inspired from the self-organization collectives in nature, such as flocking of birds, fish schools, and insect colonies. The common characteristic of these swarms is that a large number of simple individuals coordinating with each other through local interactions can generate impressive
Collective behaviors for explicit communication. The explicit way means that robots are capable of communicating in the swarm network by infrared signals, Wi-Fi signals, or other radio signals [831–833] as shown in Fig. 49. For example, a collective behavior to create a self-assembly robot swarm is shown in [833] that can be programmed to form complex two-dimensional shapes with a thousand simple robots. The robot can transmit the distance information to neighbors by sensing the infrared light intensity of the received signals, although this information is noisy. It is shown that a flexible self-assembly thousand-robon swarm relies entirely on local interactions and sensing can achieve a highly complex collective behavior. However, it relies on the hierarchical control principle, and each robot has an explicit image of the final shape that will be created. Thus, this collective shaping is not fully emergent. An emergent morphology is studied in a large robotic swarm [832]. This robotic swarm consisting of tiny robots can achieve self-organizing without any localization and only rely entirely on local interactions with neighbors instead, which is robust to intrinsic noise and adaptable to changing environments. The communication among the tiny kilobots is performed by passing only 8–9 bytes infrared messages which is limited to a range less than 10 cm. This collective behavior of robotic swarm is controlled by gene regulatory networks (GRNs) that are identical in every robot. The GRN is comprised of two virtual molecules, i.e., U and V. Each robot will track its own concentrations of U and V. The change in concentration of each molecule is given by the reaction–diffusion (RD) equation [832],

\[ \begin{align*}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} &= R_f(u, v) + D_u \nabla^2 u, \\
\frac{\partial v}{\partial t} &= R_g(u, v) + D_v \nabla^2 v, \\
f(u, v) &= (Au + Bv + C) - \gamma_u u, \\
g(u, v) &= (E_u - F) - \gamma_v v,
\end{align*} \]

where \( u, v \) represents the current values of the molecule U acted as an activator and the molecule V acts as an inhibitor, \( R, D_u, \) and \( D_v \) are positive parameters. Based on GRNs, an experiment is demonstrated on 300 real kilobots, which achieves a shape-forming behavior of the collective swarm, even when some of the individual robots are unreliable. Other emergence behaviors such as aggregating [834], covering space [835], and moving coordinately [836] have also been investigated recently. Different from these emergence behaviors, the emergence of cognitive abilities also attracts researchers’ interest [837, 838]. A robot swarm called TS-swarm that can collectively sequence tasks is shown in [837] whose order of execution is priori unknown. This complex cognitive ability will emerge at the swarm level via the interaction of reactive individuals. Each robot can receive the messages of a failure or success in executing a task from task abstraction modules via an infrared signal [837].

Communication capacity plays an important role in realizing the emergence behavior in robotic swarms. The requirement of communication abilities is simple in the above research. While, in the swarm of the 3D aerial domain, the
Fig. 50. Implicit interaction of collective behaviors. (A) Blueswarm platform [847]. B. Reconfigurable magnetic microrobot swarm of the chain, vortex, and ribbon [848]. C. Terrestrial swarms: Stair climbing with three chained robots [17]. D. Gap traversal with two chained robots [17]. E Transporting a broken-legged robot (middle) with the help of two other robots (front and back) [17]. F. Rod-like robots confined in a flexible scaffold [849].

Source: Adapted from [17,847–849].

requirements of hardware are relatively higher than the robots on the ground, especially for completing the task in a complex and unknown environment [831,839,840]. To deal with the navigation and obstacle avoidance of aerial swarms in a cluttered environment, the predictive model incorporates the local principles of potential field models in objective functions, which guarantees the separation, propulsion, and directional movement of the aerial swarm [831]. The cost function of the nonlinear model predicted control problem is formulated as follows,

\[
\min_{\mathbf{x}(k), \mathbf{u}(k)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (J_{\text{sep},i}(k) + J_{\text{prop},i}(k) + J_{\text{dir},i}(k) + J_{u,i}(k)),
\]

where \(J_{\text{sep},i}, J_{\text{prop},i}, J_{\text{dir},i}, J_{u,i}\) represent the separation, propulsion, and direction term, and the control effort, respectively. \(\mathbf{x}(k) \in \mathbb{R}^{6NP}\) is the stacked sequence of the predicted states \(\mathbf{x}(k + l/k)\) over the horizon \(l \in \{1, \ldots, P\}\) and \(\mathbf{u}(k) \in \mathbb{R}^{3NP}\) is the stacked sequence of the predicted control inputs \(\mathbf{u}(p/k)\) over the horizon \(l \in \{0, \ldots, P - 1\}\). By solving the above problem, the behavior of each drone is governed by the knowledge of its neighbors and its own states. A central computing node will generate the acceleration command and broadcast it to the swarms through a radio link with small communication delays. It demonstrates that this aerial swarm can generate a faster flight, while guaranteeing safe navigation in an indoor environment with diverse obstacles, and is scalable to the dynamic changes in the swarm speed and inter-agent distance. Note that this control scheme is executed in a centralized manner. A decentralized flocking model for autonomous drone swarms is proposed in a confined environment with obstacles, communication delays, and perturbations [839]. By giving the number of drones and the flocking speed, the collision-free and coherent collective behavior is reached based on the decentralized flocking algorithm using evolutionary optimization. In the flocking model, each drone is equipped with two independent wireless modules in the 2.4 GHz range for inter-agent communication. The position and velocity signals are obtained by the onboard GNSS receivers. A real flight experiment with a self-organized swarm of 30 quadcopters is achieved in a bounded and cluttered environment. The tiny swarm robot holds a great potential for the unknown environment search, monitoring, and exploration. The state-of-art solutions, such as simultaneous localization and mapping, are source demanding in computation and communication. A major concern is to seek a high efficient swarm algorithm [840,841]. It should be noted that communication resources in tiny robotic swarms or other scenarios like micro-satellite swarms are usually limited, which motivates research on efficient information transmission scheme. A novel sampled-data based communication scheme has been deeply studied in the past decades [842], such as event-triggered mechanism [843] and quantization mechanism [844], which show the priority in reducing the communication consumption in robotic swarms. For multiple rigid body systems, which are usually to model the robot swarms, an effective event-triggered attitude synchronization method without velocity measurements is provided in [845]. In addition, over fixed and switching topologies, two different interesting event-triggered fixed-time attitude consensus algorithms are designed in [846].

Collective behaviors for implicit communication. The implicit communication way means that robots do not communicate with others directly by exchanging the data in swarms. They transmit or share the information over the swarm network through physical or chemical interaction and visual observation instead [17,847,848,850] as illustrated in Fig. 50. For example, terrestrial swarm robots with a self-reconfigurable multilegged structure are reported in [17] that can be linked on demand and autonomously. These legged robots are made up of reversibly chainable modular units with appropriate passive perturbation management mechanisms. The tetradyne interactions can be built through the physical contact between the individuals and can improve the locomotor capabilities of swarm robots in complex terrestrial terrain. This
Table 1
Summary of collective behaviors for robotic swarms.
Source: Adapted from [831–833,837,840,845–848].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication setting</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>External assistance</th>
<th>Swarm scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Aerial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilobot [825]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Long (&gt;1m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilobot [824]</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Short (&lt;1m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-puck robots [829]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crazyflie 1.0 [823]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixhawk quadrotors [831]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crazyflie 2.0 [832]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilegged robot swarms [839]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superstructure robot [840]</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic microrobots [838]</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluebots [837]</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terrestrial swarm robot is capable of obstacle traversal and object transport in rough terrain by establishing the physical interactions of relatively simple units. Despite the self-configuration structure, the use of scaffolds made of rigid or flexible boundaries enclosing several robots is a promising structure to create complex behaviors. A superstructure consisting of a swarm rod-like robots is introduced in [849], which is confined in a deformable scaffold. The motion of this superstructure is related to the self-organization of the robots and these rod-like robots interact with each other through force conduction. A cluster of self-propelled rods inside the scaffold aligns parallel to each other to generate a driving force perpendicular to the scaffold wall to control the direction of the movement. Ways are shown for this superstructure robot to execute different tasks such as pulling loads, moving through an obstacle, cleaning up an arena, and interacting with each other.

The self-organizing dynamic structure provides insights for understanding the complex collective behaviors [17,849]. However, regulating a swarm of micro- and nanobot systems with high flexibility in the dynamic environment and tasks is still a challenging problem [850]. A magnetic microrobot swarm with high flexibility is proposed in response to the environmental changes and task variations [848]. This magnetic microrobot swarm is made up of self-propelled colloidal individuals via physical interactions rather than informative communications. The colloidal particles can be programmed by using alternating magnetic fields into liquid, chain, vortex, and ribbon-like swarm formations and enabled to complete fast and reversible transformation among them. The reconfigurable magnetic microrobot swarm shows the high adaptability and functionality in several tasks such as complex locomotion in confined narrow paths, coordinated handling of heavy loads beyond an individual’s capability, and synchronized manipulation in large areas.

Aquatic environments impose a substantial challenge on sensing and information transmitting since traditional above-ground communication methods such as radio and localizing methods using GPSs are not available. An implicit coordination mechanism is proposed for 3D underwater collective behaviors with a fish-inspired robot swarm [847,851]. This fish-like robot, called Blue-bot, achieves local sensing and interaction with neighbors only relies on a combination of cameras and blue-light LEDs. It can be shown that the multiple kinds of 3D collective behaviors underwater such as synchronization, controlled dispersion, and dynamic motion can be achieved through this simple mode of vision-based communication and without any external position sensing or control. The interaction force $F_{ij}$ between robots based on the relative distance is calculated by taking the derivative of the artificial potential, the Lennard-Jones potential $V_{ij}$ with respect to their distances $|r_{ij}|$. Hence, the movement vector $\mathbf{p}_i$ of robot $i$ is determined as follows,

$$\mathbf{p}_i = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} F_{ij} \mathbf{r}_j = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{\partial V_{ij}}{\partial |r_{ij}|} r_{ij} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} -\frac{1}{|r_{ij}|} \left[a \left(\frac{d_t}{|r_{ij}|}\right)^a - 2b \left(\frac{d_t}{|r_{ij}|}\right)^b\right] r_{ij}, \forall j \neq i,$$

where $d_t$, $a$, $b$ are parameters needed to be determined in real experiments. An experiment of self-organized circle formation, collective research, gathering, and alert is demonstrated in this 3D underwater robot swarm. A summary of collective behaviors for robotic swarms is shown in Table 1.

5.5.2. Swarm attack
Many studies have been conducted around swarm robots, and most of them assume a benign operating environment for robot swarms. In a benign operating environment, the robot swarms can propagate signals without any obstacle, which
is the basis and key to realizing the cooperative behavior of the swarm. However, in practical applications such as military confrontation, it is difficult to guarantee a benign communication environment, and potential adversarial factors such as false data injection, denial of service attacks, packet drops, etc. usually exist. For example, the effect of random time delays and packet drops is well analyzed and modeled in [852] and an LQG control method is proposed for discrete-time networked control systems. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the defense strategy for robot swarm attacks. According to the difference in the signal propagation process in the robot swarm, the existing research on the defense strategy design for robot swarm attacks can be divided into three categories: topology design based, communication mechanism based, and active security control based. The overall structure of this subsection is shown as Fig. 51.

**Topology design for swarm attacks.** The key for robot swarms to realize cooperative behavior is the signal propagation among robots, and the communication network of robot swarms is the most critical underlying foundation for realizing signal propagation, which is usually represented by topology. Therefore, there exist various cyber attacks against target nodes (robots) and edges (signal propagation channels) in the communication topology of robot swarms. Considering that cyber attacks spread their risks through the communication topology, which can be freely designed to determine the signal propagation, the most direct defense strategy is to design a corresponding communication topology based on the targets of various cyber attacks, so as to reduce or even eliminate the risk of cyber attacks. A lot of current research works are based on this idea to design defense methods, including the probability-based combinatorial optimization, communication topology switching and so on.

To model the uncertainty of information interaction in robot swarms, the probability distribution is utilized in [853] to describe whether there exists an edge or not. Probability expressions are derived based on disjoint paths and sub-cuts that define safety probabilities and accurate probabilities for a multi-robot system are calculated using binary decision graphs. To reduce computational complexity, an efficient defense topology is designed by solving a safe probability-based combinatorial optimization problem. Different from the safety probability optimization, a more direct approach is to design communication topology switching signals. A defense method for robot swarms is proposed in [854], which uses the physical properties of wireless transmission to design communication topology switching signals. The generation of the handover signals relies on information extracted from the wireless channel, randomly excluding potentially untrusted communications from consensus and selectively ignoring data transmissions from untrusted agents. This defense method, based on the design of communication topology switching, differs from previous works, which allows arbitrary malicious node values and is insensitive to the initial topology of the network. Aiming at robot swarms in practical applications, such as drone formations, a secure robot swarm model is proposed in [855] that takes the robot’s location as input and enables multiple robots to form a wireless mesh network by moving with the help of a centralized computing unit. After the wireless mesh network is formed, the A* search method is used to calculate the shortest communication path between robots to obtain the communication network topology. In addition, the model utilizes encryption techniques such as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Blowfish to further enhance the security of the robot swarms. Further, the system-wide attacks and resilient design for robot swarms are considered in [856]. Based on the above concepts, a defense method is given in [856], which is based on topology design. This method can achieve the minimum communication between robots while guaranteeing the security defense of the approximate optimal solution against any number of denial-of-service attacks and failures.
Communication mechanism design for swarm attacks. The defense strategy based on topology design against cyber attack in the robot swarms is the most direct method. However, this approach has limitations when considering the communication structure constraints in practical applications. Therefore, many experts and scholars start from the channel in the communication topology, and study the defense strategy based on the design for communication mechanism. Compared with the defense strategy based on topology design, the defense strategy based on communication mechanism pays more attention to signal propagation in the channel, which is more flexible and achievable.

In order to deal with hidden attacks in cooperative multi-robot systems, a runtime monitoring framework is proposed in [857] to guarantee the safe operation of the communication mechanism. The cumulative sign detector in this framework takes the signed residuals into account, defined as expected and received information to identify and isolate unexpected non-random behavior in multi-robot systems. The control problem of robot swarm formation with nonlinear characteristics under the denial of service attacks is considered in [858]. The distributed hybrid event-triggered strategy (HETS) proposed in [858] utilizes a hybrid communication topology and the corresponding control strategy to limit the propagation of errors caused by denial-of-service attacks, and at the same time uses an event-triggered mechanism to limit the communication frequency of the robot to save communication resource. To deal with potential long-range attacks in networked robot swarm systems, [859] leverages HoneyPhy, a physics-aware honeypot framework, to create HoneyBot, the first software-hybrid interactive honeypot designed specifically for networked robot systems. HoneyBot can attempt to trick attackers into believing their attack was successful by simulating insecure operations and physical execution, while recording all communications for attacker attribution and threat model creation. To develop new models that ensure safe cooperation in large robot swarms, a way to encapsulate cobot tasks in an authenticated data structure called a Merkle tree is devised in [860]. Using this approach based on the design of communication mechanisms, operators can provide a “blueprint” of swarm missions without revealing their raw data. In other words, data validation can be separated from the data itself. Robots applying this communication-mechanism-based approach must prove their integrity to their peers by exchanging cryptographic proofs when performing cooperative tasks. Against potential spoofing attacks in robot swarms, a class of consensus-based defense strategies called Weighted Average Subsequence Reduction (W-MSR) are devised in [861]. This communication mechanism-based approach further provides spoofing resilience by incorporating physical-layer authentication, where legitimate agents can identify and isolate malicious agents attempting spoofing attacks by comparing the physical fingerprints of received signals. A special advantage of this method is that the worst-case misclassification probability can be quantified using the distribution-robust Chebyshev bound computed by semi-definite programming when the physical fingerprints of the received signal are random.

Active security control for swarm attacks. Although defense methods based on topology design and communication mechanism can effectively deal with cyber attacks targeting signal propagation in communication networks for robot swarms, they cannot solve the cases where cyber attacks directly target individual nodes and may have already begun to take effect. At this time, it is necessary to design a defense strategy that can effectively handle the single-point attack from the perspective of the control for a single robot, that is, active security control. Active security control ensures the resistance and recoverability of a single robot or robot swarm from the perspective of control signal design, and effectively eliminates the risk of swarm attack [862].

Aiming at DoS attacks in robot swarms, a general distributed active security control based defense algorithm named distributed robust maximization (DRM) is proposed in [863], which can achieve robust optimization of large-scale robot swarms, and only depends on local communication. DRM utilizes the divide-and-conquer idea to distribute the problem among K groups of robots. Factions are optimized in parallel independently of each other. At the same time, DRM also ensures computational acceleration that differs from centralized algorithms, which depend on the communication range of the robot swarms. DRM achieves near-optimal control performance while maintaining defensive performance. In order to ensure the resilience to robot failures, the elastic coverage maximization problem is considered in [864], and two approximation algorithms are proposed, namely the ordered greedy algorithm and the local search algorithm, which can realize the fast computation of collaborative active security control signals. Both algorithms empirically outperform state-of-the-art solutions in terms of accuracy and runtime. In the presence of non-cooperative robots in a robot swarm, an active security control strategy is designed in [865] that can realize the elastic formation control of the robot swarms. The proposed active security control strategy relies on dynamic connection management, utilizing a management matrix to characterize the metrics of the robustness of the communication network topology. Different from previous work, the proposed strategy can ensure that the network is above a critical resiliency threshold to ensure that the collaborative task of the robot swarm can be completed. How to trace the source of the attack signal transmission in the robot group is also a key issue to ensure the information security of the robot group.

6. Conclusion

In this Review, we offered a comprehensive survey covering a number of important and contemporary research topics related to signal propagation in complex networks. Signal propagation, broadly regarded as a key element in understanding the emergence of collective behaviors, has received much attention in recent years from both theoretical and applied domains. This Review serves to provide a broad yet structured overview of recent progress as well as bringing up some open challenges.

In the Introduction part, we gave an overview of some recent discoveries of the universal features of dynamical processes and signal propagation in various fields of applications. Furthermore, we pointed out the importance of the
current survey, linking it with various research topics ranging from dynamical modeling and topological structures via time series analysis, to applications.

In Section 2, we started with the multiscale modeling of disease spread. In this scenario individual-based stochastic modeling and reaction–diffusion-based sophisticated metapopulation dynamics are the fundamental building blocks of the corresponding studies. Such multiscale modeling to capture propagation from a source requires more attention, as detailed interactions between pathogens on a down-scale and interactions between individuals on an up-scale must be carefully embedded. Next, we presented emergence conditions of traveling wave state in Kuramoto model as well as diffusion dynamics in the context of social, biological, and technological factors. In particular, analytical studies of diffusion dynamics reveal the emergence of the classic Turing instability in a reaction–diffusion process in complex networks. While, the role of higher-order interactions has not been fully-explored regarding Turing instability, signal spreading across temporal walks deserves further investigation. Finally, we focused on signal propagation in the neuronal dynamics and its importance for the central nervous system of Larval zebrafish. Neural signal propagations can be described at multiple scales. At the microscopic scale, detailed biological measurements enable the modeling of interactions between neurons: At the macroscopic scale, on the other hand, limited spatial and temporal resolutions of observations generally prevent attempts of the discovery of neural signal propagation accurately. Recently, whole-brain imaging techniques such as those prototype demos in zebrafish provide a unique and exciting opportunity to integrate analysis tools from complex systems to neural dynamics underlying various brain functions.

In Section 3, we first reviewed the spread of disease in temporal networks suggesting that a coarse-grained static version of temporal networks often cannot reflect the true spreading pattern. Two types of complex time-varying interactions, namely activity-driven and neighborhood exchange, are both investigated in this section. Understanding signal propagation in time-varying topology remains challenging and demands future study in particular regarding infections spreading in temporal networks and systems. We then reviewed a recently-proposed theoretical framework for signal propagation through complex networks. Under this framework, the intrinsic dynamics of each node, the interaction between neighboring nodes jointly determine how signals propagate from a given source to far-off target nodes. Furthermore, the dynamical propagation rules may vary across systems with locally perturbed high-dimensional chaotic dynamics, but a complete perturbation analysis has yet to be developed. The impact of higher-order interactions on signal propagation for a large class of dynamical models remains to be further explored. In addition, we addressed the role of multilayer structure in epidemic spreading and provided insights towards revealing the essence of control on complex networks. Specifically, we show that the connectivity with specific static structures and dynamic properties can efficiently affect the propagation of control signals in communication graphs. Further investigation could be devoted to the issues of robustness analysis on network controllability, multiplex networks, and node dynamics with diverse categories.

In Section 4, we focus on the problem of reconstructing the structure and dynamics of observed signal propagation from complex networks. We start by reviewing analytical and statistical tools for computing pairwise correlation measures from both a regression viewpoint and later generalized to information transfer via information-theoretic measures, enabling the determination of causality from time series using methods such as Granger causality and transfer entropy. Advanced nonlinear embedding and prediction approaches are also surveyed, in particular Koopman operator analysis. These pairwise measures of correlation and causality form the building block for reconstructing causal networks from time series observations, which we discussed from the perspective of dynamical systems and information theory. Then, we summarize existing methods of link prediction from the perspective of supervised and unsupervised techniques, and enumerate the application of source localization in different types of complex networks, such as disease dissemination, social, and wireless sensor networks. We note that it is valuable to combine time series analysis techniques with cutting-edge artificial intelligence approaches such as meta-learning, few-shot learning, etc., as summarized towards the end of this section, recent progress and methods based on artificial intelligence. In addition to improving the accuracy and performance of existing time series analysis methods for single task scenarios, the data problems (few samples and poor data quality) and mobility performance for cross/multiple tasks scenarios deserve special attention for practical applications of time series analysis methods.

In Section 5, we presented various applications. We first described the application of agent-based modeling and metapopulation modeling to infectious diseases, e.g., Ebola, COVID-19, and Dengue/Malaria, offering computational methods and insights for designing intervention strategies to mitigate the spread. Next, we note that signal propagation is key to understanding the power grid in particular for its stability analysis from dynamical and structural perspectives. The dynamics of signal propagation in nervous systems is also crucial for the generation of flexible and adaptive brain functions. At the spatial level, detailed nodes and edges have been identified in circuit neuroscience; whereas at the temporal level, various patterns of directional and sequential have been revealed in system neuroscience. These two research directions have produced fruitful results for integrating advanced and suitable methods from complex systems. Such a multi-disciplinary research field may uncover the rules underlying the unique properties of the brain, such as probabilistic and robust computation or invariant representations. In addition, owing to the wide potential applications of robotic swarms, studies of collective behavior and swarming dynamics where the robots communicate in a threatening environment, are rapidly gaining interest. Noting that the fundamental mechanism of the emergence and evolution of swarm intelligence remain unclear in particular, future research needs to be devoted to the investigation of the learning algorithm of individual robots.
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